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ABSTRACT
64-1o o
This report presents the technical discussion of the methods used and the results of
calculations on the details of the f_low field, and convective and radiative heating pre-
dictions for the NASA "FIRE" Reentry Package at two trajectory points. _' The first
point (Cases I and 1-[) corresponds to a time 25 seconds after entry at 400, 000 ft alti-
tude. The vehicle velocity 25 seconds after entry is 34, 582 ft/sec and the altitude is
171,611 ft. Case I is based on axisymmetric flow conditions (zero angle-of-attack)
while Case II is slightly asymmetric (5 degree angle-of-attack) with respect to incident
stream. Case HI corresponds to a time after entry of 15 seconds, with a vehicle veloc-
ity of 37, 439 ft/sec and altitude of 259, 113 ft. Case III is based on axisymmetric flow
conditions. Actual vehicle geometry varies between the two trajectory points as a
result of the planned detachment of the outer heat shield during the interval between
the two flight trajectory points. The calculations reflect this change in geometry.
Thermodynamic properties of the free stream are from the proposed atmospheric
model, supplied in tabulated form by NASA (Proposed Revision of U.S. Standard
Atmosphere, 0-700 km).
The calculations include determination of the complete inviscid flow fields, finite rate
chemistry for the nonequilibrium flow, convective heating as well as both equilibrium
and nonequilibrium radiative heating calculations. The effect of self-absorption on the
equilibrium radiation is estimated by considering the spectral distribution of the
emission coefficient. Results given include state of the shock-layer gas (to the region
of separation streamline closure) magnitude and distributions of the components of the
heat transfer (radiation and convection) over the entire vehicle surface for the axi-
symmetric equilibrium case, and in the angle-of-attack plane for the asymmetric case.
The nonequilibrium analysis, Case IT[, results in similar heat-transfer distributions
over the front face of the reentry package. In addition, the spectral intensity and
distributions of the radiative heating at the stagnation point are supplied. Results of
V
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the calculations appear in graphical form with some additional flow-field data supplied
in tabulated form. Descriptions of analytical techniques used, with supporting data
and reference to governing principles, as well as related investigations are given in
the report.
Added discussion on the computer codes used in the calculations and supplemental
topics appear in appendixes to the report. _)
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nondimensional cylindrical coordinate (r-= r/RB)
specific entropy
geometrical length of a ray (p. 2-75)
distance along streamline
temperature (° K, ° R)
a constant used in the determination of the energy levels of diatomic
molecules
kinetic temperature (°K)
nondimensional local temperature (subsection 3.2)
ix) - V2
oo
time
velocity in the x direction, nondimensionalized by V
oo
velocity vector, magnitude
volume
nondimensional velocity (V --V/Voo )
velocity components in 0, R direction
velocity in the r direction, nondimensionalized by V
weight factor (p. 3-42)
.th
ionization energy of the 1 species
cartesian or cylindrical coordinate parallel to the shock axis of
symmetry
intrinsic streamline distance, measured from the shock front origin
(subsection 3.2)
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flow angle relative to free stream
temperature of bound electronic states
angle between radiation ray and stagnation streamline or body normal
wavelength
particle mean free path based on Sutherland law cross section
(Appendix C)
.th
1 particle mean free path (Appendix C)
reduced molecular mass
coefficient of kinematic viscosity
Planck mean absorption coefficient
spectral absorption coefficient (corrected for induced emission)
frequency (sec -1)
--J-1 _ -- 1
ormoguna, shock oriented coordinate
binding energy of an electron
density
nondimensional density -- 000
cross section
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
significant time (p. 3-37)
shock angle relative to free stream
azimuthal angular coordinate
stream function for Case HI defined by Eq. (3.14)
stream function for Cases I and II defined in p. 3-2
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total
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
Shock-layer flow fields enveloping blunt reentry configurations moving through the
upper atmosphere at superorbital velocity are governed by a variety of complex, high-
temperature physical-chemical processes. Even if one disregards the sometimes
encountered near noncontinuum effects in rarefied gas flow (e. g., thickened bow shock
front, partial to complete viscous domination of the shock layer, etc. ) adequate theo-
retical description of the interrelated physical effects represents a formidable task.
The "FIRE" flow fields described in this report develop from just such reentry flight
conditions. Thus, analysis requires the use of theoretical procedures relating the
disciplines of atomic physics, chemical kinetics, and fluid mechanics to describe the
shock-layer flow environment and, ultimately, to predict the heating environment
encountered by the reentry package.
Physically, the strong bow shock wave generated by the blunt configuration in hypersonic
flow is the locus for initiating energetic excitation of the basic constituent species in the
gas. The total kinetic energy available in the flow at the flight conditions investigated
for the "FIRE" studies is of the order required to initiate significant dissociation and
ionization as well as contributing to molecular vibration and rotation modes and to
populate bound electronic states of the components. Hence, conditions are developed
which govern, in a complicated way, the production of subspecies components, the
variable state of the gas, and the transport of energy through convection and radiation
processes within the shock layer. The consideration of coupled, finite-rate chemical
processes has a strong effect not only on the distribution of species and the local state
of the gas, but also on the source and intensity of the radiation transport processes
(and the level of complexity associated with these calculations).
i-i
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The primary inviscid flow-field calculations incorporate the effects of the change in
the forebody shape (analytically simulating the detachment of the outer heat shield; an
event which, in concept, occurs between the trajectory point corresponding to Cases I
and II and the earlier point corresponding to Case HI). The calculations include the
effects of a small asymmetry in the basic flow (corresponding to an angle-of-attack
of 5 ° ) and extend downstream to approximately the region of separation streamline
closure.
The calculations described in the text of the report can be categorized by the following
general topics-
• Subsonic and supersonic inviscid shock-layer flow-field calculations for
axisymmetric and slightly asymmetric flow over the extent of the reentry
package and including the separated flow region behind the vehicle base;
• Nonequilibrium calculation of the coupled finite chemical rate processes
resulting in distribution of species and gaseous states;
• Equilibrium and nonequilibrium radiation transport calculations resulting
in the radiative heat-flux distribution around the body, based on the states
of the gas and species concentrations;
• Boundary-layer convective-heating calculations based on the spatial distri-
bution of gaseous states and species concentrations.
Details of various analysis, governing equations, and source of information are
discussed in separate sections contained in the body of the report. Wherever possible
or considered necessary, figures, sketches, and graphs have been included to help
supplement the discussion in the text.
The present report presents useful information in keeping with the general purpose of
the "FIRE" analysis. It includes the necessary quantitative prediction of flow-field
data, gaseous states, equilibrium and nonequilibrium radiation and convective heating
to the specified "FIRE" vehicle at selected trajectory points, as well as detailed des-
cription of the analytical techniques as a guideline for future studies and comparison
with flight data.
1-2
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Section 2
SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL METHODS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
2.1 GENERAL
This section presents a summary of the theoretical methods which were used to
predict the flow field and the associated aerodynamic heating for the Project FIRE
reentry package. A discussion of the main results follows the discussion of the
theoretical methods. Three specified conditions, referred to as Case I, Case II,
and Case III, were considered. The reentry package shape and dimensions for
Cases I and II are depicted in Fig. 1. The corresponding flight conditions represent
the instant at which the first calorimeter had previously melted off and the adjacent
layer of ablative material has just been ejected. The original reentry package shape,
depicted in Fig. 2, was used for Case III, whose flight conditions are such that the
radiation is primarily from a gas which is not in equilibrium. The free-stream
conditions for the three cases are shown in Table 1.
Table1
FREE-STREAM CONDITIONS
Quantity
Altitude (ft)
(meters)
Velocity (ft/sec)
(m/sec)
Temperature (° K)
(°R)
Pressure (mb)
(lb/ft _')
Density (g/m3). 3.
(slugs/ft)
Mach Number
Cases I and IT
171,611
52,307.2
34, 582
10, 541
270.65
487.17
0. 60068
1. 2546
0. 77316
1. 4995 × 10 -_
31. 962
Case III
259,113
78,977.9
37,439
11,411
184.62
332.32
0. 012492
0. 026091
0. 023573
4.5718 × 10 -8
41. 894
2-1
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Fig. 1 Body Shape for Cases I and II
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The ambient conditions for the given altitudes were calculated from the "Proposed Revi-
sionof the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 0-700kin," as found in Ref. 1. The angle-of-
attack was specified as 0° for Cases I and II, and 5° for Case II. The purpose of the
analyses was to predict the state of the gas throughout the flow field to enable prediction
of both the radiative and convective heating rate distribution over the reentry package.
For Case II the distribution was required only in the angle-of-attack plane, while for
Case III it was required only over the heat-shield face (i. e., from the stagnation point
to the backward facing step). In addition, the frequency distribution of the normal compo-
nent of the specific intensity of radiation at the forward point on the body axis of symmetry
was required. The various methods used to make these calculations are outlined briefly
below. Fuller details on these methods will be found in Section 3.
2.2 FLOW-FIELD ANALYSIS
2.2.1 General Description
A schematic picture of the flow around the FIRE reentry package is shown in Fig. 3.
SHOCK
VQo
SONIC
LINI
_,.D=..-
STARTING LINE OF THE METHOD
OF CHARACTERISTICS
FLOW REGION
FREE SHEAR
LAYER
Fig. 3 Flow-Field Schematic Diagram
NECK
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The flow field of interest lies between the body and the detached shock wave. The
flow separates from the body before it reaches the back conical portion, the separating
streamlines nearly coming together at a "neck" region downstream of the body. The
region between the body and the separating streamlines is termed the base flow region.
For Cases I and II, one can assume that the flow between the body and shock wave,
and outside the base flow region, is steady and inviscid. The shock wave becomes a
discontinuous surface, while viscous effects are confined to a thin boundary layer
adjacent to the body and a thin free-shear layer along the separating streamline.
The base flow region contains a low-velocity recirculating flow at a constant pressure,
which is also the pressure throughout the entire free-shear layer. For Case III, the
viscous region occupies a larger fraction of the shock layer. The shock wave, how-
ever, can still be considered to be a discontinuity.
In general, the inviscid flow can be out of equilibrium (due to chemical reactions at
high temperatures) and nonadiabatic (due to radiation cooling). The approach used
here was to calculate the flow assuming equilibrium, adiabatic conditions as a first
approximation and then to correct the flow to account for nonequilibrium and non-
adiabatic effects. Actually, it turned out that for all three cases the nonadiabatic
correction was negligible, so that only the chemistry correction had to be carried
out.
The equations governing the steady, inviscid, equilibrium, adiabatic flow of a gas
are written as:
v. (pv) = 0 (2.1)
pV • VV+Vp = 0 (2.2)
V'VS = 0 (2.3)
V 2
h + - const.
2 (2.4)
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where _, p , p, S, and h are the velocity vector, density, pressure, specific
entropy, and specific enthalpy, respectively. Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are two dif-
ferent forms of the energy equation, Eq. (2.4) representing the condition of adiabatic
flow, while Eq. (2.3) contains the assumption of equilibrium flow. These equations
must be supplemented by equations of state relating the various thermodynamic vari-
ables, and by appropriate boundary conditions. The latter are the Rankine-Hugoniot
conditions across the shock wave, the condition of zero normal velocity at a solid
surface, and the constant pressure condition on the separating streamline. The prob-
lem is made difficult by the fact that the location and shape of the shock wave and
separating streamline, as well as the value of the base pressure, are all initially
unknown.
Since the governing equations are elliptic in the subsonic region, and hyperbolic in
the supersonic region, different methods have to be utilized in solving them. The
next two subsections describe briefly the techniques utilized to obtain the solution in
the subsonic (and slightly into the supersonic) region of the flow for the three separate
cases. The final subsection analyzes the supersonic region of the flow, including the
determination of the separating streamline.
2.2.2 Inverse Method for the Subsonic Flow Regions of Cases I and II
An inverse method was chosen to obtain the subsonic flow regions for Cases I and II.
The method, in which the partial differential equations are numerically integrated
from a prescribed shock wave until a body is reached, was first developed for sym-
metric flows by Van Dyke (Refs. 2 and 3). Swigart (at LMSC) modified the method
to the solution of ordinary differential equations and extended it to asymmetric
flows (Refs. 4 through 6).
At the present state of development of the method, the detached shock wave is assumed
to be a surface of revolution which is generated by a conic section. An orthogonal
coordinate system containing the shock wave as a coordinate surface is employed.
A "locally" perfect gas law is assumed, namely,
h = __T__P + A (2.5)
"y-Z p
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where 7 is the isentropic index, assumed constant, and A is an enthalpy constant.
The unknowns are chosen to be the density p , and either a single stream function
¢1 (for the axisymmetric case) or two stream functions ¢1 and ¢2 (for the angle-
of-attack case). The method of solution essentially consists of separation of variables
by expanding the unknowns and the boundary conditions in a MacLaurin series about the
axis of symmetry. For _ _ 0, (where _ is the angle-of-attack of the shock wave),
there is an additional expansion in c. In this manner one obtains sets of ordinary
differential equations in the coordinate perpendicular to the shock wave. These are
integrated numerically by standard means from the shock wave until the resulting
body is reached.
We turn our attention first to Case I. One difficulty encountered in attempting to
duplicate the Case I shape is that the sonic region near the body turns out to be close
to the limit of convergence of the expansion away from the axis, thus making the
solution invalid there. A further difficulty is that the desired shape has a large dis-
continuity in curvature, while the method, by its nature, can only generate analytic
body shapes.
To overcome these difficulties, it was decided to utilize the inverse solution where it
was valid (i. e., outside the sonic region near the body) and to estimate the solution in
the region of invalidity. This was done by extrapolating results of numerical solutions
and experimental data for spheres, spherical segments, and rounded flat-face cylin-
ders, found in Refs. 3, 7, 8, and 9, to the Case I body shape and flight conditions.
This provided an estimate of the shock standoff distance (in terms of a body dimen-
sion). Since the sonic region is fairly well defined on the body, an overall continuity
check from the assumed shock wave to the body in the sonic region (which is relatively
insensitive to the detailed flow near the body) was used to further refine the guesses.
The check was made on the starting line for the method of characteristics in order to
provide consistent input data for the latter program. By repeated trials, the conic
shock wave that gave the best overall approximation to the actual shock wave was
obtained. Since the actual shock wave is not strictly a conic, local differences would
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be expected. In order to insure proper conditions in the critical sonic region, a
standoff distance on the axis slightly larger than the estimated one was produced.
This was not considered serious, since the extrapolation producing the estimate
involved a fair degree of uncertainty.
With the conic shock wave determined, the inverse solution was calculated. To
patch the resulting solution with that in the sonic region near the body, use was
made of the observation from the above references that for given hypersonic free-
stream conditions, the location of a specified flow condition on the body in this region
depends primarily on the local body slope, and is weakly dependent on the overall
body shape. Since the sonic line from the body initially curves away from the axis
(due to the small shoulder radius), the M = 1.2 point was estimated on the body.
(This resulted in a minimum Mach number of 1.05 on the starting line for the method
of characteristics. ) The gradients of all flow quantities normal to the body at that
point were then determined exactly from the flow equations, the known shock radius
on the axis, and the shoulder radius. The solution along the body normal, chosen
as the starting line, was then graphically extrapolated to merge with the machine
solution of the inverse method.
This latter graphical extrapolation presented serious problems. Whereas, for
generally spherical bodies, flow quantities along a body normal vary approximately
linearly between the body and the shock, this is far from true for normals to a sudden
shoulder with a small radius. In the case of the velocity, the distribution is not even
monotonic, as shown by the initial gradient at the body. Thus, the extrapolation,
from the known gradier_ts at the body to a point where smooth merging with the
solution emanating from the shock can be affected, is somewhat uncertain. It may
be thought that the use of a local continuity (i. e., streamtube) check would be helpful.
Unfortunately, most of the unknown part of the starting line has Mach numbers
sufficiently close to M = 1 , that the product pV is very close to its sonic value
(on each streamline). As a result, while the entropy distribution (which is monotonic)
can be estimated fairly well, the velocity and flow angle distribution (which are both
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nonmonotonic) can be determined only within broad limits. The starting line distribu-
tion (as shown in Table 5) for Case I thus represents considerable guesswork. The
machine solution was found to be applicable for approximately half the distance from
the shock to the body. Along the body, where the entropy is known from the normal
shock solution, the pressure was determined by extrapolating backwards the distribu-
tion determined from the characteristics solution. This extrapolation was assumed
valid up to the curvature discontinuity point, where a discontinuity in pressure gradient
results. The pressure distribution on the body upstream, as determined from the
machine solution, was then extrapolated forward to achieve the value at the curvature
discontinuity point. As a result, the machine solution was found to apply for approxi-
mately two-thirds of the distance from the stagnation point to the curvature disconti-
nuity point.
Concurrent with the above problem was the question of choosing the best value of 5,
and A in Eq. (2.5). Since the results of the subsonic program would be utilized
partly to obtain starting-line data for the method of characteristics, and the critical
portions of the starting line, where the Mach number is just slightly supersonic, is
near the body, it was finally decided to choose 5, and A so as to duplicate conditions
at the body sonic point. The values were determined by trial and error from the
charts of Ref. 10, which are based on the thermodynamic data of Ref. 11, the same
data stored in the characteristics program. With the body entropy known, and an
initial guess for the sonic enthalpy, the sonic pressure and density were determined
from the charts. By a graphical differentation the corresponding value of 5' [as
defined by Eq. (3.5)] was determined. The speed of sound could then be calculated,
and a new value for the enthalpy obtained from Eq. (2.4), with the velocity set equal
to the speed of sound. After convergence was reached, the value of A was given
by Eq. (2.5). The resultant values for Cases I and II were 5, = 1. 192, and A/V 2 =
oO
0. 1188. Actually, in obtaining solutions for Cases I and II, it was necessary to
employ programs which had been coded only for a perfect gas law (A = 0). The
problem was resolved by utilizing a fictitious equivalent 5, and Mach number, as
discussed in subsection 3.1.1, As a result, the thermodynamic state of the gas was
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only approximately satisfied. Unfortunately, in obtaining the solution along the
starting line for the characteristics program, it was important to match the real
thermodynamic state as closely as possible, to prevent large oscillations in the
initial solution. Using the arguments justifying the streamtube approximation
(see subsection 2.3), it was decided that the pressure and flow geometry (i. e.,
streamline pattern) were the least sensitive and therefore chosen to be correct.
The entropy could then be obtained by tracing the streamline to its origin at the
shock wave, where the exact value of the entropy is known. The remaining vari-
ables were then determined from Ref. 10.
The results of the Case I solution were used to provide input data for the method
of characteristics (subsection 2.2.4) and also the radiative heating program (sub-
section 3.3.8). Representative state variables are tabulated in Table 2. The
distribution of quantities on the body surface served as input for the convective
heating calculation (subsection 2.5.2). Typical of such quantities are the pres-
sure and the velocity, which are plotted in Fig. 4. The Case I solution provided
the results up to the curvature discontinuity point. The distribution of velocity
starts out linearly with distance, but increases as the rounded shoulder is approached.
Concurrently, the pressure is seen to decrease rapidly in this region.
Turning now to Case II (5 ° angle-of-attack), one encounters the same problems
found in Case I. The question of what shock shape to assume was resolved by
assuming that for the small angle-of-attack found here, and considering the body
nose shape to be spherical, the closest axisymmetric shock shape to the actual
shape was the same shape as in the zero angle-of-attack problem. (It is obvious that
the actual shock shape is asymmetric, but the degree of asymmetry would be expected
to be negligible for small angles-of-attack. This assumption is probably good in the
stagnation region, but would become increasingly poor as one moved out from the axis.
The assumption is forced on us by the limitations of the inverse method. )
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Table 2
THERMODYNAMIC STATE DATA- CASE I
Cartesian*
Coordinates
x y
(cm) (cm)
-4.454 0
-2.389 19.42
-1. 095 24.27
0.673 29.12
-0.590 19.03
0.552 23.78
2. 111 28.54
1.443 18.64
2. 413 23.30
3. 737 27.96
-3. 962 9. 708
-2.411 0
-1. 978 9. 514
0.2660 9. 319
0 0
1. 858 18.59
2. 915 23.18
5. 493 29.23
2.315 32.52
3.215 31.88
3. 269 34. 187
4. 428 31. 029
Static
Pressure
P/Po
(atm)
0. 786
0.748
0.720
0.674
0.758
0. 717
0. 651
0. 757
0. 709
0.630
0. 778
0. 809
0. 798
0.803
0.815
0. 753
0. 708
0.52
0.61
0.594
0.5915
0.554
Normalized
Enthalpy**
h/h
r
1. 924
1. 831
1.736
1. 635
1. 888
1. 848
1. 792
1. 920
1.892
1.854
1. 904
1. 924
1.920
1. 924
1. 932
1. 914
1. 899
1. 829
1. 481
1. 685
1. 435
1. 780
Normalized
Entropy
S/R
60.78
60.0
59.39
58.29
60.48
60.25
59.90
60.75
60.70
60.59
60.62
60.78
60.70
60.77
60.78
60.78
60.78
60.78
56.82
59.10
56.33
60.18
*Origin is at the stagnation point, x-axis points downstream.
**h = 3. 125 × 108 ft2/sec 2 = 12. 476 Btu/lb.
r
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Table 2 (cont.)
Cartesian*
Coordinates
X
(cm)
3. 879
4. 203
5. 593
4. 979
5. 809
5.901
5.494
6. 890
7.333
6. 682
7. 882
7. 112
7.918
7. 648
8. 172
11. 733
21.03
27. 906
38.347
55.626
84. 724
165.9 :
239.74
16. 384
29. 051
50. 076
79.397
Y
(cm)
33.
35.
30.
35.
37.
29.
35.
39.
39.
30.
34.
31.
32.
31.
40.
43.
50.
54.
60.
67.
i
i 78.
104.
122.
37.
46.
58.
71.
*Origin is at
**h = 3. 125
r
Static
Pressure
P/Po
(arm)
712 0. 552
708 0. 558
207 0. 4303
439 0. 452
906 0. 483
99 0. 368
61 0. 408
18 0. 444
668 0. 429
79 0. 211
32 0. 216
07 0. 152
52 0. 152
30 0. 100
55 0.404
83 0. 327
68 0. 225
79 0. 186
25 0. 148
98 0. 110
94 0. 0817
04 0. 0520
35 0. 0345
94 0. 0587
68 0. 050
41 0. 044
61 0. 0426
Normalized
Enthalpy**
h/h r
i. 583
1. 353
1. 778
1.493
1. 173
1. 754
1. 514
1. 080
1. 046
1. 643
1. 581
1. 582
1. 563
1. 510
0. 986
0. 805
0. 564
0. 472
0. 381
0. 288
0. 219
0. 148
0. 106
1. 359
I. 160
0. 750
0. 417
Normalized
Entropy
S/R
58.17
55.46
60.69
57.56
53.32
60.78
58.01
52.16
51.73
60.78
60.06
60.78
60.57
60. 78
50.96
48.55
45.12
43.73
42.25
40.53
38.93
37.09
35.89
59.90
57.25
50.72
44.56
the stagnation point, x-axis points downstream.
x 108 ft_2/sec2 = 12. 476 Btu/Ib.
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Table 2 (cont.)
Cartes Jan*
Coordinates
x
(cm)
106.56
8. 037
218.24
127.11
220.25
86.35
55.05
144.50
214.52
29.09
9. 653
22.41
39.70
61.42
115.48
186.41
251.34
50. 425
29. 852
8. 098
13. 271
8. 050
Y
(cm)
82. O3
31.41
O. 574
11.68
38.55
16.98
21.89
42. 106
59. 809
26. 749
31. 394
32. 678
35.192
38. 974
49. 860
64. 790
78.203
62. 671
53. 007
34.835
43. 154
39. 729
Static
Pressure
P/Po
(atm)
O. 047
O. 0716
O. 0146
O. 0146
O. 010
O. 0146
O. 0146
O. 010
O. 00789
O. 0146
O. 0146
O. 0133
O. 0120
O. 0109
O. 00875
O. O0704
O. 00591
O. 0702
O. 0946
O. 2121
O. 1965
O. 354
Normalized
E nthalpy* *
h/h r
O. 273
1. 455
1. 237
1. 237
1. 063
1. 237
1. 237
1. 038
O. 8071
1. 237
1. 237
1.2i15
1. 1791
1. 1308
O. 9506
O. 7218
O. 5556
O. 5019
O. 7546
1. 565
1. 126
1. 195
Normalized
Entropy
S/R
41.14
60.78
60.78
60.78
58.60
60.78
60.78
58.17
54.43
60.78
60.78
60.55
60.20
59.58
56.86
53. O0
49.98
45.57
49.63
59.92
54.25
54.19
*Origin is at the stagnation point, x-axis points downstream.
**h = 3. 125 × 108 ft2/sec 2 = 12. 476 Btu/lb.
r
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In reducing the data to obtain ¢1 ' it was discovered that, even near the shock wave,
the solution broke down as one went far enough out to reach the starting-line region
of the flow. Specifically, the terms of order c were found to be almost of the same
order as the zero-order terms, thus making the expansion to first order in E only;
worthless. This was not completely unexpected since the assumption of a symmetric
shock wave of the same shape as the zero angle-of-attack shock wave was certainly
poor, far from the axis. Furthermore, the angle-of-attack solution included only
terms up to third order in the expansion in distance from the axis, while the axi-
symmetric solution had been carried out to fourth order. It was therefore necessary
to modify the attempts to obtain complete details of the flow field for the angle-of-
attack case.
Useful results could be obtained by utilizing the solution in the stagnation region. By
considering the expression for the body shape and looking for its axis of symmetry,
it was determined (see Appendix A. 2) that the angle-of-attack of the body _ was equal
to the angle-of-attack of the shock wave c (to first order in E ) . This was not a
surprising result, since, for the spherical nose at hypersonic speeds, one would expect
the Newtonian theory to hold in the stagnation region, predicting that the shock would
"wralJ' itself around the body. Furthermore, the calculation of the pressure distri-
bution on the body in the stagnation region confirmed that the stagnation point on the
body had also shifted, approximately, 5 degrees. The remainder of the pressure
distribution up to the curvature discontinuity point was determined in the following
manner. On the leeward side, the pressure at the curvature discontinuity point was
decreased by cos 2 (0 cd + 5)/cos 2 0cd , where 0cd is the body inclination (in
degrees) at the curvature discontinuity poiht. This correction tacitly assumes that
the pressure at the shoulder varies in a Newtonian fashion. It is no__tassumed that
the pressure is given by the Newtonian approximation. The pressure distribution
between the stagnation point and the shoulder was then obtained by fairing the zero
angle-of-attack distribution to the corrected value at the curvature discontinuity
point. A similar correction was made on the windward side. The expansion behind
the shoulder was assumed to be identical to the E = 0 case. The flow was assumed
to separate after it had gone through the same expansion (in terms of body angle) as
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in the zero angle-of-attack case. This places the separation point about 0.1 in. from
the zero angle-of-attack separation point. On the windward side, similar corrections
were made to determine the pressure distributionup to the separation point. The
resulting pressure distributionis shown in Fig. 5. The asymmetry of the distribution
is evident, and makes itselffeltin the resultant convective heating distribution. Repre-
sentative state variables in the subsonic region of Case II are tabulated in Table 3.
As discussed earlier, the values for the points furthest from the axis are quantitatively
poor.
2.2.3 Analytic Solution for the Subsonic Flow Region of Case III
Since the Case III body has a much smaller corner radius than that for Case I (in fact,
the front face is close to being a spherical segment), it is evident that the inverse
method utilized for Case I would not be applicable here. It was, therefore, decided to
modify an existing approximate analytic solution for spheres, developed at LMSC, by
taking into account the presence of a sonic corner. The resulting solution would be
expected to be valid everywhere except in the vicinity of the small rounded corner,
where the solution could be estimated in a manner similar to that in Case I. The
sphere solution is basically an outgrowth of the constant-density sphere solution of
Lighthi11 (Ref. 12). It was first extended by M. Vinokur to arbitrary conic-section
bodies of revolution (Refs. 13 and 14). Subsequently, the restriction of constant
density was removed in order to obtain an approximate solution in the whole subsonic
region. These results were first reported in Ref. 15. The complete details of the
analysis, restricted to the case of a sphere, will appear in a forthcoming publication
(Ref. 16). A condensed version may be found in subsection 3.1.2.
A spherical coordinate system (R ,
axis pointing upstream, is employed.
0 , (p) based on the given body, with the 0 = 0
The flow geometry is shown in Fig. 6.
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Table 3
THERMODYNAMIC STATE DATA- CASE II
Cartesian
Coordinates*
(cm)
-4.454
-3.9616
-3.9616
-2.389
-2. 389
-1. 095
-1.095
0.6728
0.6728
-2.411
-1. 977
-1. 977
-0.590
-0.590
0.552
0. 552
2.111
2.111
0
0. 2660
0.2660
1. 858
1. 858
2.915
2.915
(Jm)
0
+9.7078
-9. 7078
+19. 415
-19.415
+24. 269
-24. 269
+29.123
-29. 123
0
+9. 514
-9. 514
+19. 028
-19. 028
+23. 784
-23. 784
+28. 541
-28. 541
0
+9. 319
-9. 319
+18.584
-18. 584
+23. 185
-23. 185
Static
Pressure
P/Po
(atm)
O.7904
O. 7675
O. 7904
O. 7225
O. 7805
O.6835
O. 7600
0.622
O. 7175
O. 8089
O. 7792
O. 8173
O. 7170
O. 7992
O.6634
O. 7708
O. 5843
O. 7175
O.815
O.7803
O.815
0.6923
O.7998
O.6034
O. 7746
Normalized
Entropy
S/R
60.78
60.35
60.78
59.41
60.59
58.58
60.17
57.11
59.35
60.78
60.58
60.78
60.20
60.78
59.87
60.64
59.31
60.47
60.78
60.78
60.78
60.78
6O. 78
60.78
60.78
*The _ coordinate is measured from the axis of
symmetry of the body. The stagnation point of the
flow occurs at _ < 0. The origin is on the body.
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Fig. 6 Flow Geometry for Spheres
The basic equations can be combined to yield a single, nonlinear equation for the
Stokes stream function _ . The nonlinearities arise from variations in density and
shock curvature. The present solution replaces the nonlinear terms by a linear func-
tion in R and cos 0 , thus introducting four unknown constants to be determined
later. A formal solution of the linear problem satisfying boundary conditions on the
body, can now be obtained. The four unknown constants are evaluated in terms of
six parameters which specify the flow geometry at the points labeled 1, 2, and 3 in
Fig. 6. By applying boundary conditions at these three points, and with some algebraic
reduction, one finally arrives at a set of six nonlinear algebraic equations for the six
geometric parameters. These are solved on a computer using Newton's iteration of
initial guesses. Convergence is good with any reasonable guess, except for low super-
sonic Mach numbers, or very strong shock waves, when the initial guesses are more
critical. Knowledge of the stream function gives us the shock shape and, therefore,
the entropy along each streamline. Using an appropriate equation of state, the complete
flow field can then be obtained.
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The above method had been programmed for a perfect gas. In order to apply it to
Case III, one first had to determine the equivalent perfect gas conditions which would
duplicate the body sonic-point conditions, as was done for Case II. The duplication was
required for consistent input to the equilibrium characteristics program, realizing that
the actual state would differ due to nonequilibrium effects. The resulting conditions
were found to be 7' = 1. 1172 and M = 81.63. The next task was to modify the solu-
e
tion for flow around a sphere by fixing the location of the body sonic point (i. e., fixing
03) and by dropping the corresponding sonic throat boundary condition. This reduced
the problem to one of five equations in five unknowns. Due to the absence of the simple
sonic throat conditions, this set was actually algebraically more complicated than the
original six, and convergence was more difficult to obtain. The procedure employed
was first to use the original program to obtain the sphere solution for the desired free-
stream conditions. Then the sonic angle, 0 3 , was successively decreased in small
steps, using the new program, until the limit of convergence was reached. This gave
a good enough representation of the flow away from the corner region, so that a
"patching", similar to that of Case I, with a solution in the neighborhood of the actual
corner radius was possible. This provided necessary starting-line data for the method
of characteristics, as well as input data for the streamtube chemistry program. The
pressure and velocity distribution, up to the beginning of the rounded shoulder for
Case HI, ia aown in Fig. 7. The velocity distribution shown is actually the corrected
distribution resulting from the application of the chemistry program of subsection 2.3.
The rapid change in slope for both quantities near the shoulder is more pronounced
than in Case I, due to the greater severity of the shoulder.
2.2.4 Method of Characteristics
The supersonic flow for Cases I and III was calculated by the standard method of
characteristics. For Case III, as discussed in subsection 2.3, only the streamline
geometry and pressure distribution were utilized, the remaining state variables
being subsequently determined by the streamtube chemistry program. The method
was programmed at LMSC (Ref. 17), following the procedure of Ref. 18. Details of
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the method may be found in the above references. Polynomial curve fits for equilibrium
air presented in Ref. 19 were extended to the higher enthalpy and entropy ranges required
for Project FIRE, using the least-squares code of Ref. 20. This provided the coefficients
for the expansions of log P/Po ' log P/Po , and T as double polynomials in h/RTo and
S/R , where T is the temperature, R is the undissociated gas constant for air, and the
subscript o refers to standard reference conditions. Separate curve fits were generated
for different sections of the Mollier Diagram to insure accuracy within two percent. The
data fitted were obtained from Ref. 11. The final coefficients were then stored in the
characteristics program. The coefficients for the extended curve fits are tabulated in
Table 4, using the nomenclature of Ref. 19.
The body of revolution can consist of several regions, each of which may be defined by
an equation, or by a table. The basic unknowns which are used are V , S/R , and 0 ,
where 0 is the flow inclination. These quantities are specified at an arbitrary set of
points on a noncharacteristic starting line extending from the shock wave to the body.
The shock angle _ must also be specified. Starting-line data for Cases I and III, as
determined from the subsonic solutions of subsections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, are tabulated
in Tables 5 and 6. For given free-stream conditions, the program automatically
calculates the flow along left-running characteristics. (The original method of calcu-
lating along right-running characteristics was changed to facilitate the handling of
backward conical positions, such as found on Project FIRE. ) The program automati-
cally generates the shock shape, calculates Prandtl-Meyer expansion fans at corners,
and calculates a constant pressure streamline emanating from any prescribed point
on the body (including the middle of a corner expansion region), if desired. The calcu-
lation of each new point in the flow requires an iteration process which is controlled by
a specified convergence criterion on the velocity, and a specified bound on the number
of iterations permitted. In order to prevent an excessively large characteristic mesh,
and the resultant loss of accuracy, maximum step sizes are specified at the shock, at
each body segment, and on the constant pressure streamline. The program automati-
cally subdivides the mesh if the distance between successive points on the shock, body,
or contact pressure streamline exceeds the allowable maximum.
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Table 4
CURVE-FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUILIBRIUM AIR*
v
O
VI
a
b
e
d
e
f
g
h
i
a
b
c
(3O
VI d
©
e
VI g
h
i
J
l°gl0 P/Po = fl (x' y) T
-0. 254558511 0.
= f2(x, Y) lOgl0p/p o = f3(x, Y)
75396962 4 -0.81496277
-0.151321171 -0.106380864 -0.156193051
0.33279940 0.101266554 0.40346465
0.18695336 -1 0.254221913 0.24099334 -1
0.40027560 -1 0.244644572 0.48209645-1
-0.30746464 -1 0.657463192 -0.32002148-1
-0.38911540 -2
-0.27183122 -2
-0.66638900 -2
0. 45745844 -2
-0.147699151
-0.138904891
0.22255757
0.22287781-1
0.33281241-1
-0.458898982 -0.42823758-2
0.164838111 -0.27612809-2
-0.117136302 -0.81647895-2
-0.342899082
0.117846595
-0.165830584
0.978220923
0.153596333
0.26123463 -2
0.48388687
-0.143691931
0.26737183
0.21800762 -1
-0.281649803 0.29530291-1
-0.11669045 -1 -0.236061872 -0.14206643-1
-0.14206614 -2 -0.177568792 -0.14851446-2
0.18415757 -2 0.331975472 0.20729524-2
-0.36742778 -3-0.77477457 -3 0.218581581
0.70358078 -3 0.345154221 0.10108147-2
*General Equation:
fn(X,y) = a+bx+cy+dx 2+ exy+fy2+gx 3+hx2y+ixy2+jy3
Transformation Equations:
x = 0.14285714 S/R - 8.2857143 400 _ h/RT _ 825
O
y = 0.02h/RT - 10.0 400 _ h/RT < 600
O O
y = 0.017777778 h/RT - 12.666667 600 _ h/RT _ 825
O O
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Table 5
STARTING LINE DATA -CASE I
Coordinate s*
X
(cm)
2. 315
2. 363
2.438
2. 633
2. 875
3. 215
3. 749
4. 429
5. 011
5. 351
5. 593
5. 788
5.901
Y
(cm)
32.52
32.49
32.43
32.30
32.13
31.89
31.51
Magnitude
of Velocity
Vector
V
(ft/sec)
16,794
16,370
15,840
14,740
13,640
12,420
i0,920
Angle of
Velocity
Vector**
0
(rad)
0. 955
0. 956
0. 958
0. 962
0. 965
0. 968
0.971
31.03
30.62
30.38
30.21
30.07
29.99
9,760
9,400
9,500
9,820
10,240
10,558
0. 970
0. 967
0. 964
0. 961
0. 958
0. 956
Entropy
S/R
56.82
57.10
57.42
58.05
58.58
59.10
59.67
60.18
60.48
60.61
60.69
6O. 74
60.78
Shock
Angle*
(rad)
1.067
*Origin is at the stagnation point.
**Angles are measured from the (downstream pointing) x
coordinate.
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Table 6
STARTING LINE DATA - CASE III
Coordinates*
x y
(cm) (cm)
1. 959 35.
2. 337 34.
2. 687 34.
3. 155 34.
3. 622 34.
4.089 34.
4. 557 34.
5. 024 33.
5. 492 33.
5. 784 33.
5. 936 33.
6. 017 33.
6. 085 33.
Magnitude
of Velocity
Vector
V
(ft/sec)
13 11,563
97 11,110
84 10,800
66 10,431
48 10,086
30 9, 78O
10 9,578
79 9,505
47 9,656
27 10,000
16 10,435
10 10, 85_
06 11,407
Angle of
Velocity
Vector**
0
(rad)
.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
O.
O.
O.
O.
Entropy
S/R
082 69.45
097 69.61
106 69.78
116 70.01
122 70.22
122 70.44
107 70.66
076 70.89
03 71.09
998 71.20
978 71.26
968 71.30
9599 71.32
Shock
Angle*
(rad)
1.262
*Origin is at the stagnation point.
**Angles are measured from the (downstream pointing)
x coordinate.
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To predict the separating streamline for Case I, the theory of Denison and Baum
(Ref. 21), which extended Chapman's original work on the base flow region (Ref. 22)
to include the presence of an initial boundary layer at the separation point, was used.
Following Chapman, it was assumed that the recompression region where the recircu-
lating flow turns back is small in extent. As a result, the total pressure on the dividing
streamline is equal to the static pressure behind the recompression region. For isen-
tropic recompression, and an adiabatic free shear layer with Prandtl number one, the
latter assumption is equivalent to
2 2 , )2 (2.6)M2/M 1 = 1 - ( u D
where M 1 and M 2 are the inviscid Mach numbers before and after recompression,
and u; is defined in Ref. 21 as the ratio of the velocity along the dividing streamline
to the inviscid velocity at the outer edge of the free-shear layer, u; can be obtained
from Fig. 5 of Ref. 21 as a function of s* , which is a transformed distance along the
dividing streamline measured from the separation point, and also defined in that figure.
A trial-and-error procedure was employed to calculate the correct separating stream-
line. For an assumed separation point on the body, a characteristics solution, including
the separating constant-pressure streamline, was obtained. Due to the breakdown of
the finite-difference equations in the vicinity of the axis, the calculated separating
streamline curves sharply downward as it approaches the axis. The flow angle at the
neck was therefore assumed to be the minimum angle achieved on the calculated stream-
line. Using this angle and the value of M 1 given by the characteristics solution, the
value of M 2 corresponding to isentropic compression to the free-stream direction was
obtained with the aid of the gas tables of Ref. 23. A numerical integration using the
.
results of the characteristics solution also determined the transformed distance s
.
corresponding to the neck location. The corresponding value of u D from Fig. 5 was
then compared to the value given by Eq. (2.6). The separation point was varied and
the calculations repeated until the two values agreed.
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The complete flow geometry for Case I is shown in Fig. 8. Representative state
variables from the characteristics solution are tabulated in Table 2, and provided
input data for the radiative heating program. The pressure and velocity distributions
on the body up to the separation point are plotted in Fig. 4. The curves have been
extrapolated backwards to the curvature discontinuity point, where they meet the
solution derived from the subsonic program. The discontinuity in curvature results
in discontinuities in the slopes of the pressure and velocity curves. It is seen that
the slopes are much steeper over the rounded corner regions than they are just ahead
of it. For Case II, an approximate pressure distribution was utilized in the supersonic
region, as discussed in subsection 2.2.2, and shown in Fig. 5.
The complete flow geometry for Case III is shown in Fig. 9. Representative stream-
lines have been traced for use in the streamtube chemistry program (subsection 2.3).
In the subsonic region these were obtained directly from the solution of subsection 2.2.3.
In the supersonic region they were derived by interpolation from the characteristics
solution. The pressure distribution as a function of arc length along each streamline
was used as hlput for the _^_+ ..... The,, ,_ _ ogram, pressure and velocity distributions
(the latter already corrected for the chemistry) on the body from the beginning of the
rounded shoulder to the backward-facing step are shown in Fig. 7. The discontinuity
in slope is much larger here than was true in Case I.
2.3 FLOW CHEMISTRY - PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES
The streamtube treatment is used in conjunction with a previously computed equilibrium
flow field in predicting the nonequilibrium species distribution. The procedure followed
treats the flow field, initially, as an inviscid, adiabatic, equilibrium region. The
results of these calculations are next used to establish pressure distributions along an
arbitrary number of streamlines traced throughout the equilibrium shock layer. The
pressure distributions, in turn, govern the motion of the chemically reacting fluid
element through a coupling of the one-dimensional (streamwise) momentum equation
with an array of differential species production equations. Solution of this system of
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Fig. 9 Flow Geometry for Case III
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equations is accomplished by numerical forward integration of the equation array from
inside the bow shock surface continuing over the extent of the streamline traced. The
explicit formulation, additional discussion of rate processes, and sources of pertinent
physical constants appear in subsection 3.2 of this report.
A basic assumption in the streamtube rate chemistry calculations is that the governing
equilibrium pressure distribution and streamline patterns are insensitive to subsequent
chemical kinetic processes. The assumption is that, on the average, the macroscopic
pressure (or its kinetic theory equivalent, the time rate of change of directed particle
momenta in normal collisions within a moving fluid element) is relatively unaffected by
the chemical processes. (Although, rather obviously, the inverse of this assumption
is not valid; since altering the rate of change of particle collisions clearly affects to a
significant degree the chemical kinetics. )
A physical argument for the foregoing assumption can be examined from a simple
illustration. Consider a group of elementary diatomic molecules (no complex inter-
actions or field effects) possessing a certain thermal motion or temperature (the frame
of reference is moving with respect to the macroscopic or "streaming' velocity). A
fraction of these molecules conceptually dissociate into their constituent atoms. In the
energy bath associated with the particle ensemble, the atoms achieve increased thermal
velocity consistent with their mass reduction from the molecular state in accordance
with elementary kinetic theory. However, the apparent disparity caused by increase
in thermal velocity and increased particle population through changes from the molecular
state is, to a large extent, offset by the decrease of the dissociated particle mass on
the statistical average over the collisional momenta. It follows that, at a fixed point
in space and time, the momenta, averaged over a large number of collisions by atoms
and more massive but slower residual molecules in accordance with the rate chemistry,
change only slightly relative to the average momenta in directed collisions corresponding
to equilibrium population composition. Hence, the thermal contributions to the macro-
scopic pressure change little from the equilibrium level predicted locally. The preceding
illustration is only reasonable if instantaneous large magnitude changes to the local chemi-
cal compositions are not encountered. However, such changes in the inviscid flow model
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resemble infinitelyfast rate processes (equilibrium chemistry) or discontinuities (shock
waves) which are treated separately in the initialequilibrium flow-fieldcalculation.
The additional, second-order effects of particle diffusionon the streamline traces
are neglected in the treatment. These, of course, become important only in the
viscous region of the flow near the body surface.
An additional assumption applied to the rate chemistry analysis has to do with the
manner in which the chemical kinetic processes are uncoupled from the internal
thermodynamic degrees of freedom available to the species.
The streamtube computer code used to determine finite-rate chemical kinetics in the
flowing gas essentially uncouples the rate chemistry from all internal energy modes
available to the gas particles. The significant assumption is that there exists imme-
diate full excitation and equilibration of vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom
with the translational mode. Conceptually, full excitation of rotational and vibrational
levels is considered accomplished by fluid particles immediately after transition across
the shock front. The shock front itself is considered to be the usual gas dynamic
discontinuity.
A sound basis for the theoretical determination of the rate of excitation of the bound
electronic levels is not currently available (see J. G. Hall, Ref. 24). However,
because of the relatively small amount of the total energy absorbed in the electronic
states, the rate chemistry can be (and was) effectively uncoupled from this mode of
internal energy absorption. Estimates of the electronic excitation of the species and
the electronic temperature are of importance, however, in the radiation calculations.
The procedure for estimating the electronic temperature is discussed separately in
the section on radiation calculations.
The streamtube approximation is not valid in the stagnation region, where the velocity
decreases and ultimately vanishes. In order to calculate conditions along the axial
streamline the following method was used. A streamtube integration was performed at
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constant pressure (and therefore constant velocity). The distance is then exactly
proportional to the time. Since the actual pressure distribution is nearly constant on
the real axial streamline this solution gives a good approximation to the correct dis-
tribution as a function of time. In order to map this into the real physical distance
along the axial streamline, use is made of the continuity and momentum equations in
the shock layer (unchanged by the chemistry). This provides a relationship between
density, distance, and time in the real situation. Using the density vs. time distri-
bution from the constant-pressure streamtube solution, it is then possible to find the
mapping between this time and the real physical distance. Details are to be found in
Appendix B. The body surface streamline integration starts at a point 11 cm from the
stagnation point, where conditions were identical to the equilibrium conditions behind
the normal shock wave. These conditions were obtained from tabulated normal shock
wave calculations (see Marrone, Ref. 25).
Some of the results of the rate-chemistry calculations have been arranged in graphs
for ease in comparison and discussion. The results used in the establishment of
species population and distribution for the radiation calculations included several
additional streamline traces which are not shown. However, the two prepared figures
illustrate, in general, the characteristics of the flow chemistry found for Case HI.
Detailed tabulations of these results for all streamlines traced appear in Table 7.
The axial streamline distributions of the molar fractions for the 10 subspecie compo-
nents considered appear in Fig. 10. The molar fractions are given in terms of the
fraction of the ith specie ratioed to the ambient value on a molar mass basis. This
ratio is a convenient form for species calculations and may be converted to the usual
concentration fraction by dividing the molar mass fraction or ordinate value at any
point by Z , the molecular compressibility factor. The compressibility factor is
easily determined at any point. It is the sum over all component molar fractions at
the position of interest. The calculation starts immediately behind the shock front
(the x -I- 0 limit implied by the figure) and extends, as shown, over a streamline
distance considered in the calculation. This intrinisic streamline distance is
measured in am.
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The chemical processes are seen to be initially dominated by molecular dissociation,
which is almost completed prior to the onset of significant ionization. The dissociation
of the ambient molecular components is virtually complete in a distance of the order of
1 cm. The dissociation rates are seen to cause a relatively steep slope in the initial
decay of the ambient molecular species. This reflects the high probability or cross
section for energetic exchange at the dissociation level consistent with the relatively
high energy available in the flow.
The onset of ionization may be traced by the increase of the positive ionic components
and corresponding buildup of free electrons. This growth is seen to be more gradual
at first (indicating the initial, less efficient ionization probability corresponding to
atomic collisions). Subsequently, the ion fraction profiles steepen rapidly in response
to the appearance of the ions and free electrons with their associated increased effi-
ciency as ion-production collision partners. These two well-defined phases in ioni-
zation simulate the ionization phenomena where the initial gas is cool and relatively
unexcited (see Hall, Ref. 24 and Bortner, Ref. 26). The ionization processes appear
to be stillin progress, hence, somewhat out of chemical equilibrium at the "end" of
the axial layer trace, 3.92 cm. At this limit the free-electron mole fraction has
attained a level of about 0.152. This corresponds to a number density of about 1.35 ×
1015 (cc)-1 at the local gas density level.
Principal contributors to the free-electron population near the stagnation point limit
are the single detachment of electrons from the atomic nitrogen and oxygen available.
Contributions of the additional ion sources considered in the present system, nitric
oxide and molecular nitrogen, are negligible near the limit of this trace, as expected.
These two sources, which donate significant electron populations at lower gas tem-
peratures (below the level associated with significant single atomic ionization), have
probability peaks in the intermediate temperature range of 2000 to 4000°K. At higher
temperatures the dissociation probability for these contributors dominates, hence
they decay into their atomic components. The neglect of the possible contribution of
the single ionization of molecular oxygen reflects the fact that its recombination cross
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sections are of the same order as its electron detachment cross sections throughout
the life of the molecule. This production "balance" is somewhat less in evidence for
the molecular nitrogen single ionization reaction, included in the system.
Superimposed on the figure are the equilibrium levels of the species associated with
the conditions existing behind the normal shock in equilibrium flow. Those values
were obtained from the detailed Cornell tables for normal shock equilibrium (see
Marrone, Ref. 25).
Figure II shows the species distributions computed along a somewhat cooler stream-
line trace (S/R = 70. 895). This particular streamline is of interest in that its length
and position help illustrate the apparent asymptotic "frozen" levels toward which the
component species are driven. The considerable length over which the governing
equations are applied,coupled to the flow velocity, results in most of the rate processes
tending toward a quasi-constant, frozen level (although small changes persist, since
the flow is still expanding to the limit of the streamline).
Similar to the axial trace, primary dissociation of the ambient molecular constituents
is seen to be essentially complete prior to the onset of the ionization processes. The
variation in the thermal energy content in comparison to the axial streamline may be
deduced from the maximum level reached by the free electron molar fraction (roughly
-2 -1
6 x 10 as compared to the value of 1.52 x 10 observed on the previous figure).
Again, the flow is hot enough so that the principal electron contributors are from
atomic single ionization. The secondary ionization of nitric oxide and singly ionized
-3
molecular nitrogen peaks to a value of about 4 x 10 at around 4 cm from the shock
origin. The maximum free electron concentration is reached well back in the flow
(at about 18.4 cm). The maximum electron number density corresponding to the local
gas density is about 2.44 x 1014 (cc) -1 at this location. This is a decrease of almost
an order of magnitude in comparison to the maximum values determined on the axial
streamline. The point at which the streamline encounters the start of the corner
expansion, hence the origin of the expansion zone, is identified on the graph.
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These results, in conjunction with those of the other streamlines traced through the
shock layer, were used to predict the spatial distribution and proportional contribution
of the independent subspecies to the radiation transport calculations described in
another section.
2.4 RADIATION PROPERTIES AND RADIATIVE TRANSFER
2.4.1 General
There are presently in existence the results of several studies of the radiation prop-
erties of air. Equilibrium emissivities have been studied in at least three serious,
theoretical works (Refs. 27, 28, and 29). Unfortunately, the predictions for the
radiative properties of air differ by as much as an order of magnitude at thermodynamic
states corresponding to typical reentry conditions. Much less is known about the non-
equilibrium radiative properties. Some special cases have been studied; e.g., the
effects of collision limiting, but, for the most part, semi-empirical methods (Ref. 30)
are required. It has been found necessary to re-examine both the techniques used in
the emissivity predictions and the manner in which these are used to calculate radiative
transport. Two theoretical methods for the calculation of frequency-dependent and
integrated radiative properties have recently become available at LMSC. The first
has been developed by Armstrong and offers a very high degree of precision in the
calculation of equilibrium properties. The second was developed specifically for the
present study for the purpose of predicting nonequilibrium radiation. The analysis
which is presented in subsection 3.3 is somewhat less accurate than Armstrong's
analysis, but has greater utility in that the emissivities can be more readily generated.
In addition, of course, it has sufficient generality to handle (approximately)
nonequilibrium radiation.
In order to evaluate the radiative heating to the FIRE vehicle, it is necessary to care-
fully examine the applicability of the thin-gas approximation. In this approximation it
is assumed that the shock-layer gas emits but does not absorb radiative energy.
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Rigorously, this must be true at every frequency if the approximation is to be valid.
Both Armstrong's spectral emission coefficient data and the data generated in Section 3
indicate that the shock layers for Cases I and II are not optically thin and that the use of
this approximation will significantly overpredict the radiative flux to the body. The
stagnation-point radiative heat transfer to the FIRE vehicle was calculated both with
and without the effect of self-absorption for Case I. A significant effect of self-absorption
in reducing the radiative heating was observed.
The effect of energy loss by radiation was also considered.
importance of this effect is the radiation loss parameter, F
A good measure of the
, which is defined by
energy loss in time 5/v 5
F =
total energy
where 5 and v 5 are the shock standoff distance and normal velocity behind the shock,
respectively. It was found that this parameter was about 0.05 for Case I and less for
Case KI. Therefore, radiation cooling losses were neglected in thc present calculations.
In the following sections, the primary results of the radiative heat-transfer calculations
are presented and discussed. The data are presented in both graphical and tabular form
(Tables, 8, 9, and 10 ).
2.4.2 Radiative Heat Transfer
2.4.2.1 Equilibrium Radiation, Case I and II
In order to calculate the radiative heat-transfer distribution one must know the details
of the inviscid flow field and the dependence of the emission coefficient of the gas in
question with thermodynamic properties. In the present analysis the inviscid flow field
discussed in the previous section was used to obtain the temperature and density dis-
tribution in the shock layer and in the separated flow region. With the temperature and
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Table 8a
RADIATIVE HEATING DISTRIBUTION - CASE I
Arc
Length, s
(in.)
0
4.03
7.88
9.93
10.79
13.0
13.8
21.5
LMSC
Lower
Bound, qR
(Bm/sec-ft2)
186
180
157
119
105
10.1
3.31
0.316
LMSC
Upper
Bound, qR
(Btu/sec-ft2)
1630
1600
1460
12100
1080
AVCO
Data, qR
(Btu/sec-ft 2)
64O
Armstrong' s
Data, qR
(Btu/sec-ft2)
450
Present
Calculation
of qR
(Btu/sec-ft 2)
375
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Table 8b
CONVECTIVE HEATING DISTRIBUTION - CASE I
Are
Length, s
(in.)
0
1. 968
3. 858
5. 906
7. 383
9.26
11.02
11.78-
11.78+
12. 047
12.35
12.76
12.87
12.99
13.15
13.33
13.48
13.63
13.79
Heating Based
on Cohen's Theory, qc
(Btu/see-ft21
601
601
589
624
637
649
670
662
717
560
364
140
Heating Based
on Lee's Theory, qc
(Btu/sec-ft2)
601.3
616.7
646
645
658
650
619
537
361
313
265
234
145
109
78.0
70.77
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Table 9
SPECTRAL INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION - CASE I
X
(microns)
8 x 10 -2
9 × 10 -2
i0-i
i.1 × i0 -I
I.2 x 10 -1
i.4 x 10 -1
2 x 10 -1
2.7 x 10 -1
2.9 × 10 -1
3 × 10 -1
3.1 x 10 -1
3.2 x 10 -1
3.4 × 10 -1
4.1 × 10 -1
4.4 × 10 -1
4.8 × 10 -1
5 × 10 -1
5.2 x 10 -1
5.6 × 10-1
IX \)
ergs
m 2-sec-micron
3.3 X 109
i. 05 X I0 I0
i. 25 X i010
2.05 X 109
i. 12 X 109
1.42 × 108
6.0 × 108
1.55 x 109
1.35 × 109
1.7 × 109
1.08 × 109
7.2 × 108
6.0 x 108
6.0 × 108
7.7 × 108
4.3 × 108
2.3 × 108
1.65 x 108
1.39 x 108
k
(microns)
6.1 x i0-i
7 × i0 -I
7.5 x i0-i
8.4 × I0 -I
8.6 x i0-i
9.4 × 10 -1
I Ix \
ergs -I
\cm -sec-micron/
1.4 × 108
1.33 × 108
1.4 x 108
1.6 × 109
7.4 × 108
1.35 x 109
1.0
1.1
1.25
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
I. 7 x 108
I. 1 x 108
2.5 × 107
1.43 × 107
8.5 × 106
4.7 × 106
3 × 106
2.05 x 106
1.45 x 106
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Table 10a
RADIATIVE HEATING DISTRIBUTION - CASE IH
Cut No.
1
2
3
Upper
Estimate
(Btu/ft2-sec)
85
80.5
40.8
Lower
Estimate
(Btu/ft 2-sec)
26
Upper Bound
From Ref. 30
(Btu/ft2-sec)
160
Lower Bound
From Ref. 30
(Btu/ft2-sec)
52
Table 10b
CONVECTIVE HEATING DISTRIBUTION - CASE HI
Arc
Length, s
(in.)
0
4.33
5.71
8.28
10.29
11.84
13.02
13.23
13.44
13.76
14.37
14.62
15.36
16.25
Convective
Heating, qc
(Btu/sec-ft 2)
145
143.55
145
152.1
154.1
158.3
156.21
151.08
108.3
25.65
20.85
20.49
21.2
25.14
Convective
Heating With
Nonequilibrium
Viscosity, qc
(Btu/sec-ft 2)
88.9
15.36
18.04
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density known, the local emission can be evaluated at each point in the flow field. If
the gas is assumed to be optically thin, the radiative heat transfer to the vehicle surface
can be determined by summing up the intensity from each point in the flow field. One
can simplify the analysis by making the tangent slab approximation in which it is assumed
that the emission varies only in the normal direction and is given by the variation at the
body point of interest. The slab is assumed to be infinite in extent so that the solid
angle is equal to 2_ . This approximation is valid on the FIRE vehicle in the region
of the stagnation point but is not valid in the corner or separated flow region and,hence,
was not used at all in the present analysis. Instead, the local emission at each point
in the flow field was calculated and its contribution to the intensity to the surface was
properly taken into account in the manner described in subsection 3.3.8. The gas was
assumed to be optically thin in the analysis presented in subsection 3.3.8. The effect
of self-absorption was estimated, however, but only at the stagnation point for Case I.
In Fig. 12" (see Table 8) the radiative heat-transfer distribution is shown for Case I.
Because of the current uncertainty in the emission coefficient, the radiative heat-
transfer distribution was determined using both the emissivity results obtained by
Meyerott, et al. (Ref. 27), and Breene, et al. (Ref. 29). The distribution obtained
using the data of (Ref. 27) is labeled LMSC lower bound, while the distribution obtained
using the results of (Ref. 29) is labeled LMSC upper bound. The difference between the
radiative heating levels is approximately an order of magnitude. The distribution
along the body, however, appears to be quite insensitive to the emissivity data used.
The effect of self-absorption in reducing the radiative heating is also shown in Fig. 12.
The effect of self-absorption was estimated using the spectral emission coefficient data
of Armstrong and also by using the spectral emission coefficient data obtained by the
analysis presented in subsection 3.3. Self-absorption was approximately accounted for
by assuming that the gas was optically thin up to the point, in terms of frequency, where
the intensity became equal to the black-body value. The gas was then assumed to radiate
*The convective heating shown in this and subsequent figures is discussed in
subsection 2.5.
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as a black body at all higher frequencies. This estimate of self-absorption is dependent
on the spectral distribution of the emission coefficient and gives the least effect of self-
absorption in reducing the radiative heat transfer to the body. The slight difference
between Armstrong's calculations and the present calculation is due to the differences
in the spectral distribution of the emission coefficient. Additional discussions of the
manner in which the reduction of the radiative heat transfer by self-absorption was
estimated are presented in subsections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4.
Probably the most interesting result of the present calculations of the radiative heating
to the FIRE vehicle is that the effect of self-absorption will reduce the upper bound
estimate, which includes the vacuum ultraviolet, to slightly below the level predicted
by using the emissivity data of Kivel and Bailey (Ref. 28). It will be difficult to conclude,
from a comparison of these theoretical results with flight-test data, whether or not the
vacuum ultraviolet portion of the spectrum is present and was partially self-absorbed
or if the vacuum ultraviolet is not present and the theoretical estimates of the emission
coefficient by Kivel and Bailey are correct.
The details of the radiative heat-transfer distribution in the corner region are presented
in Fig. 13. Also shown is the distribution obtained by Wick (Ref. 31) for similarly
shaped bodies. The agreement between the present and Wick's results for the radiative
distribution is good in the forward region where the influence of the corner flow is small.
In the corner region the present results give radiative heating rates somewhat higher
than one would obtain using Wick's distribution. This difference between the two results
in the corner region is attributed to the manner in which the geometry of the flow in
determining the radiative heating to the surface was treated. Wick employed the tangent
slab approximation throughout the flow field whereas, in the present analysis, the
geometry was precisely accounted for by numerical integration as described in sub-
section 3.3.8. The flow in the corner region is irradiated by a much larger volume of
gas than the tangent slab approximation utilizes and, therefore, the heating rates,
according to the present analysis, are higher than those obtained by Wick. In the
region of separation point the radiative heat transfer is seen to be orders of magnitude
less than the heating rates on the forward portion of the vehicle. These results indicate
that the radiative heating from the air to the base region of the vehicle is relatively
unimportant.
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The total heat transfer to the vehicle surface is shown in Fig. 14. The total was
obtained by summing the convective heating, which is discussed in subsection 2.5, and
0.5 of the radiative heating. Only 0.5 of the radiative heating was used since the
absorptivity of the surface was assumed to be 0.5.
The spectral intensities at the stagnation point of the body for Cases I and II were
calculated using the least upper bound approximation and the emission coefficient data
given in subsection 3.3. The results are plotted as a function of wavelength in Fig. 15
and tabulated in Table 9. It should be noted that an estimate to the atomic line intensity
is also plotted in this figure. The emission coefficient data required for this estimate
were obtained by using Armstrong's program to calculate the mean emission coefficients
(over 250 A increments) up to the maximum wavelength for which it is applicable
(0.85 microns) ,then using the calculated data to scale the measured data from Ref. 30
by the formula
Jv(0.85 -< k -< I)
Jm(0.85 -< X -_ 1)Jc(0.8 <-- _ -< 0.85)
Jm(0.8 -< _ <- 0.85)
(2.7)
to obtain the remaining emission coefficients. In Eq. (2.7) the subscript c refers to
a value calculated at an arbitrary thermodynamic state, and the subscript m refers
to a value obtained from (Ref. 30) measured at a fixed thermodynamic state. It is
seen in Fig. 15 that the line contribution is important but not dominant.
A precise definition of the inviscid flow field for Case H was not obtained. For this
reason, the radiative heat-transfer distribution shown in Fig. 16 for Case II was
obtained by extrapolating the results obtained for Case I. The distributions were
obtained only in the pitch plane. The stagnation point was first assumed to rotate
an amount equal to the angle-of-attack (_ = 5 ° ). On the windward side the radiative
distribution was assumed to be equal to the zero angle-of-attack distribution in terms
of distance from the stagnation point up to the curvature discontinuity point. Beyond
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this point the radiative heat transfer was assumed to fall off in a manner similar to
that of Case I. On the leeward side, the radiative distribution was obtained in a similar
manner with the one exception that it was necessary to extrapolate the zero angle-of-
attack distribution in order to obtain the distribution up to the curvature discontinuity
point. Again, in the region beyond the curvature discontinuity point, the radiative
heat transfer was assumed to decrease in a manner similar to the zero angle-of-attack
case. The total heating rate for Case II is presented in Fig. 17.
2.4.2.2 Nonequilibrium Radiation, Case IH
Much less is known about nonequilibrium properties than is known about the equilibrium
properties. Some special cases have been studied; e.g., the effects of collision
limiting, but for the most part semi-empirical methods (Ref. 30) have been the only
ones available. Given the populations of the atomic and molecular levels, the radiation
code developed in subsection 3.3 and described in detail in Appendixes A. 6 and A. 7, has
sufficient generality to calculate the nonequilibrium source functions, emission coeffi-
cients, and absorption coefficients which are required to solve the radiative transport
equation. However, the populations of the atomic and molecular levels are not known
and their estimation introduces an abundance of uncertainties.
The cross sections required to calculate the absorption coefficient are the same for
equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties. The cross sections required in the calcu-
lation of the other properties (emission coefficient and source function) differ, however.
The method developed by Hansen in Ref. 32 is generally followed in calculating the
additional properties for the molecular-band radiation. For the free-bound and free-
free radiation properties, the technique of detailed balancing is applied to the funda-
mental rate equations to obtain the required cross sections. Having obtained the
cross sections, the required properties can be calculated if the populations can be
obtained. For nonequilibrium flows, the species populations along streamlines can
be calculated with the streamtube program as described in subsection 2.3. For the
molecular band and atomic line radiation, the populations of the excited electronic
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levels are also required. A technique is suggested in subsection 3.3 whereby the
populations of these levels can be estimated from the known rate coefficients for the
species reactions.
The nonequilibrium radiative heating distributions associated with Case III are pre-
sented in Figs. 18 and 19 and tabulated in Table 10. The data presented in Fig. 18
were obtained by using the plane slab approximation in connection with the upper and
lower bound estimates to the radiative properties as defined below and described in
subsection 3.3. Also presented are radiative heating values at the stagnation point
as obtained from the semi-empirical bounds given by Allen, et. al., (Ref. 30). It is
seen that the two bounds overlap although the values obtained in the present study tend
to be somewhat lower. Presented in Fig. 19 are the total heating distributions using
the upper estimate to the radiative properties and assuming that the absorptivity of
the surface is 0.5.
Presented in Fig. 20 is the emission coefficient profile along the stagnation stream-
line showing the dominant contributors. As discussed in subsection 3.3 and at the end
of this section, it is quite uncertain if the O2(S-R) and atomic lines contribute as much
as indicated. Consequently, an upper estimate was defined as the sum of all three
constituents; whereas, a lower estimate was defined such that the O2(S-R ) and atomic
line contributions were not included.
In using the plane slab approximation in the calculation of radiative heating, it is
required that emission coefficients be known along radial cuts rather than streamlines
(see subsection 3.3.8). Three radial cuts were selected for Case III and are shown in
Fig. 21. Cut No. 1 coincides with the stagnation streamline; consequently, the required
species populations were available directly from the streamtube program. For Cuts
Nos. 2 and 3, however, species populations were available only at the rather limited
number of points corresponding to the intersections of the radial cuts with the stream-
lines. These points are indicated in Fig. 21. In the region very close to the shock,
the populations vary quite rapidly and greater resolution is required. This was obtained
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by mapping the population of the nearest streamline (Streamlines 2 and 5, Fig. 9, for
Cuts Nos. 2 and 3, respectively) onto the radial cut such that the populations remained
fixed for a fixed (normal) distance from the shock. The emission coefficientswere
calculated by the nonequilibrium radiation code and are also presented in tabular form
in Table 11.
The measurements presented in Ref. 30 indicate that atomic line radiation can be
important in nonequilibrium shock-layer flows. An estimate of this radiation was
obtained by taking the product of the Planck mean absorption coefficient as calculated
by Armstrong's program with the Planck function evaluated at the local kinetic tem-
perature. While the Planck function is not the correct source function, it is probably
a fairly good approximation, since in the region where atomic line radiation is impor-
tant, all the electronic levels and species populations are nearing equilibrium (at the
local kinetic temperature), excepting only N+ , O+ and e- which are not important
in line emission. The atomic line contributions are included in the total emission
coefficient curves given in Fig. 21 and are presented separately in tabular form in
Table 8. It is to be emphasized that this calculation will tend to be high due both to
errors in the source function and the neglect of self-absorption in the individual lines.
The spectral distribution at the stagnation point for Case III is given in Fig. 22 and
Table 12. The method used for this calculation was that given in subsection 3.3. The
O2(S-R) overshoot is assumed to be present; consequently, the results represent the
upper bound estimate in the 0.3 to 0.5 micron region. The atomic line contribution
was not included as the appropriate spectral data are not available from Armstrong's
program. This means that the intensity in the 0.8 to 2 micron region is probably too
small.
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Table 12
SPECTRAL INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION - CASE III
h_
(ev)
6.23800 -1 1.99
'_.71647 -1 1.425
1.11949 1.11
1.36734 0.912
1.61519 0.767
1.86304 0.667
2.11088 0.588
2.35873 0.526
2.60658 0.476
2.85442 0.435
3.10227 0.40
3.35012 0.37
3.59797 0.345
3.84581 0.323
4.09366 0.303
4.34151 0.286
4.58935 0.271
4.83720 0.256
5.08505 0.244
5.33290 0.233
5.58074 0.222
5.82859 0.213
6.07644 0.204
6.32428 0.196
6.57213 0.189
6.81998 0.182
7.06783 0.176
7.31567 0.170
7.56352 0.164
7.81137 0.159
8.05921 0.154
8.30706 0.1495
8.55491 0.145
8.80275 0.141
9.05060 0.137
9.29845 0.133
9.54630 0.130
9.79414 0.126
1.00420 +1 0.124
1.09790 +1 0.113
1.21970 +I 0.1015
1.34160 +1 0.0925
1.46340 +l 0.0848
1.60960 +1 0.077
1.70710 +1 0.0727
1.80460 +I 0.0688
1.90210 +1 0.0652
1.97520 +1 0.063
k
(microns)
Ihv I_
2 2
(ergs/cm -ster-ev) (ergs/cm -ster-micron)
3.16529 +5
+5
7.12004 -
+62.77015 _
3.84428 +6
8.2147o: 
1.09604+_
1.30345 _
4.49103:_
2.41572 _
5.20995 +6
+69.29221
+69.03562 -
2.67580 +7
+7
1.86668+7
1.31531
1.09699 +7
+66 33264
" +66.14861 ^
8.60526 _
7.97596:_
8.75988+_
8.77560 b
9 61795 +6
" +67.97108
1.12502 +7
5.32866: 
1.68372
1.19732 _d
8 88900: 
" a1.49168 -
1.79003 +3
1.4565o: 
1.21548
9.82754 +z
+2
7 98648 -
" +2
6 95778 .
" +4
1.70032
131824: 
" 4
1 45260..
5.01045
1.492o8: 
1.73147+_
3.58505
12o4241 
5.27924+.
2.34077 _
+3
8.54155 _
6.90359 +_
9.89 +5
4.35 +5
2.79 +6
5.72 +6
3.07 "
4.67 +7
2.01 +7
1.32 +7
3.42 +7
7.20 +7
8.19 +7
2.79 +8
5.51 +8
1.78 +8
1.67 +8
1.07 +8
1.16 +8
1.79 +8
1.83 +8
2.21 +8
2.40 +8
2.86 +8
2.57 +8
3.91 +8
2.00 +8
74 +7
6"12+75.
4.10 +7
7.35 +6
9.37 +4
8.11 +4
7.19 +4
6.14 +4
5.26 +4
4.88 +4
1.25 +6
1.03 +6
1.17 +6
4.88 +6
80 +7
1"51+82.
6.19 +8
2.52 +8
1.24 +8
6.14 +6
2.49 +6
2.16 +6
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2.4.3 A Criteria for Self-Absorption
Self-absorption in a gas arises from the fundamental fact that a good emitter is also
a good absorber. This can be seen by examining the transport equation. For an
emitting and absorbing gas, the transport equation is
dI
v ' I (2.8)ds - Jv - #v v
where Iv is the spectral intensity, s is the geometrical length, Jv is the emission
coefficient, and _' is the speetral absorption coefficient corrected for induced emission.
v
It can be seen that for a gas with uniform properties an upper bound on intensity is
given by the optically thick limit where d I /ds = 0 and, hence
J
I <_.K
m !
v _v
If the gas is in local thermodynamic equilibrium,
!
Jv = Pv Bv (B v is the Planck function)
hence
I -< B
lJ Y
or
I B
6 5 (6 is the path length) (2.9)
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which provides an upper bound which must always hold. A second upper bound to the
intensity (the optically thin case) can be obtained by discarding the third term (absorp-
tion term) in Eq. (2.8) and integrating the remaining two terms. This yields the
optically thin gas formula which takes the following form for a gas with uniform
properties:
Iv _< jr6 (2.10)
where 5 is the length of the ray.
The upper bounds, represented in Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10),are shown schematically in
Fig. 23. Note that the two upper bounds intersect and that a composite of the two
represents a least upper bound. The slope of the optically thin gas curve is Jv ;
hence, when
Jr5 _< By (2.11)
or
<
Jv -- By 5 (2.12)
the optically thin gas formula represents the least upper bound; likewise, when
j 5 _> B
P P
(optically thick gas)
or
j _> B /5 (2.13)
P P
the least upper bound is the Planck function.
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OPTICALLY THIN /
GAS FORMULA_
OPTICALLY THIN GAS
OPTICALLY T_CK GAS
ELF-ABSORPTION CUTOFF
/_//"_ LEAST UPPER-BOUND
TYPICAL I NTENS ITY VAR IATION
OPTICAL PATH LENGTH, 8
Fig. 23 Theoretical Limits on the Spectral Intensities
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The composite upper bound represents a reasonably good approximation to the intensity
variation. The asymptotes are rigorously correct and the transition region is probably
not greatly in error. It is obvious from Fig. 23 that the thin gas formula becomes a
very poor approximation to the intensity when
5 > By/Jr (2.14)
It is straightforward to extend these concepts to the nonequilibrium case. The Planck
function is merely replaced by the source function fly appropriate to the nonequilibrium
gas. The optically thin gas formula represents the least upper bound when
and when
the source function fly
fly (2.15)
Jv - 5
Jv >- -6- (2.16)
represents the upper bound on the intensity.
In dealing with problems in heat transfer, it is often convenient to work with integrated
(over frequency) quantities. It is to be emphasized that if an attempt is made to check
for self-absorption by replacing the spectral quantities in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) with
integrated quantities, the results can be very misleading. The importance of self-
absorption on the integrated intensity can be ascertained only by integrating the solution
to Eq. (2.8) over all frequencies. This is a rather tedious calculation if an exact solu-
tion is required. However, if the least upper bound, as defined above, can be used as
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an approximate solution to Eq. (2.8), the calculation becomes relatively straightforward.
This will be a quite accurate approximation when the radiant energy in the frequency
range where
By 6 N Jv
is small compared to that in the frequency ranges where
By/6 >> J v
or where
By/5 << Jv
which is quite often the case. Assuming the least upper bound approximation to be
accurate, the integrated intensity ISA becomes
v 1 oo B
ISA f fv6 "_ Jv dv + -_ dv
o v 1
(2.17)
where v 1 represents the frequency at which Jv and By/6 intersect, and the subscript
SA indicates that the effects of self-absorption have been included. For the non-
equilibrium case, the integrated intensi_ is
Vl _o
ISA I f _5 "_ Jv dv + -- dv (2.18)
o Pl
where the symbols have their usual meanings.
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2.4.4 Equilibrium Radiation Properties
It is generally known that wide disagreement exists between the three existing theo-
retical predictions (Refs. 27, 28, and 29). It is felt that insufficient data presently
exist to indicate clearly which of the three theoretical works is the most accurate.
In the present work these data were used to attempt to obtain approximate upper and
lower limits on the emissivities. The upper limit was calculated from a curve fit
from Ref. 33 which fitted the maximum emissivities (at the thermodynamic states of
interest) predicted by the three theoretical works; the lower limit was obtained from
a curve fit from Ref. 34 which fitted the minimum emissivities from the three
theoretical works.
In addition to the three predictions discussed above, two new theoretical methods for
the calculation of optical properties have become available at LMSC. The first has
been developed by Armstrong, et al. (Refs. 35 and 36) and offers a very high degree
of precision for the prediction of emissivities by atomic processes (applicable to air
when temperatures are greater than about 10,000 ° K). The second was developed
specifically for this investigation and is presented in detail in subsection 3.3. It is some-
what less accurate than Armstrong's method but has greater utility in that emissivities
can be more readily generated. In addition ,it is applicable to temperatures as low as
about 1000 ° K and as high as about 20,000 ° K.
A brief summary of the two theoretical methods is presented below. Consider first
the work by Armstrong, et al. (Ref. 35).
a. Photoelectric Transitions
The Burgess-Seaton Coulomb approximation (Ref. 37) is used near threshold
and a Born approximation to the dipole acceleration matrix element is used
at high photon energies. The use of these two approximations and a method
for joining them was selected upon comparison with the results of a Hartree-
Fock code due to Dalgarno, Henry, and Stewart (Ref. 38).
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b. Atomic Line Transitions
The program compares all pairs of levels, applies selection rules as
appropriate and thereby picks out the allowed transitions. The contribution
to the absorption coefficient due to each transition is then computed, using
Hartree-Fock-Slater radial dipole integrals and Baranger-Stewart electron
collision broadening in a Voigt profile.
A progressive lumping of the atomic levels is employed. For principal
quantum numbers n = 2 and 3 , most multiples are treated distinctly; for
n = 4 to 8 and I _ 3 , transition arrays are computed; and for larger
and n > 9 , hydrogenic approximations are made.
This part of the code is not fully operational. It can be used to calculate
mean absorption coefficients over small frequency increments, and it can
be used to calculate Planck means, but it cannot be used to calculate the
detailed spectral absorption coefficients required for accurate solutions to
the transport equation when self-absorption at the line centers is present.
It has the additional limitation that it cannot be used for wavelengths greater
than about 0.85 microns.
c. Free-Free Transitions
A hydrogenic approximation is used.
d. Occupation of Atomic States
The set of occupation numbers presently used is the result of a previous
evaluation, computed on a fixed grid of six densities and five temperatures.
This grid is inflexible and,when intermediate states are desired,
interpolation is required.
Consider now the theoretical analysis given in subsection 3.3.
a. Photoelectric Transition
The hydrogenic approximation is used in much the same manner that it was
used by Stewart and Pyatt (Ref. 39). The two differences of significance
between the two approaches are that in the LMSC code the Gaunt factors
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were taken from the work of Karzas and Latter (Ref. 40) rather than assumed
to be unity, and fractional parentage coefficients were included.
b. Free-Free Transitions
A hydrogenic approximation is used.
c. Molecular Transitions
The approach developed by Mulliken (See Ref. 41 for example) and his co-
workers was used. The electronic oscillator strengths were obtained from
recent work by D. Churchill at LMSC (Ref. 42).
d. Occupation of Atomic States
The neutral, ionic, and electronic populations are obtained from Ref. 43.
These then are divided into the level populations by the code itself, which
can handle Boltzmann statistics.
Selected values of the integrated (continuum) emission coefficients as calculated by the
above two methods are presented in Figs. 24 and 25 for comparison with the three well
known works (Refs. 27, 28, and 29).
It is seen in Fig. 24 that for the thermodynamic states corresponding to the (approxi-
mately constant) stagnation streamline values of Cases I and II (T = 11,100°K and
P/Po = 10-2) ' the results of the present calculation agree quite well with the results
of the G.E. calculation (although significant differences occur at lower densities as
seen in Fig. 25).
The corresponding spectral emission coefficients were calculated and are presented in
Figs. 26 and 27. Several curves of B /5 are also plotted in these figures to illustrate
v
the spectral dependence of self-absorption. These data were used to evaluate ISA from
Eq. (2.17). It should be noted that for typical values of 5(1-30 cm) there is a relatively
small transition region (where By 5 ~ jr); consequently, one would expect Eq. (2.17)
to yield rather accurate results. The calculated intensities normalized against IOT ,
the integrated intensities as calculated by the thin-gas approximation, are presented
in Fig. 28. It is seen that for an optical path length of 4.45 cm (the standoff distance
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for Cases I and ]I), the actual intensity is about 0.4 of the intensity based on the thin-
gas formula. The effect of self-absorption on the angular distribution of integrated
intensity is given in Fig. 29 for the stagnation point of Case I. In this figure, the
normalizing intensity, IOT , is the optically thin intensity for the optical path length
for a given value of 0 . It is seen that the angular dependence is rather weak, which
indicates that, to a good approximation, one can correct the total intensity for self-
absorption effects by using the shock standoff distance as the optical path length.
2.5 CONVECTIVE HEATING
2.5.1 Stagnation Point Convective Heat Transfer
The stagnation-point heat-transfer rate due to convection was calculated for Case I
using the following equation from Ref. (44).
where
fiR 1/2 1/2--3. h (2.19)
qc = convective heat-transfer rate, Btu/ft2-sec
C = 2.6 × 104 Btu-ft 1/2 lb-1/2-sec -2
flR/Voo = nondimensional stagnation point velocity gradient
Poo = free-stream density, slugs/ft 3
R = nose radius, ft
= nondimensional free-stream velocity, V o/104 ft-sec -1
hw, h e = enthalpy at the wall, edge of boundary layer
The stagnation point velocity gradient was obtained from the inviscid flow-field analysis.
For Case II, where the vehicle is at 5-deg angle-of-attack, the inviscid subsonic solu-
tion showed that the stagnation point was also shifted by 5 deg. The stagnation point is
still on the spherical portion of the heat shield and cross-flow effects are negligible.
Therefore, the same prediction equation used in Case I was also used in Case II.
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For Case HI, the high-altitude nonequilibrium case, the same equation was again used
since Adam's results (Ref. 45) have shown that nonequflibrium effects are small in an
ionized boundary layer if the surface is catalytic. The effect of vorticity was estimated
using the summary curves given in Ref. 46. The appropriate Reynolds number and
density ratio across the shock are
p V R
Re - = 1300
#S
P_
- - 0. 106
Ps
which results in an increase in the stagnation-point heat-transfer rate of 5 and 16 percent
according to the theories of Van Dyke (Ref. 47) and Ferri, et al. (Ref. 48), respec-
tively. The stagnation-point heat-transfer data are shown in Figs. 12, 16, and 18.
2.5.2 Convective Heat-Transfer Distribution
The convective heat-transfer distribution was calculated for Case I using the self-
similar solutions of Lees (Ref. 49) and Cohen (Ref. 50). The results are presented
in Fig. 12 and Table 8. It is seen that the difference between the two theories is quite
small. The boundary-layer edge conditions were obtained from the inviscid solutions
of subsection 2.2.
Since the difference between the two theories is negligible, the simpler theory of Lees
was used for Case If, the 5-deg angle-of-attack case. Using the pressure distribution
of Section 2, the convective heat distribution was obtained. The pressure distribution
is presented in Fig. 5 and the resulting heat-transfer distribution is shown in Fig. 16.
For Case III, the noncquilibrium inviscid solution was used directly to obtain the edge
conditions with the exception of the viscosity. The inviscid nonequilibrium solution
gives the pressure and translational temperature from which the viscosity can be
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calculated. Since the gas is not in equilibrium, it was necessary to calculate the
viscosity using the nonequilibrium composition and thermodynamic properties from
the inviscid solution. This calculation is discussed in Appendix C.
The heat-transfer distribution was calculated using both the equilibrium and non-
equilibrium viscosity. The heat-transfer distributions are shown in Fig. 18, and
Table 10, where it is seen that the effect of the nonequilibrium viscosity is to reduce
the convective heating by about 20 percent in the corner region. The effect of shock-
generated vorticity on heat transfer was assumed to be uniform over the face of the
vehicle. The uniform increase is shown in Fig. 18. This assumption that the increase
in heat transfer is uniform over the frontal portion of the vehicle is based on Ferri's
results (Ref. 48) from an investigation of the effect of external vorticity on the
heat-transfer distribution.
2.5.3 Wake Heating
The heat transfer to the back of the body from the wake was calculated assuming that
Reynold's Analogy holds between the heat transfer and skin friction. This assumption
is certainly true if the temperature of the dead-air region equals that of the body, and
probably is a good approximation otherwise. In addition, it was assumed that Prandtl
Number = Lewis Number = 1. With these assumptions, the heat transfer to the body
was computed from the total energy transferred across the dividing streamline, using
the results of Ref. 21. Assuming that the heat transferred was distributed uniformly
over the total surface area of the base region, one gets an average base heating rate
of 31.5 Btu/ft2-sec.
To the order of the approximations made in analyzing Case II, and in consideration of
the approximate nature of the wall-heating analysis, the Case II base-heating rate is
indistinguishable from Case I.
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Section 3
THEORETICAL METHODS
3.1 FLOW-FIELD ANALYSIS
3.1.1 Inverse Method for the Subsonic Flow Regions of Cases I and II
In this section, the inverse method of Swigart is described in greater detail. The
discussion will be limited to three-dimensional flows, the only flows of interest here.
In cylindrical polar coordinates with the origin at the shock vertex, and with the shock
nose radius as the unit of length, the assumed conic-section shock wave has the
equation
r = 2x - Bx 2 (3.1)
where B characterizes the eccentricity of the conic section, and the x-axis points in
the downstream direction. An orthogonal coordinate system containing the shock wave
as a coordinate surface is defined by:
x = _ 1 -_/(1 - B_2)(1 - B + BT?2 (3.2)
and
r = _ (3.3)
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The shock wave is described by 77 = 1 . The uniform free stream makes an angle E
with the x-axis. Equation (2.1) is satisfied by the introduction of two stream functions,
_1 and _2 ' satisfying the relation
pV = V¢I x V¢2 (3.4)
The intersection of the surfaces ¢1 = constant and ¢2 = constant are therefore stream-
lines, and by virtue of Eq. (2.3), are also lines of constant entropy. The gas law which
is assumed is that for a "locally" perfect gas, i.e., one for which the isentropic index
_/ = (a log p/8 log P)S (3.5)
can be considered approximately constant throughout the subsonic region. The first
and second laws of thermodynamics then require that the enthalpy satisfy Eq. (2.5),
where A is an arbitrary function of entropy, assumed here to be also constant. It
then follows from Eqs. (2.3), (3.4), and (3.5) that
P/P'Y = g(¢1 ' ¢2 ) (3.6)
where the function g will be determined from the boundary conditions at the shock
wave. Eliminating V and p with the aid of Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6), and introducing
the (4 , 77 , (p) coordinate system through Eqs. (3.2)and (3.3), one obtains from
Eq. (2.2) a set of three nonlinear equations in p , ¢1 ' ¢2 ' as functions of _ ,
and¢
The arbitrariness in the definition of ¢1 and ¢2 is removed by considering the uniform
free stream as an axisymmetric flow with the body streamline (ahead of the shock)
chosen as the axis of symmetry, and setting ¢2 equal to the azimuthal angular coordi-
nate of such a flow; ¢1 then becomes the familiar Stokes stream function, which is
commonly set equal to zero on the axis of symmetry. Since the location of the body
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streamline ahead of the shock wave is not known a priori, it is necessary to introduce
a parameter 5, which measures the distance of the body streamline in the free stream
irom a given reference streamline. The boundary conditions at the shock wave (_ = 1)
and the function g(¢l' ¢2 )' both involving the parameter 5 and the shock angle-of-
attack E, can now be explicitly written. The boundary condition at the body is simply
$1 = 0 at _? = 7?b(_,(p;c) (3.7)
The method of solution essentially consists of separation of variables by expanding the
dependent variables and boundary conditions in double MacLaurin series in _ and E
about _ = 0 and e = 0. If _, p,p, and ¢, are nondimensionalized by V ,p_o,
2
p Vo , and pooV , respectively (where the subscript _ refers to free-stream
conditions), then the initial conditions at the shock wave determine expansions of the
form:
2_1 = fo(_/)_2 + fl(_)_4 + f207)_6 + ....
+ _ cos ¢[f4(,)_ + fs(,)_3 + f6(,)_ 5 +... ] + 0(_2) (3. s)
[h4(7/) 3]
_2 = _0 + £ sin _0[-_--- + h5(_) _ + h6(_) _ + 0(_ 2) (3.9)
•5'- 1 - g107)_2 g2(_?)_4T + 1 p' = go (T/) + + + ....
+ c cos ¢ _4(_)_ + g5(_?)_ 3 + g6(77)_ 5 +... ] + 0(_ 2) (3.10)
where bars indicate nondimensional variables.
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Substituting the above expansions into the partial differential equations and boundary
conditions, and equating coefficients of like powers of _ and E, one obtains sets of
ordinary differential equations in 77. Each set contains one more unknown than the
number of equations (e. g., the zero order set results in two equations for fo' go' and
gl), reflecting the backward influence due to the ellipticity of the equations in the sub-
sonic region. The equations are solved by setting the unknown from the higher-order
expansion term equal to zero, and integrating the resulting set numerically by standard
means from the shock wave (_ = 1) in steps of AT]. Condition (3.7) determines the
shape of the body, as well as the value of the parameter 5 when c _ 0. For angles-
of-attack, solutions have been programmed only to the first order in _, with three
terms in the expansions in _, and a perfect gas law assumed throughout. For zero
angle-of-attack, four term expansions in _ have been programmed, and the gas law
obeys Eq. (2.5). Considerable hand reduction remains to determine the body shape
and flow variables. A program which performs the reduction automatically is available
for zero angle-of-attack, with four term expansions in _, but only for a perfect gas.
In applying the method to Case I (zero angle-of-attack), one encounters two problems.
The first arises in the attempt to duplicate the desired body shape, and is due to an
inherent limitation of the method. Due to the small shoulder radius of the body, the
best approximation (limited to conic sections of revolution) to the actual shock shape
is a fairly blunt oblate ellipsoid (B > 0). The sonic region near the body turns out
to be close to the focus of the generating ellipse, which is a singularity of the coordi-
nate system. The expansions in _ diverge (since the expansion of the factor (1 - B_2)
of the coordinate transformation diverges as _ -_ B -1/2) , thus rendering the solutions
invalid in that region. The physical explanation of this breakdown is that the actual
shock-wave slope must remain greater than that of the free-stream Mach wave, and
consequently the shock wave cannot be represented far from the axis by an ellipse
whose slope becomes zero. The method used to overcome this limitation was discussed
in subsection 2.2.2. The shock wave that best approximated the actual shock wave was
one with a bluntness of B = 5.6.
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The concurrent problem of duplicating the thermodynamic state of the real, equilibrium
air in the subsonic region was resolved by choosing _/ and A so as to duplicate condi-
tions at the body sonic point. (See subsection 2.2.2). The resultant values of T = 1. 192
and A/V 2 = 0. 1188 correspond to a value of A/h = 0.25, indicating that the modifica-
cO
tion of the perfect gas law is important for this case. Unfortunately, the many trial
solutions which were required to duplicate the desired body shape necessitated the use
of the automated program, which was only available for a perfect gas law. We note,
however, that the enthalpy constant A is only used in the shock boundary conditions.
Furthermore, for hypersonic flow, the state of the gas behind the shock wave can be
approximately written in terms of the shock angle and the density only. For a flow
whose gas obeys Eq. (2.5) downstream of the shock wave, the density ratio can be
shown to be given by:
Poo 't' +
= _b)2Ps T + 1 T_o(M _ sin
- 2
2(T_o T2)
1 1 + 2A(72- 1) + + 2
T + 1 V 2 sin2 _ T_(T_ - l)(M_o sin q_)2 Too(Mo sin qS)4
oO
1/2
(3.1i)
where q_ is the shock angle measured with respect to the free-stream direction.
Both A/V 2 sin 2 q5 and 1/(Mo sin _)2 are small in our case, permitting an expansion
of Eq. (3.11) which, to first order, gives
__P°°_ T-1 + 1 [(T........+Too)('/- 1) A(T 2 - 1)
Os T+I (T + 1) sin 2 _b [Too(T_o - 1)M2 V 2
(3.12)
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Comparing Eq. (3.12) with the expression for a perfect gas law, we see that the density
(and therefore other variables) behind the shock wave is approximately that given by the
flow of a perfect gas with the real T but a fictitious equivalent Mach number M
e
defined by
2 _(T + Too)('Y - 1) _ A
M2 T_o(T_o _ I)M2 _ V2 (T 2 - I)
e oo
(3.13)
Since the second term dominates, and A > 0 in our case, this corresponds to an
imaginary Mach number. Since the free-stream Mach number always appears as the
square in all the shock boundary conditions, this formal result causes no difficulty.
Fortunately, it was simple to modify the automated program to input the square of the
free-stream Mach number, instead of the Mach number itself. The value of M 2 for
e
Case I was -40.71.
As one moves along the shock wave from the axis, and sin 2 _b decreases, the approxi-
mate result Eq. (3.12) becomes poorer. Also, Eq. (3.11) predicts a monotonic varia-
tion of the density, while the actual density (from a real-gas solution) actually increases
at first, and then starts to decrease, thus indicating the deficiency of the simple
"locally" perfect gas approximation. Fortunately, the error in expansion Eq. (3.10)
due to the slight divergence of the solution at the shock wave as _ increases, com-
pensated for the errors due to the approximate treatment of the thermodynamic state.
Thus, there was good agreement between the values of the shock density ratio as
calculated by the machine program, and the exact values determined iteratively, using
Ref. 10, all the way out to the starting line. The comparison is shown below:
Location poo/ps (Machine Calculation) poo/ps (Exact)
Axis 0. 0652 0. 0658
Point of Maximum
Deviation (4 = 0.25) 0. 0631 0. 0651
Starting Line O.0620 O. 0621
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The use of Eq. (3.13) to determine M is therefore justified. Away from the shock
e
wave, where the calculated and real thermodynamic state did not agree as well, the
pressure and flow geometry as derived from the program were chosen to be correct
(see discussion in subsection 2.2.2). Additional information on the modified, automated
zero angle-of-attack program used for Case I may be found in Appendix A. 1.
The problem of duplicating the body shape for Case II (5-deg angle-of-attack) was
resolved by choosing the same shock shape (B = 5.6) as in Case I. (See discussion
in subsection 2.2.2). The duplication of the thermodynamic state of the gas was more
difficult. It proved impossible in the time allotted to effect the modification of the
perfect gas program by introducing M 2 as the input parameter,as was done for the
automated program for Case I. It was therefore decided to utilize the existing perfect-
gas angle-of-attack program, choosing for the equivalent 7', that value which would
satisfy Eq. (2.5) at the body sonic point, with A set equal to zero. This gave the
value 7' = 1. 1367. The corresponding equivalent Mach number, given by Eq. (3.13)
with A = 0, was M = 57.44. Further information on the angle-of-attack programe
used for Case II may be found in Appendix A. 2.
3.1.2 Analytic Solution for Supersonic Flow Around Spheres
This subsection presents further details on the approximate analytic solution, developed
at LMSC, for the subsonic flow region generated by a sphere moving at supersonic
speeds. The method is an extension of Lighthill's solution, which was based on the
single assumption of constant density, and thus restricted to the stagnation region for
hypersonic flow. The extension consists essentially of removing this restriction, in
order to calculate the complete subsonic region, and part of the supersonic region.
The spherical coordinate system (R, 0, q_) indicated in Fig. 6 is used. Equation (2.-1)
is satisfied by introducing the Stokes stream function, _, given by
_ 1 a@ _ 1 ___ (3.14)
PVo R sin0 _R ' PVR R 2 sin0 _0
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where V0, V R are velocity components in the 0 and R directions, respectively.
Equations (2.2) through (2.4) can be combined with the laws of thermodynamics to
yield an equation for the vorticity (Crocco's Law). Substituting Eq. (3.14),one obtains
the final form
1 8 _ 1 _0) 1 82_R 2 80 in 0 + sin 0 R 2
R 2 sin 0 / pV3
ta2R sin 0_ (3.15)
where _ and a are the local streamline radius of curvature and speed of sound,
respectively. In Lighthill's solution the terms in the curly brackets are replaced by
a constant. In the present solution these terms are approximated by a linear function
in R and cos 0. Introducing the nondimensionalizations of subsection 3.1.1, with the
body radius R B as the unit of length, we can rewrite Eq. (3.15) as
_21 000 (s lin0 0O-_0)+ sinl 0 02_-=8_2 _2 sin 0[A + BR + (C + DR)cos 0] (3.16)
where the constants A, B, C, and D are yet to be determined. Applying the boundary
condition, _ -- 0 at R = 1, we obtain the formal solution
h 2 sin 2 [ COS 2 COS 2 ]0 [fl(R)+ f2(R) cos 0 + f3(R)(l - 5 0) + f4(R) cos 0 (3 - V 0)]
(3.17)
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where
A B _
fl(R) = bl(R -3- 1)+_-_(R 2-1)+_-_(R 3 1)
C D
f2(R) = b2(R -4 - R) + _ (h2 - R) + i-4(h3 - R)
f3(R) = b3(_ -5_h 2)
f4(h ) = b4(h-6 _ h3)
(3.18)
Equation (3.17) has been truncated at four terms in order to yield the proper number
of unknowns in the final set of equations. In order to determine the constants A through
D, and b 1 through b 4, we focus attention on the points labeled 0, 1, 2, and 3 in
Fig. 6. The flow geometry at the last three of these points is specified by introducing
the parameters R1 ' K1 ' R2 ' 02 ' _:2' and 03 , respectively, where R: is the non-
dimensional shock-wave curvature, and 0 is expressed in radians. Since _ can be
expressed in terms of K at the shock wave, and the thermodynamic state is known at
points 0, 1, 2, and 3, it follows that the curly bracket in Eq. (3.15) can be evaluated
at those four points. One can therefore express the constants A through D in terms
of the six newly defined parameters. The latter, together with the solution constants
b I through b4, comprise ten unknowns which are solved for by applying boundary
conditions on _ and its derivatives at the points 1, 2, and 3, yielding precisely ten
equations. The constants b 1 through b 4 appear linearly in these ten equations, and
can be easily eliminated, reducing the system to a set of six nonlinear algebraic
equations in the six unknowns RI' r(l' R2' 02 ' [(2' and 03 . This set cannot be
solved analytically. Instead, Newton's method of iterating on initial guesses is
employed, using an electronic computer. Once the six geometric parameters are
known, the constants A through D, and b 1 through b 4 can be calculated, and the
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stream function ¢ can then be evaluated at any point from Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18).
The complete flow picture can be obtained in the following manner:
The shock-wave shape can be determined from the condition
_2
iS _ sin 2 0 (3.19)2
This yields an equation for the shock shape R(0) which implicitly determines the
function c_(¢), where c_ is the complement of the shock angle _ . The oblique shock
solutions for the specified gas and free-stream conditions determine S and p* a*
behind the shock wave as a function of _, where the superscript * refers to critical
conditions. The functions S(_) and p* a*(¢) are therefore known. Using Eq. (3.14),
the quantities S and t_V/p*a* can then be evaluated at any point. The remaining
thermodynamic variables (and the velocity) follow from the equations of state of the
gas.
A feature of the solution is that the self-consistency of the solution at points other than
0, 1, 2, and 3 can be checked. Using Eq. (3.14), the component of pV normal to the
shock wave at the location given by Eq. (3.19) can be calculated. The departure from
the exact value cos c_ is then a measure of how well the shock boundary conditions are
satisfied at points other than 1 and 2. Similarly, the sonic line is determined by
solving iteratively for the sonic throat condition
--" p2V2 )pV • V( = 0 (3.20)
using Eq. (3.14). By comparing the value of t_2V 2 at the location determined by
Eq. (3.20) with the value of _.2 a.2 from the shock solution for the same streamline,
the self-consistency of the solution at any point on the sonic line can also be checked.
While the solution described above is valid for an arbitrary gas law it has only been
programmed for a perfect gas. The quantity pV/p*a* and the flow angle fl are
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automatically printed out on selected streamlines at prescribed intervals of A0. The
nondimensional cylindrical (r, z) coordinates of the points are also printed, with z
measured from the stagnation point, and the z-axis pointing upstream. On the body
streamline, the Mach number, pressure, temperature, and density are also calculated.
Conditions at the shock and sonic points are presented, including the self-consistency
checks. A sonic corner option is also available, as described in subsection (2.2.3).
Further details on the machine program are found in Appendix A. 3.
3.2 FLOW CHEMISTRY
The spatial distribution of the molar concentrations of component species in the shock-
layer gas were predicted by a digital-computer solution of the coupled chemical rate
processes. This digital code, developed at LMSC, integrates the coupled rate equations
along selected streamlines. The streamline pressure distribution (determined from a
prior, equilibrium calculation) governs the coupled flow and chemistry history along
a streamline through simultaneous solution of the one-dimensional momentum equation,
the coupied rate chemical processes, energy conservation expressed by the enthalpy
function,
10
h(x) = _ fii(x)[_pi-_(x)+ 6Di + 6ii]+1. 40235 ×10-2 exp (-10-2/fi10(x)) (3.21)
i=1
and an equation of state
10
_5(x) = p(x) T(x) _ hi(X) (3.22)
i=1
for the i0 species components considered in the solution. The barred quantities are
nondimensional forms of the variables, identified in the text following.
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In the originalformulation, the energy (enthalpy)equation used in the streamtube
computer code neglected contributions from the excitation of the bound electronic
states. Although the fundamental mechanisms for such coupled excitation, in a
reacting gas, are not well understood (thereader's attentionis directed to Refs. (24
and 26) a simulation of the energy decay to the known equilibrium reservoir conditions
is necessary for the subsequent radiation calculations. An exponential term was
empirically developed to simulate this excitation. This term, functionallydependent
on the free electron population appears as the last term in Eq. (3.21). For the known
asymptotic limit prescribed by the equilibrium reservoir conditions, the contribution
of the term alters the enthalpy so that the corresponding temperature tends to the
proper limitingvalue. The temperature alteration at this limit was of the order of
1000°K or slightlyless than a 10-percent decrease in computed kinetic temperature.
As indicated in a previous discussion (subsection 2.3) the computational method is
based on the "streamtube" approximation. In outline, the streamtube treatment
is based on the assumption that throughout most of the inviscid hypersonic shock layer,
the pressure distribution is relatively insensitive to the chemical processes, and that
diffusion of species normal to the streamlines is a second-order effect and may be
neglected. Under these assumptions ,a computational procedure is developed which
makes use of equilibrium flow-field results yielding sti-eamline patterns and pressure
distributions conceptually unaltered by the rate chemistry. The motion of a fluid
element is thus governed by the equilibrium pressure distribution, following an equilib-
rium streamline, which represents a prescribed boundary condition for the solution
of a set of coupled differential rate equations along each streamline traced.
In the absence of simultaneous nonequilibrium transitions in internal energy modes, the
reverse-rate constant for a chemical reaction is simply a ratio of the forward-rate
constant to the equilibrium constant,
KF.
1 (3.23)
KR'I = KC.
1
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The physical significance of this in the present calculation is equivalent to the assumption
of instantaneous equilibration between rotational, vibrational, and translational degrees
of freedom. The species composition is assumed frozen in the undisturbed or ambient
state at the initial shock point. This initial-state point for the gas is computed for each
streamline at a point just after shock transition. The state is separately calculated for
input to the program, based on the known equilibrium pressure behind the shock front
and initial specific heat ratio (9/7) characteristic of an ideal gas fully excited in rota-
tional and vibrational degrees of freedom and equilibrated to the translational mode.
In the present calculations the ambient air is treated as a two-component mixture of
oxygen and nitrogen molecules in the proportions 21 and 79 parts per 100, respectively.
Twelve chemical processes are considered in the present calculations governing the
production of the component species considered. The rate processes considered are:
KF 1
(I) 0 2 + M _- O + O + M (3.24.1)
KF 2
(2) N 2 + M _---N + N + M (3.24.2)
KC 2
KF 3
(3) NO + M ---_ N + O + M (3.24.3)
KR 3
KF 4
(4) 02 + N _--- NO + O (3.24.4)
KF 5
(5) N 2 + O _-_ NO + N (3.24.5)
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K___F6
(6) N 2 + 02 _- NO + NO (3.24.6)
K%
K
77
(7) NO + + e- _- N + O (3.24.7)
(8) N 2 + e- *- N + N (3.24.8)
(9) O+ + e- + M KF90 + M (3.24.9)
½9
(10) N+ + e- + M KF10 N + M (3.24.10)
Kal0
K F
(11) N + e- __--11N+ + e- + e- (3.24.11)
KR11
(12) O + e- KF_I2__O+ + e- + e- (3.24.12)
KRI2
The dissociation and ionization energies used are on an atomic basis for dissociation
and ionic basis for ionization, with the ground level taken to be that of the vibrational
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ground state for the original diatomic molecules. The energies were taken from Peng
and Pindroh (Ref. 51) and Herzberg (Ref. 52).
Species eD eI
(1) 0 2 2.5575 ev --
(2) N 2 4.878 ev 15. 576 ev
(3) NO 0. 9325 ev 9. 258 ev
(4) O -- 13.614 ev
(5) N -- 14. 540 ev
The equilibrium constants and rate constants used are on a molar concentration basis,
so that they are functions of temperature only. The equilibrium constants are developed
from the concentration partition functions, taken from Peng and Pindroh (Ref. 51), with
additional electronic states and statistical weighting from the molecular spectroscopic
data of Herzberg (Ref. 52) and atomic data from Gilmore (Ref. 53).
The applicable concentration equilibrium constants are computed at each integration
step from the following relations, having the physical dimensions shown.
_n KCI = 2 _nQc(O) - f.nQc(O2) - AEI, KCI (moles/cc) (3.25.i)
_n KC2 = 2 _nQc(N) - _nQc(N2) - AE2, KC2 (moles/cc) (3.25.2)
_n KC3 = P.nQc(N) + P.nQc(O) - __nQc(NO) - &E3, KC (moles/cc) (3.25.3)
_n KC4 = __n KC1 - £n KC3 - AE4, KC4 (dimensionless) (3.25.4)
Ln KC5 = _n KC2- _n KC3 - AE5, Kc5(dimensionless) (3.25.5)
_n KC6 = Ln KC4 + _n KC5- AE6, Kc6(dimensionless) (3.25.6)
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_n KC7 = _nQc(N) + £nQc(O) - LnQc(NO +) - L_Qc(e-) - AE7,
KC7 (dimensionless)
_n KC8 2 _nQc(N) - £nQc(N2) - LnQc(e-) - AE8, Kc8(dimensionless)
(3.25.8)
(3.25.7)
_n KC9 = LnQc(O) - _nQc(O +) - LnQc(e-) - AE9, Kc9(Cc/mole) (3.25.9)
_n KC10 = £nQc(N) - LnQc(N +) - _nQc(e-) - AE10 , KCl 0 (cc/mole) (3.25.i0)
Ln K - _n (mole/cc) (3.25.11)
CII KCIo' KCII
in - _n (mole/cc) (3.25.12)
KC12 KC 9' KC12
In the foregoing relations, AE. symbolizes the sum of the contributing reaction energies1
associated with the particular reaction
J
while Qc(i) represents the concentration partition function of the ith specie determined
from the previously referenced data.
The forward rate constants are those of J. G. Hall, et al., (Ref. 24) and M. H. Bortner
(Ref. 26). The three-body rate processes are explicitly weighted with respect to the
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concentration of the third-body partner (M) at each integration step in each of the
applicable reactions. The set of forward-rate constants used in the present
calculations are:
( cc )
KFI(M = 02) = 3.2 x 1021 T -3/2 exp - (59,380/T) , mole-see
(3.26.1)
I cc )
KFI(M=O) = 2.1×1018 T -1/2exp- (59,380/T) , mole--see
(3.26.2)
( cc )
KFI(M=N 2,N,NO) = 1.2x1021 T -3/2exp- (59,380/T) , mol_-sec
(3.26.3)
( ee )KF2(M = N2) = 3.0 x 1021 T -3/2 exp - (113,260/T) , mol--e-sec (3.26.4)
cc
KF2(M = N) = 1.5 × 1022 T -3/2 exp - (113,260/T) ' (mole-sec)
(3.26.5)
t cc )
KF2(M= O 2,O,NO) =9.9 x1020 T -3/2exp- (113,260/T) , \mol-e-sec
(3.26.6)
ce
KF3 : 5. 2 × 1021 T -3/2 exp -(75,490/T) , (mol-e-sec)
(3.26.7)
cc
KF4 = 1.0 × 1012 T 1/2 exp - (3120/T) '(mole-see)
(3.26.8)
( ec )KF5 = 5.0 x 1013 exp - (38,000/T) , mole-see (3.26.9)
( cc )
KF6 = 9.1 × 1024 T -5/2 exp - (65,000/T) , mole-se
(3.26. i0)
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KF7(T _< 3000 K) =7.22×1019 T -1 ' \(mole-secCC / (3.26.11)
KF7(T > 3000 K) = 3.98 > 1021 T-3/2 ' \(mole-secCC, (3.26.12)
__ CC% (mo oo) (3.26.13)
(M = N, O) = 6.0 x 1024 T -5/2 _ (cc)2
KF 9 ' \mole2_sec] (3.26.14)
KF9(M= N 2) = 2.0 x 1026 T -5/2 f (ce)2
' \mole2-see]
(3.26.15)
%9(M : 02): 9.0 x 1026 T -5/2 ( (cc)2
' \mole2-see/
(3.26.16)
%9(M: NO): 1.0 × 1028 T -5/2 [ (cc)2
' \mole2-sec/
(3.26.17)
KF10(M = xi)= KF9(M : xi) , for all x.i components, \mole2_sec/_(cc)2 (3.26.18)
KF11 : 2.7 x 1013 x T 1/2 x exp - (168,800/T) ' (mole-seCC c) (3.26.19)
KF12 ( cc c)= 1.63 x1013 xT 1/2 Xexp- (157,800/T) , mole-se (3.26.20)
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Variations in the concentration of ionic species produced by ionization rates KF9
and KF10 are governed by the difference in concentration of the parent atom in
the mixture, and the slight variations in the reverse reactions induced by small
differences in the applicable equilibrium constants.
The set of coupled differential equations, governing the chemistry for species pro-
duction, is written following the general method and notation developed by G. Emanuel
(Ref. 54). Use has been made of species conservation to reduce the resulting set of
coupled differential equations to 7, with 3 simultaneous algebraic equations completing
the necessary array. This effectively reduces the number of differential equations in
the integration array, hence the time necessary for computation.
In the nondimensional variable notation, introduced previously, the coupled rate
equations have the following form:
d dill _ Poono +
_xxfi(O2) - dx V(x)V¢ ° -_4 + _6]'
(3.27.1)
d - d_2 Poono L___2 L5 L6)
_xx n(N2) = -_ = V-_o + _-5 + _6 '(cm-1)
(3.27.2)
dn3 P°°no (b L4 L5 L6)d n(NO)= = + + + , (cm -1) (3.27.3)
d n(NO +) = dn6 = _P_°n° L(_7_7_) , (cm -1)
dx dx V(x)Vo °
(3.27.4)
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__d fi(N;) - dfi7 - P°°n° ,(cm -1) (3.27.5)
dx dx V(x)Vo°
d_ 8 _ _99/
cl H(O +) = P°°n° (L12 L9 , (cm-1) (3.27.6)
dx dx V(x)V \012
d n(N+) - P°°n° (cm -1) (3.27.7)
dx dx V(x)V \011 010 ]' [
l
The three algebraic equations which complete the set of species production processes
have the form:
H(O) = H4 = 2fi 1 I - 2Hl(X) - (8/15) n3(x) - (8/15) n6(x) - n8(x) (3.27.8)
x=0
n(N) = n5 = 2n 2 [ - 2n2(x ) - (7/15) n3(x) - (7/15) H6(x) - 2H7(x ) - H9(x)
x=0
(3.27.9)
H(e-) = ill0 = _ fii(x)"
i=6
(3.27.10)
In these equations, the Li/0 i terms represent the component reactions contributing
to each species production process. These are manipulated into a form incorporating
the nondimensional variables and the weighted rate constants for consideration of
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the effects of specific multiple third-body reaction partners.
for the L./0. are:
1 1
The explicit forms
%LI/01 = p(x) KFlfiI(X)MI(X ) - iS(x)K--_ fi4(x)2Ml(X_
u1, J
(3.28.1)
KC1, = KC 1 (Poono)-1
7 1
MI(X) = ill(X)+'_ • 10 -3 • T. fi4(x) +_-I_2(x) +Y13(x ) + 6_5(x)]
L2/02 = D(x) _ fi5(x) M 2(x)[
2fi2(x)M2(x)- _(x) C2" J
KC2 * = KC2" (P_ono)-1
M2(x) = fi2(x)+ 5nS(x )+ 0.330 [ill(X)+ fi3(x)+ fi4(x)]
(3.28.2)
L3/03 = 5(x) [KF1 ff3(x)511(x) -
KC3, = KC 3" (p_ono)-i
KF 3
5(x) --
KC3,
(3.28.3)
5
rill (x) = 2 ni (x)
i=1
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K
L4/04 P(x)IKF41(x)_5(x) F4 _3(x)n4(x_
= KC4
(3.28.4)
= KC5
(3.28.5)
L6/O6=_(x)[KF6nl(x)n2(x) - _KF6 __3(x)2 ]
KC 6
L7/07 = p(x) F¢6(x)nl0(X)- _C 7 fi4(x)fi5 (x
(3.28.6)
(3.28.7)
LS/0 s
L9/O 9
= KC8
i9 9
= (p_no)
KF9, KF 9
_ 100 - 104 -
M3(x ) = _.4(x) + n5(x ) + 150.0 nl(x) + -'_ n2(x) + T n3(x)
(3.28.8)
(3.28.9)
L10/010 _(x)[p(X)KF10,n9(x)nl0(X)M3(x )- KFI-----Q0n5(x)M3(x)]
KCI0
KF10 ,= KF 10(Poono)
(3.28.10)
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[
LII/011
= _)(x)[KFI 1 • n5(x) • nl0(X) - _)(x)
= " (P_ono)-i
KCII, KCI1
KC _1 n9(x) .
L12/012 = p(x) KF12 n4(x)" nl0 (x)
K
KC12,
= • (P_ono)-I
KCI2, KCI2
The component relations, Li/0i, have dimensions of cc mole -1 sec -1.
(3.28.11)
(3.28.12)
The computer code integrates the coupled chemical and flow processes in variable
steps from the initial streamline point just after shock transition over the specified
extent of the streamline. As indicated by the equations, the integration is over the
intrinsic streamline distance, x ,with the equilibrium and rate constants evaluated
at each step, corresponding to their temperature dependence. Printout at each distance
increment includes: temperature, velocity, pressure, enthalpy, density, compressi-
bility, and species concentrations for the 10 species considered. The integration step
size is automatically monitored, depending on the sensitivity of the solution to any of
the species production processes. Care must be taken in specifying the values of
p(x) or V(x) in the input statement. If discontinuities exist in the variable or its
derivative, a double entry must be made reflecting values to either side of the dis-
continuity. The sequence of values taken by this variable, the initial "state" conditions
previously discussed, and the free-stream conditions are specified as initial input for
a calculation.
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3.3 RADIATION PROPERTIES AND RADIATIVE TRANSFER
3.3.1 General
As pointed out in subsection 2.3, the rotational, vibrational,and translational degrees
of freedom are assumed to be in equilibrium with each other at the shock front. As
the flow progresses downstream, collisions between particles excite the electronic
states and initiate dissociation, ionization, and other chemical processes. The kinetic
temperature drops monotonically (in a uniform flow) from a high kinetic temperature
at the shock front to the fully equilibrated temperature some distance downstream.
Those states which excite rapidly are soon populated in a quasi-equilibrium manner
at the local kinetic temperature (hence, they are overpopulated relative to the equi-
librium temperature). If such states are active radiators, they emit radiation as
though they are at the local kinetic temperature. This is the phenomenon which
accounts for the so-called "overshoot" radiation. Conversely, those states which are
slowly excited (especially the free electronic states which are populated by ionization)
tend to be underpopulated and, hence, can be said to emit"undershoot_' radiation.
For air,the overshoot radiation comes from overpopulated electronic states of the
constituent molecules. The undershoot radiation comes from free-bound and free-
free transitions. The general reaction governing these phenomena* is
A 2 + M___ A 2 + M (3.29)
___A 2 + hv
where A 2 is a molecule (say) in its ground state, A 2 is the same molecule in an
excited state, M is a noninteracting (neutral or charged) particle and hv designates
*There is some question as to the applicability of Eq. (3.29)to 0 2 overshoot radiation.
This matter is discussed in subsection 3.3.7.
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the emission of radiation. Excitations by collisions,as given in the first part of
Eq. (3.29),were considered in subsection 2.3. In that analysis the coupling with the
radiative reactions was ignored. This is justified as there are a greater number of
excitations and deexcitations by collisions than there are by radiation. In this section,
techniques are developed for the prediction of the forward and reverse rates of the
radiative reactions. Using these rates and the results of subsection 3.2, the radiative
properties required to solve the transport equation are easily generated (it should be
noted that equilibrium is a special case for Eq. (3.29); hence, equilibrium radiative
properties will be a by-product of the analysis).
3.3.2 The Radiative Transitions
The radiative reactions for air which were considered to be important enough to
evaluate are the following:
• Molecular Reactions
N (B2 +)= N (X2 +)+ hv (First Negative)
O2(B3Z-) _- O2(X3Z-) + hv (Shumman-Rungc)
NO(A2E +) _ NO(X2H) + hv (T Bands)
NO(B21I)- NO(X21I) + h_, 03 Bands)
N2(B3II) _-N2(A3E) + hv
N2(C3II) _-_ N2(B3II) + hu
(First Positive)
(Second Positive)
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• Free-Bound Reactions
Nitrogen
e- + N+(2p2 3p) _---"N(2p 3 4S) + hv
---_N(2p 3 2D) + hv
etc.
(through all the reactions involving the 3p parent state)
e- + N+(2p 21D) _-N(2p 3 2D) + hv
-_. N(2p3 2p) + hv
etc.
(through all the reactions involving the 1D parent state)
e- ÷ N+(2p21S)_ N(2p 3 2p) + hv
e- + N+(2p 3 5S)_._ N(2p 4 4p) + hv
e- + N+(2p 3 3D)Z N(2p 4 4p) + hv
e- + N+(2p 3 3p)_ N(2p4 4p) + hv
Oxygen
e- + O+(2p 3 4S) ---_O(2p4 3p) + hv
--* 0(3 5S)* - s + hv
etc.
(through all the reactions involving the 4S parent state)
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e- + O+(2p3 2D) _ O(2p4 3p) + hv
_- O(3s 3D) + hv
etc.
(through all the reactions involving the 2D parent state)
e + o+(2p32p)- o(2_3p)+ h,
---_0(2 4 1D) + hv
--- O(2p4 IS)* - + hp
In the above lists of reactions, excited states with principal quantum numbers up
through n = 5 were considered. More highly excited states were discarded.
Free-Free
e- ÷ N+ _ e- + N + + hv
o÷__ o÷e + _e + + hp
3.3.3 The Rate Equations
It is well known that rate equations can be written which describe the forward and
reverse reaction rates for chemical systems having the same form as those in the
above list. The rate equations for the radiative reactions are the following:
Molecular Reactions
d 2 n L 4_ I
'v =k n - k v
5_dt m,f U,v m, rnL,_ h_ (3.30)
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• Free-Bound Reactions
d2n 4v I
a_v v
dvdt - kfb, fna+, vne - - kfb,r na,v hv (3.31)
• Free-Free Reactions
d2n 4_ I
e- p
-- -- ndv dt kff, f na+ ' vne - kff, rna, v e- hv (3.32)
where the k's are the forward (subscript f ) or reverse (subscript r ) rate coefficients
for the molecular (subscript m ), free-bound (subscript fb ) and free-free (subscript ff)
reactions. The n's are number densities for upper (subscript U ) or lower (sub-
script L ) states which interact to emit radiation between the frequencies v and
v + 5v for molecular reactions or v + dv for free-bound or free-free reactions.
The other symbols have their usual meanings.
3.3.4 The Rate Coefficients
It is possible to express the rate coefficients in terms of fundamental quantities. The
work by Hansen (Ref. 32) is applicable to the molecular rate coefficients. His results
may be put in the following form:
• Molecular
8_v 2 gL v e2
k - (3.33)
, c fLU q'
m f c2 gu me
k = ___e nu (3.34)
m, r m ec fLU q gu q
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where
1
q- _-__ nLV''
_LL qL-U,_' -V'
_' V'
(3.35)
and
q, i_ nUV,
= 5_ qL-U, W' -V'
Y_' V' nu
(3.36)
and
nu -I nUV'
V'
(3.37)
and
n L = _ nL_ , (3.38)
V ! !
The quantity fLY is the electronic oscillator strength (the values used and their
sources are presented in Table 13, the quantities qL-U, V"-V' are Franek-Condon
Factors taken from Ref. 42, and gL and gu are the statistical weights of the lower
and upper states, respectively.
• Free-Bound Reactions
A formula is given in Ref. 55 which easily can be converted to yield the forward rate
coefficient. The result is
k -j k -j dv
kfb ,f = V_fb f(v)_- (3.39)
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Species
NO:
Table 13
OSCILLATOR STRENGTHS
Transition fLV
0.008
0.0025
Source
(Ref. No. )
42
42
+
N 2 : B2E --* X2E 0. 0348 42
02: B2E --" X3E 0. 163 29
N2: B3H --" A3E 0.02 35
C3H -" B3H 0.07 35
The reverse rate constant which is consistent with Eqs. 3 and 11 is
k-j k vt
j-k j-k (Tfb,I na+ne-
k fb, r = _fb _b-k n j f(
a
(3.40)
k -j jfb-kwhere afb is the radiative recombination cross section, a is the bound-free
k-j
cross section for induced absorption, Crfb, I is the bound-free cross section for
induced emission, v is the velocity of the interacting electron, f(v) dv represents
the fraction of electrons with velocities between v and v + dv, and the superscripts
k and j represent ionic and atomic levels, respectively, and,when used in combination,
designate a transition between the two.
It is consistent with the assumptions of the streamtube method given in subsection 2.3.
to assume that the electron velocity distribution is in equilibrium at the local kinetic
temperature. Hence, Maxwell's velocity distribution can be used.
t
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The relationship between frequency and electron velocity is (see Ref. 55)
2
m v
e
= h_ - }j -k (3.42)
where _ k-j is the binding energy of the electron.
Ifone combines Eqs. (3.31, 3.39, 3.40, 3.41, and 3.42) and applies the technique of
detailed balancing, the relationships between the cross sections can be obtained in
terms of fundamental quantities. The results are the following:
k _j "
_ : _ k ,2h2gJ (3.43)
222k
mcvg
e
and
3 2
"_b-k k-j gk 8_meV
= _fb, I _ h3
(3.44)
Hence, ifone cross section can be determined, Eqs. (3.43) and (3.44) will yield the
other two. Itis known that a modified form of Kramer's formula gives a good
approximation to the cross section for induced absorption for a hydrogen-like atom.
The resulting formula is (see Ref. 56).
i01_b k mee j-k F j- GJb;k• - - for hv-> _ j-k (3.45a)3q-3c h 6 Ry
"_- k - (3.45b)= 0 for h_ < _J k
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-kwhere Ry is the Rydberg constant, G f is the Gaunt factor (which for this investi-
gation was obtained from curve fits to the data published in Ref. 40) and F j -k (not
included in the formula given in Ref. 40) was introduced to account for the effects of
fractional parentages. The fractional parentages used in this investigation were
obtained from Ref. 57 for the strongest transitions. They are presented in Table 14.
Table 14
FRACTIONAL PARENTAGE COEFFICIENTS (F j - k) 2
NITROGEN
Atomic Ionic State
State
2p 3 4 S
2p 3 2 D
2p 3 2p°
2p 4 41)
2p 2 31)
3
3/2
3/2
0
2p 2 1 D
0
3/2
5/6
0
2p 2 1 S
0
0
2/3
0
2p 3 5 S
0
0
0
5/4
2p 3 3 D
0
0
0
5/3
2p3 3p
0
0
0
1
OXYGEN
Atomic
State
24 3p
2p4 3p
2p4 1D
Ionic State
2p 3 4S°
4/3
0
0
2p 3 2D°
5/3
3
0
2p 3 21)°
1
1
4
Equations 3.39 through 3.45 can be combined to yield the rate coefficients for trans-
tions between the k th and jth levels of the ion and atom, respectively. It is often
(k T and T )more convenient to work in terms of total rate coefficients fb, f kfb,r
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These are
k
T _ k-j
kfb,f = na + kfb,f
j k
(3.46)
and
nj
kfb, r = n fb, r
J k
(3.47)
where
= _ n k (3.48)na+ a+
and
na = _ nJa (3.49)
• Free-Free
The forward and reverse rate coefficients can be obtained from formulas for hydrogen-
like atoms given in Ref. 58. They are the following:
, - exp (3.50)
kff f 3_f_ hc(2_me)3/2(kTi) 1/2
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and
242z263e gff v exp kTi/Ikff,f = 3q__hc(2_me)3/2(kwi)l/2 - (3.51)
where Z is the effective charge (taken to be 1) and gff is the free-free Gaunt factor
(taken to be 1). It should be noted that the forward and reverse rate coefficients are
functions of the kinetic temperature. This is a direct result of the assumption that the
electron velocity is Maxwellian.
3.3.5 The Radiative Parameters
The parameters required to solve Eq. (2.8) are obtained from a linear sum of the
constituent contributions
Jv = Jm + Jfb + Jff + .... (3.52)
, ' + ' + _} +. (3.53)/_v = _m /_fb f "'"
where other classes of reactions are sometimes important; e.g., atomic lines. The
constituent contributions are related to the rate coefficients through the following
equations:
n k hv
Jim = u m, f (3. 54)4v
/_m' = nLkm,r (3.55)
_ na+ ne- kfb 'fhv (3.56)
Jfb 4_
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Pfb = nakT (3.57)fb,r
na+ n e- kff, f hv
Jff = 4_ (3.58)
#}f = n e_na+kff,r (3.59)
where the number densities refer to the sum of all the substates in the electronic state
indicated by the subscript. The rate coefficients are all known from the preceding
development; consequently, if the number densities of the states can be obtained, the
required calculation can be made.
3.3.6 Equilibrium Populations
There are several rather complete sources of the populations of the electronic levels
of equilibrium air (Refs. 43, 53, and 59). The data from Ref. 43 were seiected as the
accuracy seems quite adequate and a large number of temperatures are considered
(10,000°K_ T <_ 24,000°K, AT = 1000). For the molecular species, the populations of the
vibrational levels are required. A computer code was prepared to make this calculation
based on Boltzmann's Law and two models of the vibrational energy levels. The first
model selected was the anharmonic oscillator model with the required constants being
obtained from Herzberg (Ref. 52). Populations were calculated for either 26 vibrational
levels per electronic level or for whatever number of vibrational levels there were
which had energies less than the dissociation energy of their particular electronic level.
The second model selected was the Morse model with the required constants again being
obtained from Herzberg (Ref. 52). With this model the populations were calculated for
26 vibrational levels for all the electronic levels. The two models were used since it
was desired to use this code for the nonequilibrium case also, and it was feared that
the (usual) anharmonic oscillator model would be significantly in error at the very high
temperatures encountered just behind the shock wave. It was found, however, that the
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emissivities predicted by both models were in substantial agreement. The data
presented are based on the anharmonic oscillator model.
3.3.7 Nonequilibrium Populations
It is required that the specie populations from subsection 2.3 be divided into the
populations of their constituent electronic states. From an examination of the activation
energies listed in Table 15, one would expect the population of the electronic levels to
proceed about as slowly as such familiar processes as dissociation and ionization;
consequently, they must be treated carefully. If the excitation mechanisms and the
rate coefficients were known, the populations could be calculated in a manner similar
to that used in the streamtube calculation. Unfortunately, even the excitation mechanisms
have not been established and any techniques presently available require rather serious
assumptions.
Table 15
ELECTRONIC EXCITATION REACTIONS
Reaction Activation Energy (eV)
+ + M ---_ N 2 (B2Z +) + M 3.15N 2
0 2 + M _ 02 (B3Z -) + M 6.05
NO + M _---NO(B21-1) + M 5.69
NO + M _---NO(A2Z) + M 5.75
N 2 + M _ N 2 (B3II) + M 7.4
N 2 + M _---N 2 (C3H) + M 11.0
O + M _ O(3S) + M 1.96, 4.18, ... 13.6
N + M _ N (2p) + M 2.36, 3.57, ... 14.54
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Insight into the excitation mechanism of 0 2 is particularly limited. It has been
suggested by Hemmerling and Teare (Ref. 60) that the population rate of the B3_-
level of 02 (the upper level in the Shumman-Runge transition) is determined by
competition between the reactions
02 + M---_ 02 (B3Z) + M (3.60)
02 (B3Z) + M _ 20(3p) + M (3.61)
and
02 (B3Z) + M _ 02 + M + hv (3.62)
They performed a series of experiments at relatively low Mach number flows (equilib-
rium temperatures were less than about 5000°K) and observed that oxygen emission did
not overshoot its equiiibrium value. They concluded that the forward reaction rates
61) are fast enough to keep the 02(B3_ ) level depleted and severely limitfor Eq. (3.
emission. This result is to be contrasted with the calculations of Hansen and Chapin
(Ref. 61) where they found that 02 emission dominated the overshoot region. Little
is known about the rate coefficients associated with Eq. (3.61); consequently, its effect
cannot be accurately ascertained. The approach taken in the present study was to
estimate upper and lower bounds by assuming that Eq. (3.61) is fast compared to
Eq. (3.60) in which case the emission was taken as the equilibrium value (lower bound
estimate) and to assume that Eq. (3.61) is slow compared to Eq. (3.60), in which case
the 02 excitation rate was calculated in the same manner as the remaining reaction
rates given in Table 15, as discussed below.
+
For the N 2 , NO, N 2 bands and for the estimate to the upper bound on 02 , it was assumed
that the upper levels are populated by transitions from the ground level. This being
the case,it is reasonable to make a rough estimate of the time, T e , required for the
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electronic levels to come to equilibrium with each other, by logarithmic interpolation
(based on activation energies) of the species concentration profiles for similar reactions.
The electronic levels of the atomic species were handled in the same fashion with the
3s 2p level of N (activation energy of 10.6 ev) and the 3s 3S level of O (activation
energy of 9.5 ev) being taken as typical for the entire configuration.
The species concentration profiles selected were those of 02 and N 2. Consequently,
this technique was roughly equilvalent to using a rate coefficient
3 x 1021 -3/2
kf N 1023 T exp (- E/kT)6.02x
which requires that the collision efficiency in dissocation be about the same as that
for the excitation of the electronic levels.
For times equal to or greater than T the required populations were obtained from
e'
an equilibrium calculation based on the local kinetic temperature. For times earlier
than • the populations were estimated by fairing a linear, monotonic electronic
e'
temperature curve between the boundary condition value at the shock and the kinetic
temperature calculated at T The populations were calculated from an equilibrium
e
calculation at the local electronic temperature by the following equation
E
nu gu Qu(Ti ) - k'O
-- e
nL gL QL(Ti )
where E is the energy difference between the upper and lower electronic levels and
Qu(Ti) and QL(Ti) are the partition functions of the upper and lower levels,
respectively, and are based on the local kinetic temperature.
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Hansen and Chapin (Ref. 61) and Wray and Teare (Ref. 62) have very recently published
articles in which they attempt to determine the rate coefficients for the electronic levels.
Both assume that the primary excitation process is one of two body collisions between
molecules, and both measure rate coefficients over a limited range of temperatures
and attempt to develop equations for scaling to arbitrary conditions. A general forward-
rate coefficient applicable to any molecule was developed in Ref. 61 . It is
-4( _5(8kT_1/2 g,
kf = i0 S --- exp (- E/kT)\104/ gO + g,
(3.63)
where # is the reduced molecular mass, S is the cross section (assumed to be 10 -15)
o
g* is the statistical weight of the upper electronic level, g is the statistical weight
of the lower electronic level, E is the activation energy and the other symbols have
their usual meanings. The authors of Ref. 62 confined themselves to the rate coef-
ficients for the levels of the first positive system of nitrogen. The resulting forward
rate coefficient was found to be
kf
E
,-_ 2.2 x 10 -17 T 1/2 (E/kT) 2 exp (- E/kT) era3 (3.64)
particle sec
= 6.17 ev
For comparitive purposes we have evaluated Eqs. (3.63) and (3.64) for the first positive
system of nitrogen for the conditions just behind the shock for Case III (T. = 45,210 ° K).1
The results are
and
-11
)Eq. N(kf (28) 1.51 ×. 10 (3.65)
-15
N
(kf)Eq. (29) 2.41 × 10 (3.66)
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Using the interpolation procedure described in the preceding paragraph, the forward
rate coefficient was found to be
-10
kf N 1 x 10 (3.67)
The comparison between the three values above gives a fairly accurate indication of
the state-of-the-art.
3.3.8 Radiative Heating Program
This section describes the machine program which was used to calculate the radiative
heat transfer from the shock layer to the body surface for Case I. The program,
developed at LMSC, performs an exact numerical integration to obtain the heat transfer
in the transparent limit (i. e., assuming negligible self-absorption) to any point on the
surface of an arbitrary, convex body in an axisymmetric hypersonic flow.
From the definition of the specific intensity I v , the radiative heat transfer qR to
the surface is given by
dqR = I cos 0 dvdw (3.68)/2
where co is the solid angle, v is the frequency, and 0 is the angle between the
direction of I and the inward normal to the surface. Let s be the distance from a
v
given point on the surface to a point in the shock layer, measured along a specified
ray. If s denotes the distance to the shock wave, then Iv(s) = 0, since we assume
that no energy is radiated from the gas outside the shock layer. Integrating the transporL
equation (2.8), we obtain for I at the surface, the expression
S
- f@ds'
I oI = j e ds (3.69)
O
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Substituting into Eq. (3.68), and integrating over all frequencies and all solid angles
that the surface point can "see," we obtain
S
- ' ds'
s Nv
qR=fffjv e o cos 0 ds dv dw (3.70)
03YO
Under the transparent (thin gas) approximation
S
ds
O
< < i (3.71)
for all v and for all points in the shock layer which make an important contribution
to qR" Introducing the integrated emission coefficient
oo
J = f Jv dv (3.72)
0
and the transformation
ds dw = dV/s 2 (3.73)
where dV is an element of volume at a distance s from the surface point, we obtain
the following expression which is convenient for numerical calculation:
= [j cos O
qR J 2
V s
dV (3.74)
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For surface points on the front of the body, the contributing volume elements are
contained within the three-dimensional "cap" bounded by the shock surface and the
plane tangent to the body at the surface point under consideration. For surface
points on the back of a finite body, the volume of integration is theoretically infinite.
In practice, the integration is then terminated at an arbitrary plane downstream of
the body beyond which the radiation has negligible influence on qR"
The numerical calculation is carried out using a rectangular grid in the _ = 0 plane
of the shock-oriented cylindrical (x, r, q_) coordinate system described in subsection
3.1.1. The integral is evaluated by summing the contribution of each elemental torus
of rectangular cross section (with sides Ax,Ar), radius r, for which j is constant
due to the axial symmetry of the flow. Introducing the quantity
E = 27rj ;E ° = E at the stagnation point, (3.75)
we can write Eq. (3.74) as
qR _ 1 .IE cos 0 d__V
E 27rEo 2S
where AI =
and
- 2-Eo w- E. AI (3. 76)
V.
1
f cos 0 dV/s 2 for the portion of the elemental torus which is "seen" by
the surface point, where s is the distance to the center of the rectangular
cell. (For the cell adjoining the surface point, the formula for s is
modified to properly account for the singular behavior there. )
w = weight factor determining the fraction of rectangular cell in the flow
field. Thus, w = 1 for all cells except those at the shock wave or
tangent plane, for which w -< 1.
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The computation of AI involves the integration with respect to q_ around a given
elemental torus, the limits of integration being the tangent plane intersection with
the torus. This integration is complicated, but is easily reduced to elliptic integrals.
The latter can then be expanded to give an algebraic expression for _,I for each
elemental torus. The weight factor w is automatically computed by the machine for
the prescribed shock shape and tangent plane.
The input for the program involves the specification of the shock shape (either analyti-
cally, or through a table), the surface point coordinates, and the slope of the plane
tangent to the body at the surface point. In addition, the emission coefficient j must
be specified for each cell. If the radiation can be considered to be in local
thermodynamic equilibrium, then j can be expressed as
j = a#pT4/Tr (3.77)
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and .Up is the Planck mean absorption
coefficient. For a given gas, #p and T are, in principle, known functions of any
two independent thermodynamic variables. For air, /_p and T can be calculated
from an LMSC curve-fitting program as functions of the pressure p and enthalpy h.
This program is based on the curve fits of Refs. 33 and 34 for various emissivity
data. Since the distribution of j (or p and h) throughout the shock layer is, in
general, the result of extensive numerical calculation, a simple analytic expression
is not available. The distribution is therefore expressed as third-order double-
polynomial expansions in x and r, using different expansions in different sections
of the flow, to account for large gradients in flow variables. Since a finite body is
followed by a base flow region of essentially constant properties, the radiation program
has provisions for the specification of a separating streamline (approximated by a
straight line) below which j (or p and h) assumes a constant value.
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Since the flow for Case I was determined to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium, the
pressure and enthalpy distributions, as determined by the flow-field calculations (see
subsection 2.2), were converted into double-polynomial expansions using the two-
dimensional curve-fit program of Ref. 20. (This is the same program used to extend
the Mollier curve fit of equilibrium air, as discussed in subsection 2.2.4).
The constant values of p and h in the base flow region were set equal to their respec-
tive values on the separating streamline. The radiative heating was calculated for a
sufficient number of points on the body surface to define the heating distribution over
the entire body, including the back portion. Calculations were performed for both
the LMSC upper- and lower-bound emissivity data for _p. Since the upper-bound
correlation in the curve fit for #p is not valid for the lower temperature ranges
found downstream of the corner region, results from the use of upper-bound emissivity
are presented only over the front face of the vehicle. For the calculation of total heating
distribution, an absorptivity of 0.5 was assumed for the surface.
Due to the poor knowledge of the flow field for Case II, (angle-of-attack), it was decided
not to attempt an exact three-dimensional radiative heating program. Instead, the
Case I radiative heating distributions were utilized. Over the front face, the distribution
was assumed rotated by 5 deg, consistent with the rotation of the inviscid flow by that
amount and in view of the fact that the shock-wave radius of curvature does not vary
much in this region. In the rounded corner region, the original Case I distribution
was assumed unchanged.
For Case HI, it was originally intended to calculate j directly from the results of
the streamtube chemistry and radiative properties programs. Unfortunately, the
large gradients in j near the shock made the use of the polynomial expansions for
spatial distribution of the emission coefficient impractical. Since results were needed
primarily over the front face only, it was decided not to use the exact radiative heating
program discussed above. Instead, the plane parallel slab approximation was used.
Further details on the radiative-heating program may be found in Appendix A. 8.
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Appendix A
PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
(All programs are written in FORTRAN II, version 2. )
A. 1 MODIFIED AUTOMATED INVERSE (SUBSONIC) SOLUTION FOR CASE I
A sample IBM listing of the program appears below. The listing starts with a printout
of the six quantities on the input data card (Format 6E12.7), as follows:
FOURTH TRUNC GEN CASE(HEADING)
No. of _ step
A_ M_ B No. of C_es Between Printou_
I.Ig2OOCOE O0 g.ggqqqq9E-06 -6.0709qqgE Ol 5.8000000E O0 I.OCOOGOOF O0 2.000OO00E O0
The output follows immediately below the input statements and has the following
arrangement:
_) V|llm 0.09q99999E 01
SONIC LINE CNORDINATES-- For_lsvglu. of
XlSL _) XSL (x) qSL (r)
C.2lqO2_5lE-O0 0.25936481E-OI O.21902351E-00
VALUES OF OUANTITIFS IN FLOW FIELC. FIRST SIX VARIABLES ARE FOR METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS STARTING LINE |SUBTRACT
STANDOFF DISTANCE FROM XSTL BEFORE INPUT).
• " AM" (Math angle- DELTA(_m_$_gle---
XSTL (x) RSTL (r) PSTLPI (p/p_) PTOTPI_p_p _ u mdions) XISTL (_)
-0. 0o -0.66363629E 02 -0.65@68700E 02 0.SO0EI627E O0 O. 0.
0.12501560E-06 0.49999999E-02 -0.4436232|E 02 -0.45qTTI34E 02 0.80CgOTTBE 00 0.TISbTg38E-01 0.4999gg99E-02
0.500088|0E-06 _.99999gqOE-02 -0.6635B@98E 02 -0.660C2665E 02 0.B01[B863E 00 0.16228302E-00 O.99999999E-02
and on the next sheet, the remaining statements associated with the same value of 77:
O.15_62602E 02 -0. -0. -0. 0.91421378E O0 0.2_45627SE-00 O.
0.15342514E 02 -0.22BlO2|BE-04 -0.27372260E-08 -O.3286671OE-X2 N.qI4lgO@SE O0 0.265_8079E-00 O.6q9999ggE-02
O.|5362931E 02 -Goq1260072E-06 -0.63795616E-07 -0.2|021896E-10 o.g1612268E O0 0,26762211E-00 o,gq@99999E-02
For a given 77, the 12 output statements are printed at intervals of A_ = 0. 005
from } = 0 to } = 0.995. If B > i , it is obvious from Eq. (3.2)that for
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> 1/B 1/2 the output is fictitious, and also not too useful for values of _ that are
slightly smaller. The local Mach number, Mach angle, sonic line coordinates, and
density are correct only for a perfect gas, being in error for an approximate "locally"
perfect gas. Note also that a fictitious Mach angle is provided for subsonic Mach
2
numbers. If Moo < 0, then the quantities P/PoD and Ptotal/Poo are negative, but
the latter quantity is still useful as a streamline (i. e., constant entropy) label. As
discussed in subsection (2.2.2), the pressure p/poo Voo2 and flow angle 6 are assumed
correct at each point. From the exact shock-wave solution and the values of Ptotal/Poo
at the shock (_ = 1) , a plot of S/R vs. Ptotal/Poo is prepared, enabling us to
determine the entropy at each point from the value of Ptotal/Poo . The remaining state
variables can then be obtained from Ref. 10.
Subsequent sheets repeat this pattern of output for decreasing increments of 7/ which
are multiples of A 77 specified by the sixth input quantity. This pattern ends when
_lbody on the axis (_ = 0) is reached. The following two sheets print quantities
pertaining to the shock and body coordinates as follows:
SHOCK AN0 BODY COORO|NAIES
Xl (_) XS (Xshoc k) RS (rshock) XB (Xbody) RB (rbody) ETAB (nbody)
0. -0. 0. 0.45670268E-01 0. 0.959560BZE 00
O.49999999E-02 0.12501560E-0_ 0.499999qqE-02 0.456809IIE-OI 0.47q77984E-02 0.95955970E 00
0.99qq9999E-02 0.50008810E-04 0.999q9999E-02 0.45712801E-01 0°95955637E-02 0.95955639E O0
and
xi( )
0.
0.49999q9qE-02
0.gqqqq999E-02
XP (Xbody - _)
0.10642689E-04
0.42532571E-04
RoP./r_ody/Xbody - A)
0.21620810F OI
0.2164_078E Ol
where XB , RB , and ETAB are extrapolated results calculated by the machine.
The quantities XP and R1 _ are useful in fitting a conic section to the body shape.
Here A is the shock standoff distance.
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The next section of printout is self-explanatory, but only useful for a perfect gas. The
final section of printout consists of data which are not utilized.
A typical run requires about 3 minutes on the IBM 7090.
A. 2 INVERSE (SUBSONIC) SOLUTION FOR CASE II (ANGLE-OF-ATTACK)
The sample listing starts with a printout of the four quantities on the input data card
(Format 6E12.7), as follows:
3D AT ANGLE, THIRD TRUNCAI'ION (HEADING)
7 _ M. II
IokOOOOOOE O0 9.9999999E-Ok I.O000000E Ok I-Or)OOOOOE O0
The next listing contains the output for the zero angle-of-attack functions of _ arranged
in groups of three rows, as follows:
_' ' f' f" f glO go O O O
fl g2
f_ f2
where the functions are defined by Eqs. (3.8) and (3.10), and primes denote deriva-
tives with respect to _. Succeeding groups repeat this output for decreasing AT
intervals until 7?body on the axis is reached.
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The next two listings can be ignored. The final listing contains the output for the
following functions of _ arranged in groups of six rows and repeated for decreasing
2A77 intervals:
T/ g4 g4 f4 f4 f4 h_
h_ h4 g5 g_ f_ _ f5
, f_h_ h_ h5 g6 g6 f6
f6 h_ h_ h 6 A381 A382 A383
A384 A385 A386 A387 A388 A389 A390
A391
The functions f4' f5' f6'h4'h5'h6' and g4'g5'g6 are defined by Eqs. (3.8), (3.9)
and (3.10), and primes denote derivatives with respect to 7? . The functions A381 ,
A382 , etc. appear in the following expression for the pressure
= go K2 K 7 +
"Y (7 - 1) "Y (3' + 1) 381
+
gl+7382 A381 o
4
g4)+ _cos_ 383+_K2K__
gl g4A384 + "gA383 go 7A381 go
(A. 1)
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M2 (y - 1) + _-_ (A.2)
oo oo
and in the expression for the sonic line shape which is not quoted here since it is only
valid for a perfect gas.
The last line of the listing contains four quantities. Only the last one is of interest.
It is the parameter 5 , discussed in subsection 3.1.1, which locates the body stream-
line in the free stream. It is utilized (see below) in determining the stream function
¢1 at the shock wave. A typical run requires about 3 minutes on the IBM 7090.
If _/o is the value of ?? at which fo (??) = 0,
expression
then the body shape is given by the
\
77b = Ao + A2 42 + A4_4 + ... + ccosq_ (kl } +A3_3+ "'') + (A. 3)
where Ao through A 4 are functions of ??o defined by
i
O ??0
A2 - fl/fo
1 1 f'o 2A4 - f' (f_ A3 + f2 +2 A3)
O
A 1 - f, f5 + f4
O
A3 - f'l If,4A5 + _f_ A3+i ,, 2 f,,AIA2 + f5A2 + f_A1 +f6),
O O
(A. 4)
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In order to determine the axis of symmetry of the body shape in the angle-of-attack
plane (and thus determine the body angle-of-attack _ ) , the body shape is first
expressed in cylindrical polar coordinates. In the q_ -- 0 plane it has the expanded
form
2 4 ( 3 )x b = ao + a 2 r + a 4 r + ... + • a I r + a 3 r + ... + ... (A.5)
If Eq. (A. 5) is expressed in terms of } and 77, using Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), one can
show by comparison with Eq. (A. 3) that
a
o
a I
a 2 -
a 3 =
a 4 =
(_ _o/_)/_
A 1,1/2
IlDo
bl/2 ,2b2 o /Ao
]/'o
[b 1/2 (21-Bb: - b4)- 2a 2 A oA2]/A4
(A. 6)
where
b
O
b 1
b 2
b 3
= 1 -B+BA 2
O
= Ao Al/bo
= (A° A2/bo) - 1/2
(A1 A 2 + AoA3 - Ao A1 B)/%o
2 + A A 4 - A A 2 B)/b °b4 = (1A2 o o
(A.7)
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and B is the bluntness parameter defined by Eq. (3.1). We now look for a transformed
coordinate system (_, 2) with respect to which the body shape is symmetric to lowest
order; i. e., for which the transformed coefficients _1 and a3 vanish.. The transfor-
mation from (r , x) to (_, _) , in general, involves a translation and a clockwise
rotation through an angle fl . Using the transformation relations, one can show that
the desired rotation is given by:
2(a4- a32) (A. 8)
fl 2ala 4 - a2a 3
Substituting the numerical results of Case II, we obtain the value ¢/fl = - 19.68. Since
this first-order analysis is only good to 0 (_) _ 0.1 for our case, it is obvious that
to the order of accuracy of the analysis, the body rotation (from the shock axes) is
negligible, and the body and shock angles-of-attack are equal.
The pressure in the angle-of-attack plane was calculated by assuming that Eq. (A. 1)
gave the correct fractional change in pressure due to angle-of-attack, and applying
the change to the more accurate zero angle-of-attack pressure distribution derived
for Case I. The calculated surface pressure distribution demonstrated that the stag-
nation point had shifted 5 degrees, as predicted by Newtonian theory.
If _b is the shock angle measured with respect to the free-stream direction, then the
following relations hold at the shock wave ( 77 = 1)
2 1 [ 2 ]sin _ = - I - B_ - 2c cos ¢_ _]1 - B} 2 (A. 9)
1 + (1 B)_ 2
and
S
(A.lO)
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From the known oblique shock solution(which determines S/R as a function of _b), a
plot of S/Rvs. _-1 was prepared for _ = 0 and _ = _ . The entropy in the angle-
of-attack plane was then calculated for the value of _1 as determined by Eq. (3.8).
A. 3 ANALYTIC (SUBSONIC) SOLUTION FOR CASE III
As discussed in subsection (2.2.3), the Case III solution was obtained by first finding
the sphere solution for the given free-stream conditions and then using the sonic
corner option to duplicate the given shape.
The sample listing starts with a printout of the input data, as shown below:
SUPERSONIC FLOW ABOUT A SPHERE
INPUT DATA
TH2 = 6.14422224E 02 XN = O.15000COOE 02 SK = l
TH3 = C.23000000E 02 STMLN= O. ST = I
R[ = C.I0419469E Ol OUT = O. CASE = I
R2 = C.I0438398E Ol DELT = 0.4199999gE Ol SWI = I
KI : _.92584868E O0 VTEST= 0.99999_9_E-04 C3 = I
K2 = G.7828070IE O0 CTESI: O.9999999gE-05 IT = 0
SLOP= C.30GOOOOOE 02
M = C.8162ggggE 02 GAM = O.IlI?2OOOE O[
where the first card contains the quantities (see Fig. 6) (Format 6E 12.8)
TH2 Initial guess of 0 (degrees) at point 2
TH3 Initial guess of 0 (degrees) at point 3
R1 Initial guess of R/R B at point 1
R2 Initial guess of R/R B at point 2
K1 Initial guess of KR B (K = shock curvature) at point 1
K2 Initial guess of KR B at point 2
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The second card contains the controls (Format 6E 12.8)
XN
STMLN = 0,
0,
OUT -- 0,
0,
DE LT
VTEST
CTEST
Number of streamlines calculated between the body and the
shock sonic point (point 2).
Calculates streamlines in the output
Does not calculate streamlines
Output is called for if convergence is not obtained in the main
program
Output is not called if there is no convergence
AO interval (degrees) for which streamline calculations are made
Convergence criteria in the main program
Convergence criteria in the output subroutine (i. e., iteration
for sonic points, shock points)
The third card contains the single control (Format 6E 12.8)
STOP Maximum value of 0 (degrees) calculated in the program
The fourth card contains
SK = 1
ST = 1
CASE
SWT = 0
#0
C3 = 0,
# 0,
IT
the controls (Format 615)
(Formerly used to test if K1 < 0)
(Formerly used to test if 02 < 0)
Number of different free-stream (i. e., M o and 7) cases to
be run consecutively, all other input being the same
Sphere solution
Sonic corner option
Performs Newton's iteration for all six variables
Keeps 03 fixed, iterates on the others
Maximum number of iterations allowed in the main program.
If IT = 0 , output subroutine calculates the flow based on the
input values of the six geometric parameters.
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The fifth (and succeeding) cards contain the free-stream conditions (6E. 12.8)
M M
GAM Y
If IT _ 0 , the next part of the printout contains the results of each iteration step in
the main program until convergence is achieved or the number of iterations = IT.
This is not included in this sample printout (IT = 0). The next printout contains the
final coefficients in the solution for ¢ , as follows:
sueemsoNzc eta,, ABOUT A SP_E_
A e ¢ 0 eL (b1) ez ¢o2) e3 ¢o3) s4 ('°4) . (M.) _AeemA(_
-3oO?OOE 04 3.7146E 04 4.0077E 04 -3,glOOF 04 -qo3037E 02 OolSgAE 02 7o0769E Ol -1o649ge Ol O.lb30E Ol l.llT2E O0
The final printout contains the solution along each streamline, starting with the
stagnation streamline, and including the shock and sonic point data. Only the first
two streamlines are shown here:
sR (,/RB) Z (z/RB) R (R/RB) THETA (e-_-g) _ H (p*a*/p V )
S0_IC PTS. 3.90_JE-CZ -7.eAgSe-O_ _.OOOOE O0 Z._0COE OL l.OOOOE O0 a.68OTE O0 O.
SHOCK PTS. O. 4.LqATE-02 1.0419E O0 O. loO000E O0
STREAMLINE SR 1 R THETA RV/H _V/p*o*)
AXiS
0. 3._lSlE-_Z 1.03_ZE O0 O. 3.4066E-0 l
O. 3.6354E-_Z 1.0364E O0 O. 3.092LE-01
O. 3o3558E-G2 1.03_bE O0 O. 2.7876E-0 l
O. 3.0761E-C2 1.03C8E CO O. 2,493lE-01
O. 2.7905E-CZ [.02eOE O0 O. 2.20qlE-O!
0. 2.5168E-C2 1.02_2E O0 O. 1.9358E-Ol
O. 2.2372E-G2 1.0224E O0 C. Lob733E-OL
Oo lo9575E-G2 1.0I_6E O0 O. 1,4220E-01
O. l.bT/gE-C2 I.O|_8E O0 O. l,iB2LE-Ol
O. l. JgB2E-02 l.OtAOE CO 0. 9.5425E-02
O. I.LLBbE-G2 l,OLlEE O0 C. 7.3?qOE-OE
O. O.38qAE-03 I.O084E O0 O. 5.3434E-02
O. 5.592_E-C3 1.0056E O0 O. 3,4319E-OZ
O. Z./gbSE-O3 i.O02BE CO O. L.b475E-OZ
BODY
0. O. l. OOCOE O0 O. O.
?.3238E-02 -2.bB§SE-03 |.COCOE O0 4.20COE O0 2,0818E-0|
|.46C8E-01 -l,_726E-02 /.COCOE O0 8.40COE O0 A.18BBE-O[
2.|OlAE-Ol -2.4083E-C2 l. COGOE O0 |.2bCOE O! 6.E7CSE-Ol 4.095_E-C|
2.EqC3E-Ol -4.2681E-G2 l. COCOE O0 1.68COE 0l 8.1567E-01 5.8263E-Ol
3oSB37E-Ol -b°b42OE-02 |.COCDE O0 2o|OCOE O] 9.5742E-0] 7.9502E-C|
I.OOCOE OO O.
BETA (p-Flow angle - degrees)
O. q.7275E-Cl 5.2SBTEoC_ l.OA_BE Ol
|._S51E-O! q.b423E-Ol _.2538E-C2 1,8353E OL
2.sqs|E-O| q,36@lE-O| 5,23BOE-02 [./OOTE Ol
8.8617E-01 S.2OTSE-OE 1.7017E Ol
8.0623E-0| 5,|56LE-02 1.5636E Ol
6.8776E-C1 5.C7C9E-02 1o3_63E C]
SONIC PTS.
SHOCK PTS.
STREA_LIhE
SR Z R THETA q H
• .242bE-Cl -g.1232E-02 l.C029E 00 2.5025E 01 l.OOg3E 00 2.E|TgE O0
8.3133E-02 3.8753E-O2 I.C42LE O0 4.5757E CO L.OOIbE O0
SR Z R THETA RV/H BEtA
loAB52E-O| 5.78_3E-03 |oCL_7E CO 8o_CCOE O0 boOT|LE-Ol 7.|263E OL
_.l_g8E-Ol -1._857E-02 |.COOke O0 [._6COE Ol 7.34A_E-Ol /._64TE Ol
2._052E-C1 -3.1752E-02 I.COSZE O0 L.bBCOE Ol 8.6glAE-O| 7.1535E 01
3.sg87E-G| -6.302ge-02 I.CO]bE O0 2.lOCOE Ol g.TlqTE-O[ 6.ELg6E 01
4._/C2E-Cl -9,2SAOE-CZ l°C029E O0 2.52COE Ol l.OO_3E 00 6._27E 01
4._ElOE-_! -l.26SZE-Ol I.C02bE 0O 2.gACOE Ol g.b434E-Ol 6.C481E OL
PSI
3.455EE-03
RHO ALPHA
l.gOlOE Ol 4.3875E 00
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The printout is self explanatory, with all the quantities defined in Section 3.1.2. The
quantities Q are the self-consistency checks at the shock and sonic points, and are
equal to one if there is a perfect check. A typical run requires about 3 minutes on the
IBM 7090. A schematic flow chart of the program is given in Fig. 30.
The pressure p , stream function ¢ , and flow angle fi are assumed valid for the
solution, and the other variables are found in the same manner as described for the
Case I shape.
A. 4 CHARACTERISTICS SOLUTION
The sample listing starts with a printout of the input data in four sections. (The
symbols will be defined below in the order in which they appear on the input data cards. )
The first section contains various controls and free-stream conditions:
INPUT -
NO. SEG. = ) KBTK • Z VII) • O.345R2E 05 H/RTO = 0.71193E 03 RZERO • 0,24980E-02
KI Z NIP = 2 RHO([)= 3.14995E-95 RTO • 0,84750E 06 OB • -0.
IDATA P 13 NO,IT• Z5 PIll • 0.12546E Ol PZERO 0.211TOE 06 DS • O. IO000F 12
R * O,3!O_OE 04 POD I.O0000E-02 CRE • 0.20000E-OI
STOP • O.50000E 03 CP 0.3_990E-00 G6N = O,I_O00E Oi
$O/R = 3.24000E 02 SEP 0.96650E 01 DBP " 0.20000E 02
The second section contains the coefficients defining the equation of each body region,
in groups of two rows for each region, commencing at the starting line and progressing
downstream:
A B C O E END POINT
BK
0,09999999E 0l -0.5580011LE 02 0,39999999E 01 -0.17613500E 02 0.86556039E 03 0,96649999E 01
0.59999999E O0
O.O9999999E Ol -O,558801IIE 02 0,09999999E Ol -O. lT613500E 02 0°86556039E 03 0.10035888E 02
0°59999999E O0
Oo O°09999999E Ol O, 0o35019513E-00 -0,3_871741E 02 O,60000000E 03
0.09999999E 0|
The third section contains the starting line data, one line for each point, starting
with the shock point and progressing toward the body:
X| YI THETAI Vl 511R PHI
0,231_6752E Ol O.3252tl12E 02 0.95505738E O0 0.1679_000E 05 0.56820875E 02 O. I067209BE Ol
0,236321_1E O| O,32486770E 02 0o95640000E O0 0.[6370000E 05 O. STO99000E 02 -0,
0.26384663E Ol 0o32633759E 02 0,958|9999E O0 O. ISB4OOOOE OS O°57419999E 02 -0.
0.26326220E Ol 0.3229675¢E 02 0,96190000E O0 O. ICT¢OOOOE 05 0,58049999E 02 -0.
0.28753170E Ol 0.32|25501E OZ 0.96520000E O0 0.13660000E 05 0.58580000E 02 -0.
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f INPUT:TH2, TH3, R1, OUTh
R2,
_ I XK1 XK2 XN, STMLN,
-LDEL'T, VTEST, CTEST, STOP_
t
'PUT:_sK1ST_CASE5
ISWT, I3C, IT J
INITIAI,IZE [IK = 0
_ANC"EMENT\
Subroutines :
GAS Calculates various functions of the free-stream conditions for
a given input of XM and GAM
CROSIM Solves a set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations by
matrix inversions
OUT Calculates various flow-field quantities in terms of the
solution constants
I CALCULATE I
-_ A, B, C, D, AND
DE RIVATIV S
YES
CALCULATE OTHER
CALCUI,ATE OTttER FUNCTIONS AND
FUNCTIONS AND DERIVATWES FOR
DERIVATIVES FOR NEWTON'S ITERATION
NEWTON'S ITEILkTION (SONIC CORNER EQS. )
I I
f'6 i I SET UP IRESET SET UP I [ 5 × 5 MATaIX
GUESSES × 6 MATRIX ] t TH3 IS CONSTANT
TERATION ._
I CASE= CASE-h
---- YES _ NO
Fig. 30 Flow Chart, Case III Subsonic Program
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The fourth section contains the coefficients in the polynomial curve fits for lOgl0 P/Po ;
T, and lOgl0p/po for air:
LOG RHO/RHO ZERO
3 HIRTD • 7 H/IRTO 15 15 H/RTO 30 30 H/RTO 80 80 H/RTO 150 150 H/RTO 2,50 250 H,/RTO 400
-0.656095ZqE OO 0.ZZI69790E-O0 O.107395ZBE 01 -0.5031171tE Ol -0.32429337E 01 -0.18624917E 01 -0.54166791E 00
-0.145039_?E 01 -O.14384256E 01 -0.1_101414E 01 -0.30680882E Ol -0.27954399E Ol -0.25033885E Ol -0.ZIT41065E 01
0.|46067aZE-00 O.13873bOSE-O0 O.1383q252E-00 0.54612748E O0 0.35301907E-00 0.33456594E-00 0.31427_SaE-O0
-0. I079Z354E-03 -0.17035609E-01 -0.Z4044055E-01 0.99863213E-01 O.81855256E-OZ 0.64613728E-OI 0.72290125E-01
The various input quantities appear in the input data deck in the following order:
The first card contains the single quantity (Format 1814)
No. SEG. Number of body regions defining the body
There next follow a series of card groups (one for each body region) specifying the
body shapes. The first card in each group contains the single control (Format 1814)
KBTK = 1, Body region defined by table. Subsequent cards in the group contain
the number of body points used, the slope of the body at the first
point, and a list of the coordinates of each point
2, Body region defined by an equation of the form
Ay 2 + By + Cx 2 + Dx + E = 0 (A. 11)
where x , y are cylindrical coordinates with the x-axis pointing
downstream. The origin and dimensions are arbitrary. In the
present case the origin was chosen at the body nose, and lengths
were measured in centimeters, as this was the dimension employed
in the streamtube chemistry program. A must be equal to either
1or 0.
If KBTK = 2, the next card in the group contains the 6 quantities (Format 6E 12.8)
A, B, C, D, E
END POINT
Coefficients defined by Eq. (A. 11)
Right end point of the interval over which Eq. (A. 11)
defines the body region.
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The third (and last) card in the group contains the single quantity (Format 6E 12.8)
BK The maximum allowable distance between successive points on
the Kth body region.
The next card contains the quantities (Format 1814)
I DATA P
NO. IT
K1
NIP = 1,
2,
Number of points on the initial data line
Maximum number of iterations permitted in the calculation of
any point
Number of corners on the body. A separation point is treated as
a corner. There must always be one false corner at XC > STOP
(see definitions of XC and STOP below). Thus, if the body has
n corners (including separation point if not at a corner), n _-> 0 ,
Kl=n+l.
Perfect gas (constant y) option
Equilibrium gas (polynomial curve fits) option
The next group of cards contains the starting line data, one card for each point, start-
ing with the shock point, as follows: (Format 6E 12.8)
XI
YI
THETA I
VI
SI/R
PHI
x i (coordinate of the ith point)
Yi (coordinate of the ith point)
Flow angle Oi (in radians)
Velocity V i (in feet per second)
Si/R , Dimensionless entropy
Shock angle _ (in radians) (for first point only)
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The next group of cards contains the Mollier curve fit coefficients.
contains the following quantities: (Format 6E 12.8)
v(I) v (ft/sec)
RHO (I) Poo (slug s/ft3)
P (I) Poo (lb/ft2)
H/RTO htotal/RT ° (Dimensionless total enthalpy)
RTO RT ° (84.75 × 104 ft2/sec 2 for air)
PZERO Po = 2117 lb/ft 2
M-12-65-1
The next card
The next card contains the following quantities: (Format 6E 12.8)
RZERO
R
PCD
DB
CRE
STOP
Po = 2.498 × 10-3 slugs/ft3
Gas constant (3.103 × 103 ft2/sec2 °K for air)
Convergence criterion for iterationat a point (defined as fractional
change in the velocity between two successive iterations)
Constant no longer used (leave space)
Fraction of original velocity at a corner defining velocity incre-
ments for the Prandtl-Meyer expansion
Program stops when a point on the body is computed having an
abscissa x such that x > STOP
The next card contains the following quantities: (Format 6E 12.8)
DS
CP
GAM
SO/R
The maximum allowable distance between successive points on
the shock.
Specific heat C (Btu/lb ° K) (for perfect gas option)
P
Specific heat ratio 7 (for perfect gas option).
Dimensionless reference entropy So/R = 24
A-15
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SEP
DBP
The abscissa of the separation point. If there is no separation,
SEP > STOP
The maximum allowable distance between successive points on
the separating stream line
The next card contains the single control (Format 6E 12.8)
CHOP > 0
< 0
Characteristics are cut off at x = STOP
Characteristics are traced until their intersection with the shock
wave
The next card group contains, in the order in which they are encountered, the quantities
(Format 6E 12.8)
XCI The abscissa of the ith corner
The last card group contains, in the order in which they are encountered, the quanti-
ties (Format 6E 12.8)
DTI AO, The change in angle (in radians) of the body at the ith corner.
For a separation point which is not at a real corner, set
DTI > 10
The following sheets contain the printout of the output data, one sheet for each left-
running characteristics, as shown below:
x (x) Y (y) TxeTA (e-md_m) V (V-et,/_¢) S/: _ ./exO (haT o) , ('r)
SOUND SPEED ALPHA(_/_¢) SETA(Macha_ie-md) P (p-lb/fl z) RHO (Jl,_iug_/h _) phi (#-mdlam, whemappll_ble)
0.23632|41E O| 0.32486770E 02 0.95660000E O0 0.|6370000E 05 O.S70qgOOOE 02 0.55383153E 03 0o88030025E 04
0.81430188E 0¢ 0.5206400¢E O0 O. lZBOIO40F 04 O.Z3689|90E-04
0.23689286E Ol 0.32547540E 02 0.95403540E O0 O.lb$92263E 05 0.5695680bE 02 0.54950961E 03 O.BT3bOT]TE 04
_.8|097265E 04 O.S|O6748]E O0 0.12845854E 04 0.23811334E-04
0.23692912E 01 0.32547382E 02 O,954068??E 03 0.165e7402£ 05 0.56958409E 02 0.549bO439E 03 0.87371898E 04
3.BIIOS725E 04 0.51OBgbBbE O0 O.12854727E O_ 0.23821919E-04
A typical run, using a 0.01 convergence criterion and starting with 13 initial data
points, required about 5 minutes on the IBM 7090. Flow charts of the IBM program
appear in Fig. 31 a, b, c, d.
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A. 5 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION ON RATE CHEMISTRY CODE OPERATION
The calculation of the nonequilibrium chemistry and associated thermodynamic
variables is accomplished using the one-dimensional (stream-tube) chemistry IBM
computer code discussed in subsection 3.2. The present discussion is directed to
input quantities and procedures used for a code calculation. Also an explicit display
is made of the printout array to help identify the location of output quantities.
Input quantities include variables which identify the thermodynamic state of the initial
datum point. This point corresponds to the specified state of a fluid element imme-
diately after transition through a normal or oblique shock. As such, it effectively
identifies the particular streamline for which the calculation is to be performed. Each
respective streamline is a separate computation case although several such cases
(streamlines) may be computed in one sequence by running the code solutions back-to-
back by using appropriate sets of input data cards corresponding to each of the streamlines.
Data specified at the start of a calculation are listed in the input card sequence shown
and discussed in the following table (see pp. A-26 through A-29).
The heading of the printout sheet listsmost of the initialquantities previously identified,
useful as a basis for identificationof the case and a check on initialconditions. In addi-
tion, certain supplementary quantities evaluated at the initialstep are listedin the
heading. These are:
H(0)
T (0)
Nondimensional initialstaticenthalpy
h(0)
h(×) 1 - 2
X=O Voo
Nondimensional initialtemperature
T(0)" R'n
-- 0
T (x) x=o[ = V 2
c_
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Table 16
NONEQUILIBRIUM CHEMISTRY INPUT DATA CARDS
Card
Group
2
3
4
Line
1
2
3
4
4
5
6
Format
I3(Fixed
Point)
FORTRAN
Symbol
Comment
M1
Algebraic Symbol
_x.
i i
6E12.8 N1 N1
6E12.8 N2 N2
6E12.8 N3 N3
6E12.8 N4 N4
6E12.8 N5 N5
6E12.8 N6
6E12.8 N7
6E12.8 N8
6E12.8 N9
6E12.8 NI0
6E12.8 PZ
6E12.8
6E12.8
6E12.8
6E12.8
RHOZ
_6
VZ
R
CONST
DEL6E12.8
N 7
N 8
Total no. of species considered
(presently 10)
Initial Mole Fraction 02 (0.21)
Initial Mole Fraction N 2 (0.79)
Initial Mole Fraction NO (0)
Initial Mole Fraction O (0)
Initial Mole Fraction N (0)
Initial Mole Fraction NO + (0)
Initial Mole FractionN: (0)
Initial Mole Fraction O + (0)
N9 Initial Mole Fraction N ÷ (0)
N10 InitialMole Fraction _ (0)
Initial equilibrium streamline
pressure behind shock,
Po = p(o)2
p V
Po
Po
V
o
R
Htotal
Initialdensity behind the shock,
p(o)/poo • Computed from a
preliminary shock solution for
a fullyexcited, but chemically
inert gas (7 = 9/7)
Initial equilibrium streamline
velocity behind shock
V
o V
oO
Gas constant
ergs "_
8. 3143 x 107 mole-°K/
Total enthalpy
Htotal
V 2
O(3
Physical entity reserved for
specialized calculations
(assign a zero)
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Card
Group
5
Line
1
2
3
4
FORTRAN
Format Symbol Algebraic Symbol Comment
6E12.8 ALF _ Coefficient on integration step
control (presently 0.8)
6E12.8 VINF V Free-stream velocity (cm/sec)
6E12.8 RHOINF p_ Free-stream density (gm/cc)
6E12.8 XNZ n Inverse of the molecular weight
o of ambient gas -2
(air N 3. 45280 × 10 moles/gm
6E12.8 BET fl Sets "farthest acceptable devia-
tion" between XfinaI (independent
variable specified) and that
developed in integration.
(presently fl = 10-5)
6E12.8 E P c Control monitor not presently
used (set E = 0)
6E12.8 TOP
6E12.8 XNOPC
ANORD
Xoptional
Option Switch
Order of Array6E12.8
Value of independent variable
at which a switch occurs be-
tween dependent variables
[i.e., _(x) goes to V(x)]. Ifnot
used, assign a zero
Specifies whether or not the
above switch takes place. If
1.0, no switch takes place.
If 2.0, switch takes place at
Xoptional
Total number of independent
reaction systems used
(presently i0)
6E12.8 TTP t(x = Xo) Time at initial step (presently0)
6E12.8 DTP At(Print) Print increment at initial time
(presently 0)
6E12.8 RMAX R Maximum relative truncation
max
error allowed in array
(presently 10 -3 )
6E12.8 RTAB
TO6E12.8
No. of Discon-
tinuitie s
x(o)
Number of points at which the
dependent variable or its first
derivative is discontinuous. If
used, a double entry at the dis-
continuity must be made in the
table of values
Initial value of independent
variable (cm) usually zero at
shock
A-27
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Table 16 (cont.)
Card
Group
9
i0
Line
FORTRAN
Format Symbol
6E12.8 TF
2 6E12.8 QUAD
3 6E12.8 RNPD
4 6E12.8 HMIN
5 6E12.8 XNOPT
1
2
3
4
5
6
I3(Fixed M
Point)
Algebraic Symbol
x(Final)
Quadrature System
Print Increment
Ax Minimum
Dependent Vari-
able Identity
Signal
Total Number of
Entries in Table
of Values Input
+4
Comment
Final value of independent
variable (cm) measured along
streamline from shock
Selection of integration routine
(usually.0 which calls for a 4th
order Runge-Kutta Quadrature)
Controls printout increments
(1 designates printout at each
integration step)
Lower bound on integration
step size (presently 10 -8 )
I.0 P(x) is table value
2.0 _V(x)is table value
3.0 P(x) is an equation
Total all line entries in table
cards used (cards 10, 11, 12,
•.. n) add 2 extra for initial
point and 2 extra for final
point
First Table Card
6E12.8 TXZ x Xo(Cm) initial pointo
6E12.8 PXZ
6E12.8 TXZ
m
P(x o)
X
0
6E12.8 PXZ P(Xo)
6E12.8 TXI x1
6E12.8 PXl P(Xl)
P(Xo) initialdependent variable
Repeat initialpoint location
and initialvalue of the
dependent variable
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Table 16 (cont.)
Card
Gr oup
II
N
N+I
N+2
Line
1
2
Format
6E12.8
6E12.8
6E12.8
6E12.8
FORTRAN
Symbol
TX 2
PX 2
XRTAB
Algebraic Symbol
x 2
P(x 2)
x N
P(x N)
Closure
x(Discontinuity)
Comment
Table cards are continued with
entries for all points including
an entry at x final specified in
card 8. Special instructions:
. If discontinuities in depend-
ent variable or its first
derivative are encountered
(see card 7) a double entry
must be made at the
dis continuity.
. If discontinuities in the sec-
ond derivative of the depend-
ent variable are encountered
"smoothness" is insured in
the integration by placing
table points in close juxta-
position at the point of
inflection (RTAB is not
used for this)
Card signals table of variables
is closed by assigning a number
to the independent variable
> 10 9
List all locations of points
x (cm) at which discontinuities
exist in the dependent variable
or its first derivative (i. e.,
points for which RTAB, card 7,
was used as a counter and for
which a double entry was made
in table. (See Comment 1,
card 11. )
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KFi(0),i = 1, 2 .... ,12
Kci(0),i = 1, 2 .... ,10
L.(0) , i = i, 2,..., 12
I
DNi(0), i = i, 2,..., I0
N i(0) , i = 1, 2,..., 10
Initial values taken by forward rate constants
Initial values taken by equilibrium constants
Initialvalues taken by components of species
production processes
Initialvalues taken by total derivatives of species
production processes
Initial values of concentrations of species (Optional:
present initial values are set at 0.21 and 0.79 for
initial molecular oxygen and nitrogen concentration,
respectively. All other species are considered
nonexistent, initially)
A sample printout heading appears below:
NETHO0 RUNGE KUTT& XIINtT|AL]_ O, x[FINAL)= O._O000000E O[
INITIAL COUDITION$
HHO|0)= _.797_5E Ol KFI= 0o10184E |5 KFb = O. SB559E 13 Ll" 0.17065F 15 Lb • 0.77520E 1) DNI=-0.17209E 07 ON6 =-b.
ViOl • 0.58823E-01KF2= 0.20481E 1_ KF1 • 0.53937E 15 L2, 0.12qIIE 15 L7 • 0. flNZ=-D.t3202E 02 ONt =-0,
TIU) = O*I|80bE-O0 KF}= o.gb|b&E |_ KF8 = 0.24394E 15 L3 = O. L8 • O. ON3• 0.14955E 0I DN8 =-0.
NIO) - O._OI*eE O0 KF4= 0,|7930E 15 KF9 = 0o||686_ 06 L4= Oo L9 • 0* ON4=N_T CONPUT_D _9 =-0.
P(0) = 0.94209E OO KFS- 0.18347E |_ KF|0- 0.|IbBbE 06 LS" O. |tO • O. DNS=NOt COMPUTED DNI0=NnT COMPUTED
KC[" 0o11249E IL KCb = 0.)gttSE O| NI= O.21000E-00 N6 = 0.
KCZ• O. t3624E I| KC7 = O. TZb]AE 05 N2= 0.790DOE 00 N7 • 0.
KC3= OobZ59ZE tO KE8 = O*[2_OOE 06 N3 = O. N8 • O.
KC4= Ool/97LE OL K£9 = 0.51520E-04 N4= O. N? • Oo
KCS- O.Z|fb/_ 01K£|0 = 0.4bO7|E-04 NS" 0. NIO= 0.
NIL= 1.00000E 00
CON$[_= O.5032iE O0 R = O.B3143E 08 VINF- 0.960DOE 0b H_IN=10.0OOE-O9 HMAX= 2._b30E-04
RH01NF= 1.57TbZE-O? XNZ= 3.45280E-02 TOP = |o00000E 00 NUPT= l.O0000E 00
The output is listed in two separate sections due to space limitations. The listing
is completed for all the x intervals for the variables covered in the first section,
followed by a separate array for the same x intervals covering the variables of the
second section. The first section of the printout includes some quantities which have
not been previously discussed. These are, in the notation adopted for listing:
Delta X Max
NSUM
Integration step size (cm)
10 M
Local compressibility Z(x) = _ o
i=% Mi(x)
i0
- '_ fii(x)
i=1
T Prime IX) Dimensional local temperature (°K)
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RHO P IX)
NE/cc
Dimensional local density (gm/cc)
-i
Local number density of free electrons (cc)
The other quantities listed at each printout station, V(X) , P(X) , NI0, refer to the
nondimensional (barred) form of the variables previously introduced and discussed.
A partial sample listing of the first section appears below:
DELTA x MAX V|X) PlX) H|X) NSUM T PRIME(X) RHO P(X) NIO NE/CC
2.0|I39E-OE 8.05391E-04 5.SBZ35E-02 e.4ZOg}E-OI 5.01479E-01 1.49054E O0 2.44925E 04 1.30691E-06 1.10878E-03 3.01356E 13
2.09192E-02 8.]_898E-06 5.88235E-02 9o42093E-01 5,01419E-0| 1.500_2E O0 Z,62336E 04 1.31_E]E-Ob 1.|7506E-03 3.20665E 13
2o|7531E-_Z B.bSIOSE-04 5.88235E-O2 9.4ZOq3E-O| 5.01419E-0| 1.51040E O0 E.3qTZBE 04 1.31774E-Ob 1.24423E-03 3.40qbgE 13
Z.Z6182E-OZ 8.99306E-04 5.88235E-OZ 9o4ZOq3E-OI 5.01479E-0! 1.52048E O0 2o37101E 04 1.3235lE-06 [.31653E-03 3.6Z353E 13
2o3517bE-OZ 9.t6838F-04 5o882}5F-02 9.4209_E-01 5,01479E-01 1o53065E O0 Z.34454E 04 1.3295bE-D6 1.39222E-03 3.84946E |3
The second section of the listing repeats the stations, x, and the integration step
size, Delta X, followed by the nondimensional concentrations of the species N.
I'
i = 1, 2 ,... , 9. The number indices refer to particular species identified in sub-
section 3.2 and Table 7 of this report.
! NI N2
?.0||_9E--02 7.77568_-04 5.0_775E-0|
2.0q|92E-O2 7.5_845E-04 4.gq972E-OI
2.iTS)IE-D2 7.30822E-0_ 4.90080E-01
2oZb|iEE-_Z 7.104qlE-04 4o80094E-0|
2.]5176E-DZ 6.91135E-04 4.70014E-01
N] N6 N5 N_ N7 N8 N9
Zo_I6T6E-O2 4,06067E-0! 5.4953[E-0! I.L}497E-04 Zo13414E-O_ 4.94386E-04 _.7955_E-04
Zo[9680E-OZ 4.06198E-01 5°69184E-0! 1.28349E-04 Z.48387E-05 5.11630E-0_ 5.10Z}SE-04
2oI7441E-OZ 4o06336E-0I 5.BgO27E-OI 1o4695_E-04 Z.88546E-05 5°ZR614E-04 5.4180ZE-0_
2o14966E~02 4.064B_E-O! 6.0eO62E-O! 1.635}6E-04 _o34613F-05 5.451Z4F-04 5o74209E-04
Z. IZ258E-OZ 4o0663TE-0! _.Z_Z_SE-O[ 1o84313F-06 }.87411E-05 5.617_ZE-04 6._7_20E-04
Computational time per streamline on the IBM 7094 varies considerably, depending on
the initial conditions (more energetic flows are generally associated with rapid changes
in concentration, hence smaller integration intervals and longer run times) and the
magnitude of variations in the initial distribution of specified streamline pressure or
velocity. Thus, for streamlines imbedded in a hypersonic shock layer near the body,
with high initial temperature and characteristically large variations in pressure or
velocity, computation times of the order of 18 minutes may be encountered. On the
other hand, for relatively cool streamlines in the outer shock layer of a reentry body,
the computation time for a streamline might be as short as 3 minutes or less.
Flow charts descriptive of the complete IBM program appear in Figures 32a, 32b, 32c.
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A. 6 MOLECULAR SPECIES RADIATION PROGRAM
This program calculates equilibrium and/or nonequilibrium, spectral, radiation
properties for the band systems of diatomic molecules. In its present form it contains
the data required in the visible and ultraviolet (0.5 -< hv -< 8 ev) band systems of air.
However, it has sufficient flexibility to be expanded to calculate the radiation properties
of new band systems of air or for those of other chemical species.
A flow chart of the essential features of the code is given in Fig. 33. This chart is
described in physical terms and is meant to give an overview of the code as a whole.
It is self-explanatory except for the reference to the inner sums, which are the double
summations in Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36).
The FORTRAN notation is defined and presented in Table 17 along with a description of
the first 10 card groups of the deck which contain the input data required to run the
code. It should be noted that only card groups 9 and 10 need be changed for each new
case (electronic temperature, kinetic temperature, number density, and specie) whereas
card groups 1 through 8 must be changed to include new band systems and/or species.
Consider now the format of the output tapes. Reproductions of these for a typical run
are presented below in Figs. 34 through 37. Figure 34 gives the results of the statis-
tical mechanical calculation. The J index identifies each electronic level; the V(K)
index identifies each vibrational level, and the K index equals V(K) + 1. It should
be noted that symbols followed by the Roman numeral I[QI(J) , NI(J), etc. ] have been
calculated from the anharmonic oscillator model; whereas, those symbols followed by
the Roman numeral 2 have been calculated from the Morse Model. The energy levels
(in cm -1) and number densities (cm -3) are presented for each vibrational level
[El(J, K), E2(J, K), NI(J, K) and N2(J, K)]. The number densities (in cm -3) and
partition functions are presented for each electronic level [NI(J), N2(J), QI(J) and
Q2(J)]. The remaining quantities are input data and are defined in card groups 3 and
9 of Table 17.
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Table 17
INPUT DATA FOR THE MOLECULAR SPECIES RADIATION PROGRAM
Card
Group
FORTRAN AlgebraicFormat
Symbol Symbol
72H Title
I6 NES
6E12.8
I6
6E12.8
1216
216
DE(J)
WE(J)
WEXE(J)
TE(J)
WEYE(J)
GI(J)
(1 -< J -<NES)
NSPS
FLU(L)
(i - L -< NSPS)
NSI(L)
NS2(L)
(1 <_ L _< NSPS)
NVP
NVPP
De(cm -1)
COe(Cm-1 ) :,
¢OeXe(Cm-1 )
Te(em-1 )
¢OeYe(cm-1) •
g
fLU
Comment
Any information may be punched
in Columns 2-72
Number of electronic states
(maximum of I0)
Dissociation energy of electronic
state
Molecular constants in
standard notation
Statistical weight
(One of these cards is read in for
each electronic state)
Number of transition pairs (maxi-
mum of 6) (one transition pair
per band system)
Electronic oscillator strength
Upper state of each transition
pair
Lower state of each transition
pair
Number of v' entries in qv'v"
table (maximum of 26)
Number of v" entries in qv'v"
table (maximum of 26)
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Table 17 (cont.)
Card
Group
8
9
10
Format
6E12. 8
FORTRAN
Symbol
Algebraic
Symbol
QV(L, M, N)
(I -< N _< NVPP)
(I --<M - N-VP)
6E12.8 XNI
XMUA
TI
THETA
VL
216
DV
NC
NEWDAT
Ni(cm-3 )
_, (atomic
a units)
T(°K)
e(°K)
_L(cm-l)
Av(cm -I)
Comment
Fr anck-Condon factors
v" varies first,viz. input
QV(L, 1,1)
QV(L, 1,2)
QV(L, 2,1)
QV(I, 2,2)
etc.
(Card groups 7 and 8 are repeated
for each transition pair)
Species number density
Reduced molecular mass
Kinetic temperature
Electronic temperature
Lower spectral limit
Spectral step size
Number of steps between lower
and upper spectral limits (maxim
mum of I00)
If NEWDAT = 0 after completing
calculations program reads in
new cards 9 and 10 and redoes
calculation
If NEWDAT = 0 after completing
calculations program reads in
new specie beginning with card
group 1.
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MDLECi_LAR SPECIES RADIATION CHEMICAL COkSTITUENT - N2
TII)= 23200,0 N(I)= l,ll500E 16 MUIA)= 7,00377E O0
J DE UE WEXE TE WEYE
t 7°87064F 04 2.3596tE 03 1._4560E C_ O. 7,51000E-03
2 2,Rg30oE 04 1.46037F 03 1.3BglOE Cl 5.02060E 04 -2.50000E-02
3 3.73525E 04 1.71411E 03 I._700E CJ. 5.gb260E 04 Oo
_.67gl_, _ 0_* ".6q2OIE 03 1.27glOE Cl. _.g2gOOE 0_, -3._R900_-0l
5 6.72829E 04 2oO351CE _3 1.70_00E Cl 8,q1470E 04 -2.15000E O0
THETA= 6330.0
GIIJ) NIIJI Q2IJ) N2IJ)
7.88590E O0 I.ll4qlE 16 7._2311E O0 lo11491E 16
l.lbbTbE Ol 7.65011E II 1.20879E O1 7.78710E Ii
1.01370E Ot 1.42411t ll I°05799E Ol 1.4bo_4E Ii
l.OT_36E Ol 5.656_0t Og l.o_Ib3E O_ 5.40266[ 09
1.30274E O1 2o01847Z 08 8.B5859E O0 1.34RO2E 08
K VIK) EIIJ,K) _I|J,K) E2tJ,K) N2IJ,K)
l -0. I.17619E C3 1.45059E 15 1.17521E 03 1.4251_E Is
2 l. O000CE O0 3.5069IE C_ 1.25540E 15 3.49910E O3 1.23390E 15
3 2.00OOCE O0 5.8OB79F C_ 1.08542E 15 5.78764E O] 1.070bTE IS
4 3.0000CE O0 8.081_7E C_ q.45343E 14 R.O4_BI_ 03 g,31072E 14
5 4.000_CE O0 1.03262E C_ R.22535E 14 1.025BbE 04 8.l1451E 14
6 5.00COCE O0 1.25418E C_ 7.16956E 14 1.24411E 04 7.08750E 14
7 6.O00CCE O0 I._7288E C4 6.26041E 14 i.45_82E 04 O.20407E 14
Fig. 34 Plate 1, Molecular Species Output Format
Figure 35 gives pertinent radiation property data associated with the transition between
two specified electronic levels; viz., Transition pair 3 and 2 are averaged over a
specified frequency range (in ev. ). The absorption coefficients (in cm -1) are presented
(MUBAR1 and MUBAR 2) as are the effective Franck-Condon factors (SM. Q1 and
SM. Q2) as defined by Eq. (3.35) and the effective Franck-Condon factors (SM. QP1 and
SM. QP2) as defined by Eq. (3.36). The remaining quantities are input data.
MOLECULAR SPECIES RADIATION CHEMICAL COkSTITUENT - N2
Till= 23200.0 N(I)= l,lISOOE 16 MU(A}= 7.C0377E O0 THETA= 6330.0
TRANSITION PAIR 3 AND 2
FREQUENCY RANGE MURARL MUBAR2 SM.QI SM.Q2 SM.QPI SM.QP2
1.23954E O0 1.48745E O0 5.1504_-07 5.26580E-07 3.80209E-05 3.81882E-05 4.O02_8E-05 3.98897E-05
1.48745E OO _.73516E OO 7.55[57c-07 7.62_29E-Q7 5.5745bE-05 5.SZTOSE-05 5.[8448E-05 5.L_38bE-OS
1.73536E O0 1.9_327E 00 6.97658c-07 7.16399E-07 5.15018E-05 5.19541E-05 4.21354E-05 4.24507E-05
I.qB327E O0 2.23118E O0 5.92185E-07 5.29935E°07 4.37150E-05 3.8_315E-05 3.20143E-05 2,84107E-05
2.23118E OC 2.479CGE O0 1.19761_-O7 1.24235E-07 B.84073E-06 9.00970E-06 5,84822E-06 6.08283E-06
Fig. 35 Plate 2, Molecular Species Output Format
Figure 36 gives the source functions [CAP. J (NUBAR) 1 and CAP. J (NUBAR) 2], the
absorption coefficientscorrected for induced emission [CAP. MU (NUBAR) 1 and
CAP. MU (NUBAR) 2], the integrated emission coefficients(JI1 and JI2) and the spec-
tral emission coefficients (J1 and J2), all for a particular transition pair (band system)
and all averaged over the frequency increments specified in Fig. 35 although presented
in Fig. 36 at discrete (mean) frequencies. The remaining quantities are input
information.
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MOLECULAR SPECIES RADIATION CHEMICAL CONSTITUENT - N2
T(I)= 2)200.0 NIl)= l.ll500E 16 MUIA)= 7.C0377E O0 THETA= 6330.0
TRANSITION OAIR 3 6NE 2
NUBAR CAP.J CAP.J CAP.MU CAP.MU Jl[
(NUBARII (NUBAR)2 INUBARII (hUBAR)2
IEV) (ERGS/CM2- (ERGS/CM2- ([/CM) (I/CM) (ERGS/CM3-
SEC-EV-STER) SEC-EV-STERI, SEC-STER)
1.36316E DO 1.38871E [0 1.38820E [0 N.64583E-OT 4,75001r-07 O.
t._ttotE O0 [.gQQROE 10 2.00_BIE 10 6.897BTE°O7 6.96C04E-07 2°50959E 03
1.85R85E O0 2.6720[E 10 2.68986E 10 6.44541E-07 6.61508E-07 6.35_22E 03
2.10_70E O0 3.45192E 10 3.51490E 10 5.51819E-07 4.93199E-07 1.08SOlE 04
2.35455E O0 _.32250E 10 4.45279E lO 1.12387E-07 l.lb370E-07 1.38134E 04
JI2 J! J2
(ERGSICM3- (ERGS/CM_- (FRGSICM3-
SEC-STERI $£_EV-STER)5EC-EV-STER)
O. 6.4517|E 03 6.59395E 03
2.54696E 03 1.)79_4E 04 1.39536E 0,6
6.48216E 0_ L.T22£ZE 06 1.77936E 06
1.08366E 04 1.904B3E 04 1.73354E 06
1.36277E 06 4.85793E 03 5.18|72E 03
Fig. 36 Plate 3, Molecular Species Output Format
Figure 37 gives the absorption coefficients, [MUBAR 1 and MUBAR 2], the absorption
coefficients corrected for induced emission [ CAP. MUT 1 and CAP. MUT 2], and the
integrated emission coefficients [JT1 1 and JTI 2], all averaged over the indicated
frequency ranges and all summed over all the band systems for the given specie. The
absorption coefficients are in cm -1. The remaining quantities are input information.
MOLECULAR SPECIES RADIATION CHEMICAL COEST[TUENT - N2
T(II= 23200.0 N(I)= l.ll500E 16 NUIA)- 7.C0377E O0 THETA= 6330.0
TOTAL MUBAR
FREQUENCY RANGE MUBARI NUBAR2 CAP.MUI[ CAP.NUT2 Jill JTI2
(ERGSICM3-SECI (ERGSICN3-SEC)
1.23954E O0 1.48745E O0 5.1504_E-07 5.26580E-C7 4.64583E°07 4.TSOOIE-07 O. O.
l. ART4SE O0 1.73536E O0 7°5§lSTE-OT 7.62129E-07 6.89787E-07 6.96004E-OT 2o02661E 07 2.05675E 07
1.73536E O0 1.98327E O0 6.9766EE-07 T.lb399E-07 6.44541E-07 6.61508E-07 5.12626E 07 5.22968E 07
1.98321E O0 2.23118E O0 5.9279CE-07 5.30090E-07 5.52622E-07 A.q3353E-O7 8.75338E 07 B.T4240E OT
2.2311_E O0 2.479C9E O0 1.2304CE-07 1.25545E-07 1.15659E-07 1.1767TE-OT 1.11445E 08 l.Oqq43E 08
Fig 37 Plate 4, Molecular Species Output Format
This program has been written in FORTRAN 2 version 3. It takes one case roughly
one minute to run on the IBM 7094 computer facility at LMSC.
A. 7 FREE-BOUND EMISSION COEFFICIENT PROGRAM
This program calculates the equilibrium and/or nonequilibrium, spectral, and total
emission coefficients for the radiation properties associated with the atomic free
bound emission process. In its present form, two distinct codes exist. One is used
for nitrogen atoms and ions, and the other is used for oxygen atoms and ions. Both
are applicable for frequencies from about 0.5 ev to 20 ev. In principle, the code has
enough generality to be extended to include new species; however, it is recommended
that this not be attempted due to the complexity of the input data.
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A flow chart of the essential features of the code is given in Fig. 38. This chart is
described in physical terms and is meant to give an overview of the code as a whole.
It is self-explanatory except for the reference to the inner sums which are the double
sums in Eq. (3.46).
The FORTRAN notation is defined and presented in Tables 18 and 19 along with a descrip-
tion of the first 9 card groups of the deck which contain the input data required to run
the code. It should be noted that only card groups 6 and 7 need be changed for each
new case (electronic temperature, kinetic temperature, and number density) whereas
card groups 1 through 5, 8 and 9, must be changed for each new specie. Cases are
stacked by adding new case input cards (with the same kind of information as that
presented on card groups 6 and 7) behind card group 9.
Consider, now, the format of the output tapes. A reproduction of a typical run is pre-
sented in Fig. 39. Presented there are the frequencies [HNUI (EV) in ev and HNUI
(1/CM) in cm-1], the emission coefficient [JHNU(I)], the effective cross section
[CJHNU(I)], the integrated (over frequency) emission coefficient (JHNUT in ergs/cm 3
sec ster), the integrated (over frequency) effective cross section (CJHNU in ergs cm3/
sec ster), the partition function (Q),and the partial density of the specified specie
(RHOI in gm/cm3).
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THE FRFF-BOUND EMISSION COEFFICIENT PROGRAM
(zn_t _,_tltle_)l
Listed below l
pl_'t It Ion f_met I_
al_:l n_l_r
le_lties of
i_c levels
lewels belo_lag to
levels consistamt V
I]IPUT DATA:
Nnergy Level I_ol-_tiom
• Energles
• Statistical Wel_ts
• Quantum N_ers
• Config_rat lores
• _nta_ Coefficients
K_netic _rmtu__e
FAectronlc Te._eratu_e
Ionlc Number Density
Free Electron ]_r D_Lty
Ionizat 1on E_er gy
AtamLc We t _;ht
Initial Fr_q_el_cy
Frequency Imcr_
N_ of FrequenCy 1increments
I If the th_shold I
ener_ is la/-@er
than the _uency,
continue
If there _ m_ |
attic levels
with the same
!_2_at state as /
the preceding atmmtc
level, com_im*e
l lf there ame no mo_e I
atomic levels with the
same parent state, proceed
to the at_c le_Is
associated with the next
parem state and
c_mtin_e
! If the threshold
, energy is over
lO'* ev less than
the frequency, obtaln
the Gaunt factor
from the curve
fit subroutine
If the threshold
e_er_y is lees
than the fremueney,
sto_e the calc_1_ted
value of the im_mr
s_m
I If the last atalic level I
of the last !_t state
----- has been used, m_l_te the
s_ of the i_ sum
ecmt_u*ue
I Calculate the em_i_
coefficient _t the
cho_e_ f_equ_cy
i
coefficient _t t_e
chosen f:_ que*_y
frequency ha_ frequencies to be
been use_ consldered_ continue
contimue
Calculate and print out
the _ollo_ing _
• The integrated emls_on coe_clent
• The effective cro_ sec_lon
• The _ens_ty
to be made, stop continue
calc_t £ons
Fig. 38 Flow Chart, Free-Bound Emission Coefficient Program
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Table 18
INPUT FOR NITROGEN VERSION OF FREE-BOUND EMISSION
COE FFICIENT PROGRAM
Card
Group
3
4
Format
72H
213
4E12.8
12X, 2E12.8
FORTRAN
Symbol
N, KN
PN(1), El(l, I),
G1(1, I),
CODE (I)
El(2, I),
GI(2, I),
Algebraic
Translation
Title
n, E(cm -I)
g
E(cm -I)
g
Comment
Any Info CC 2-72
N = NO. of PN(I), EI(1,I)
GI(I, I),CODE (I).KN =
NO. OF EI(2, I), G1(2. I).
Principal quantum num-
ber, energy, and statisti-
cal weights of atomic
levels
Energy of ionic levels
Statistical weights of
ionic levels
5 7F4.2 XF(I,J) I = 78, 85 J = 1,7
6 3E12° 8, I3
5E12.8
4E12.8
12X, 2E12. 8
5p(cm-1),
h_min(Cm-l)
0(°K)
Ni(cm-3),
Ne(cm-3),
Ti(° K),
X.(cm-l),
A I
n, E(cm -1)
g
E(cm -1)
g
DV, HNUMN,
THETA, NC
XNI, XNE,
TI, XI, A
PN(I), El(i, I),
G(I, I),
CODE (1)
E(2, I)
G(2, I)
9
Frequency increment,
minimum frequency
electronic tgmperature,
number of freq:,e_-_cy
increments
Number density of ions
(N i) and electrons (Ne) ,
kinetic temperature,
ionization potential, and
atomic weight
Same information as in
5 except that these are
read-in consistent with
the fractional parentages.
I=I,N
I = 1, KKN
Where KKN = KN - 6,
(READ IN ONLY ONCE)
Note: Card groups 6 and 7 constitute 1st case.
group 9.
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Table 19
INPUT FOR OXYGEN VERSION OF FREE-BOUND EMISSION COEFFICIENT
PROGRAM
Card
Group
Format
72H
213
4E12.8
FORTRAN
Symbol
N, KN
PN(1), E1(1, I),
GI(I, I),
CODE (I)
Algebraic
Translation
Title
n, E(cm -I)
g
Comment
Any Info CC 2-72
N = NO. of PN(I), E1(1,1),
GI(I,I), CODE (I). KN = NO.
OF El(2,1), G1(2, I).
Principal quantum numbers,
energy and statistical weights
of atomic specie levels
4 12X, 2E12.8 E1 (2, I) E (cm -1) Energy of ionic levels,statis-
G1 (2, I) g tical weights of ionic levels
5 3F4.2 XF(I,J) I = 53, 57 J = 1,3
6 3E12, 8, I3 DV, HNUMN,
THETA, NC
5E12.8
4E12.8
5v(cm-1),
hVmin(Cm-1)
O(°K)
Ni(cm-3),
Ne(em-3),
Ti(°K),
Xi(cm-1),
A
n, E(cm -I'
!
g
E(cm -1)
g
XNI, XNE,
TI, XI, A
12X, 2E12.8
PN(I), El(l, I),
G(I, I),
CODE (1)
E(2, I)
G (2, I)
Note: Card groups 6 and 7 constitute 1st case.
card group 9.
Frequency increment, mini-
mum frequency,electronic
temperature, number of fre-
quency increments
Number density of ions (N:)
and electrons (Ni), kinetic _
temperature, ionization
potential and atomic weight
•Same information as in 5 except
that these are read in consistent
with fractional parentages.
I=I,N
I= 1,KKN
Where KKN = KN - 12
(READ IN ONLY ONCE)
Additional cases are stacked after
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FREE-BOUND EMISSION COEFFICIENTS OXYGEN CASE
JHNU IS IN THE UNITS ERGS/CM..} SEC STER E.V.
CJHNU IS IN THE UNITS ERGS CM**]ISEC STER E.V.
XNI= 4.78000E 15
II = l.llO00E 04
RHOI= 1.26949E-07
XNE = ].27900E 16 DV= 2.00000E O3
THETA= I.II000E 04 O= 1.08530E 00
JHNUT= 2.66486E 07
XI= 1.09837E 05
^= t.6OOOOE Ol
CJHNU= 1.70022E-25
HNUI(EV) HNUI(IICM) JHNU([) CJHNU(1)
0.50000E-00
0.74791E O0
0.99582E 00
0.12437E OI
0.14916E Ol
0.1739bE 0I
0.19875E 0I
0.22354E Ol
0.40337E 04
0.60337E 04
0.80337E 04
0.10034E 05
0.12034E n5
0.14034E 05
O.lbO34E 05
0.18034E 05
Oo
0.19506E 06
0.49054E 0b
0.42036E 06
0.70195E 06
0. I3330E 07
O,12010E 07
0.g2231E 06
Oo
n-12445E-26
0.31297E-26
0.26820E-26
0.4478bE-26
0,85044E-26
0.76627E-26
O.58845E-2b
Fig. 39 The Output Format of the Free-Bound Emission Coefficient Program
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A. 8 RADIATIVE HEATING PROGRAM
The purpose of this program is to evaluate Eq. (3.76) for an arbitrary surface point
of a body immersed in a given axisymmetric hypersonic flow. The program assumes
that the flow field is described by a cylindrical (x, r, q_) coordinate system, with origin
at the shock vertex, and the x-axis pointing downstream. In evaluating Eq. (3.76), it
is usually desirable (and often necessary) to divide the flow region in the (p = 0 plane
into several strips parallel to the x-axis, and to calculate the contribution from the gas
in each strip. Each strip may in turn be divided into several regions, bounded by
surfaces x = constant, for the purpose of curve-fitting the spatial distribution of the
emission coefficient. The Frocedure for preparing the input-data deck for one such
strip is detailed below.
Card group t (Format 6 I 4) contains the two controls
N
IOPS
IOPS
The number of curve-fit regions (in the x direction) for either E
[seeEq. (3.75)], ffIOPS = 5, or pandh, if IOPS < 5.
If IOPS < 5 , it designates the emissivity data used to construct the
curve fits in subroutine PROP, which calculates tt and T as functions
of p and h, for thermodynamic equalibrium. Thus _
IOPS = 1 Sets #p = 0
2 AVCO data
3 LMSC lower-bound data
4 LMSC upper-bound data
If IOPS equals 5, then E itself is specified in the flow field (by means
of spatial curve fits)
Card Group II (Format 6E 12. 8) consists of 4N cards, in groups of four cards for
each curve fits region I, I = 1 to N. These contain the curve-fit coefficients in the
spatial expansion of p and h,
A (I, J) J = 1 to 11
B (I,J) J = 1 to 11
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defined by
lOgl0 A(I, 1) + A(I, 2)X + A(I, 3)Y + A(I, 4)X 2 + A(I, 5)XY + A(I, 6)Y 2
+ A(I, 7)X 3 + A(I, 8)X2y + A(I, 9)XY 2 + A(I, 10)Y 3
(A. 12)
and
H = B(I,1) +... + B(I,10)Y 3 (A. 13)
where
p =
H =
pressure p (atm)(if IOPS = 5, P = E)
h/h r (leave blank if IOPS = 5); h r = reference satellite enthalpy
= 3. 125 x 108 ft2/sec 2 = 12,474 Btu/lb
X and Y are transformed coordinates defined by
X = AA(I,1)x + BB(I,1) (A. 14)
Y = AA(I,2)r + BB(I,2) (A. 15)
ard A(I,11) -- maximum value of x for curve-fit region I.
Card Group III (Format 6E 12.8) contains the transformation coefficients (six to a card)
AA(I, 1), BB(I, 1)AA(I, 2)BB(I, 2) I = 1toN
Card Group IV (Format 6E12.8) contains the two quantities
P1 The value of P at the stagnation point (if IOPS = 5, P1 = Eo, the value
of E at the stagnation point)
H1 The value of H at the stagnation point (leave blank if IOPS = 5)
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Card Group V (Format 6E12.8) contains the six quantities
R0
XB1
TH
ALP
DUM < 0
=0
>0
XB0
The r coordinate of the given body surface point
The x coordinate of the given body surface point
The slope of the plane tangent to the body at the given surface point
(Leave blank if R0 = 0)
Angle-of-attack option which is not yet programmed, therefore leave blank
Program returns to Group I input after completion
Program returns to Group V input after completion
Program returns to Group VI input after completion
x coordinate of the stagnation point
Card Group
K
K1
IO -< 0
>0
NCP=I ,
VI (Format 614) contains the four quantities
The number of r values in the integration strip
Case number
Shock coordinates read in
Shock coordinates calculated from an equation
Integration proceeds from the shock to either the tangent plane (if TH > 0)
or to x = XF
Integration proceeds from the tangent plane (for TH < 0) to x = XF
Integration proceeds from x = ZD to x = XF (for TH < 0)
Card Group VII (Format 6E12.8) contains the four quantities
DX
DR
XF
ROO
Ax, the mesh size in the x direction
Ar, the mesh size in the r direction
The maximum value of x for the entire integration (if R0 = 0, set
XF = XB0)
The initial r coordinate for the integration
If NCP = 2 or 3, then Card Group VIII (Format 6E12.8) contains the six quantities
XM The slope of the separating streamline
X10 The x coordinate of the separation point
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R10
Pl0
H10
ZD
The r coordinate of the separation point
The constant value of P in the base flow region
The constant value of H in the base flow region
Initial value of x if NCP = 3 (leave blank if NCP = 2)
If NCP = 1, I0 -< 0, Card Group VIII (Format 6E12.8) lists the x coordinates of
points on the shock spaced at Ar intervals (six to a card)
XS(I) I = 1 to K
If NCP = 1, I0 > 0, Card Group VIII (Format 6E12.8) contains the coefficients
A(9,1) , A(9,2) , A(9,3) ,
defined by the shock equation
A(9,1)x 2 + A(9,2)x + A(9,3)r 2 = 0 (A. 16)
The print out is for the most part self explanatory. It first lists the emissivity option,
curve fit coefficients, transformation coefficients, and E o (E-stagnation). If IOPS < 5,
the row headed E-STAGNATION is followed by seven numbers. The first number is
4 [in (°K)4/ft] which is calculated from P1 and H1 usingtl_e quantity E o/2 _ = #pT
subroutine PROP. The other six numbers comprise the output of that subroutine which
was used to evaluate the first one.
The next row lists the following input quantities for the particular case:
Case No., R0 ,XBI ,ROO (labeled RF),DX ,DR, and ALP
There then follow columns of output data presenting the cumulative results of summa-
tion over each row of cells. (For the first five rows results are presented for each
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cell. ) These are presented primarily for diagnostic purposes. The actual results of
the program are embodied in the last line, illustrated in the sample listing
RO ×BIRO) Q(RPAX) Q/EO*RS K= 292
0.24841E 02 0.83818E Ol 0.36209E It 0.18821E Ol
where
R0
XB(RO)
Q(RMAX)
Q/EO*RS
K
= r-coordinate of surface point
= XB1 = x-coordinate of surface point
= contribution of the last cell to the summation
= qR/Eo as defined by Eq. (3.76)
= number o!i rows in the summation
The value of qR is then obtained by multiplying qR/Eo by the value of E o which is
listed near the beginning of the printout. If IOPS < 5, as noted above, this number
must be also multiplied by 2a, in appropriate units.
The computing time required to calculate qR for a given surface point varies greatly
with the location of the point and the nature of the flow, which determine the number
of strips required. Typical values range from 3 to 10 minutes on the IBM 7090. A
schematic flow chart for the program appears in Fig. 40.
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(
_ f INPUT: N, IOPS,
VkA(I,J), B(I,J), AA(I,J), BB(I, J))
t No _ YES
INPUT: E0 )
I
=_NPUT: Pl, H 9
_-_6NPUT:• RO, XB1, TH, ALP, DUM, XB0_--J
_g
INPUT: K, KI, IO, NCP, DX, DR, XF, ROO)
NCP = 1 _ NCP =2OR3
INPUT :
XS(1)
INPUT :
A(9,J)
CALCU LATE ] CALCULATE !
XS(I) [ E 10 I
CALCULATE]E0
_RNPUT: XM, Xl0,_
10, Pl0, H10, Z_
'1
XS(I) GIVEN BY EQUATION I
|
OF TANGENT PLANE I
NcP=3i i_-- XS( I ) = ZD
r = ROO- DR
SUM = 0
x = XS(I) - DX H ___r = r+DR x = x + DX
i I=I+ 1
NO [ CALCULATELIMITSINTEGRATIONFoRI ]
COMPLETED NCP. = 1 tNCP=2OR3
l ZDGIVENBYEQUATION] ] ]OF TANGENT PLANE I SUM =NCP = 1 NCP =2 OR 3 SUM + ZC
, ['E: ElOI =,
LSL _N__ [ ARE x,r IN+ YE_ _--_CALCULATE_ [ ZC "
BASE FLOW REGION? w. E
lOPS <5 _ CRALL [ [ DETERMINE_'cALCULATE1
tIOPS = 5
Fig. 40 Flow Chart- Radiative Heating Program
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Appendix B
CHEMISTRY CALCULATION ALONG THE AXIAL STREAMLINE
As indicated in subsection 2.3, the underlying assumptions for the streamtube method
break down in the vicinity of the axis of symmetry. This is due to the fact that the
equilibrium pressure changes along streamlines in this region areso small as to be
of the same order as the changes in pressure due to the nonequilibrium processes.
Since the latter are assumed to be negligible, the equilibrium pressure distribution
is not useful in relating spatial and time variations along streamlines. Similarly, the
equilibrium velocity behind a normal shock (for hypersonic flow conditions) is so small
as to be of the same order as its departure from the corresponding frozen velocity.
Thus, the specification of the equilibrium velocity distribution also is not helpful.
Fortunately, Chisnell (Ref. 63) has recently derived a simple analytic expression for
the velocity field in terms of the density distribution, valid in the stagnation regime of
bodies in nonequilibrium hypersonic flow. The equations were previously derived by
Freeman (Ref. 64). He showed that if the density in the shock layer is large, compared
to the free-stream density, then the curvature terms and the pressure gradient term
normal to the axis in the inviscid flow equations are correspondingly small. If we use
th._ shock-oriented cylindrical (r, x) coordinates of subsection 3.1.1. which are non-
dimensionalized by the shock nose radius, Eq. (2.1) and the r-component of Eq. (2.2)
can be written (neglecting the small terms)
a i a
8-x (/Sfi) + (_r) = 0 (B. 1)r _r
a_ a_
7r + = o (B. 2)
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where u,v are velocity components in the x, r directions, p is the density, and
these variables have been nondimensionalized by their free-stream values. Note that
these equations are equally valid for nonequilibrium flow, since the energy equation
is not utilized. For solutions close to the axis we now make the Dorodnitzyn
transformation
x
z = fp dx' (B. 3)
0
To the lowest order in r, p u and _¢/r are functions of z only, with the boundary
conditions at the shock wave
_ = 1 , V = r at z = 0 (B. 4)
Equations (B. 1) and (B. 2), therefore, become ordinary differential equations in z,
subject to conditions (B. 4). The solution is readily found to be
_ = (1 - z) 2 (B. 5)
= r(1 - z) (B. 6)
From Eq. (B. 5) it follows that the shock standoff distance in this approximation is
given by z = 1.
In order to utilizeChisnell's solution in the streamtube program, the density distribu-
tion along the streamline must be given. But this distribution can be estimated using
the streamtube program itself. We note that since the pressure and enthalpy change
very littlethroughout the stagnation region, the timewise chemical history experienced
by a fluidparticle after crossing the shock wave is approximately that experienced in
a constant-pressure, constant-enthalpy bath. We therefore carry out a streamtube
calculation prescribing a constant pressure. Since velocity changes in that program
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are determined by pressure changes (through the momentum equation), a constant
velocity (and therefore constant enthalpy) will result. The fictitious distance along
the streamline is then exactly proportional to the time. The output of the program
can thus be interpreted as the timewise evolution of the chemical state of the fluid
particle as it moves along the streamline. In particular, the time dependence of
the density, p(t), is obtained. The integration is carried out for a time (or fictitious
distance) long enough to enable fi to approach its equilibrium value within a
predetermined error, at which time it is terminated.
There remains the problem of relating the time to the actual physical distance along
the streamline. For simplicity, this relation is derived for the axial streamline.
If the time t is properly nondimensionalized, then fi is given by
_ dx
dt (B. 7)
Using Eqs. (B. 3) and (B. 5) we obtain
-- dz _ (1 - z)2 (B. 8)pu - dt
whose solution is
t = z/(1 - z) (B. 9)
where we have set t = 0 at the shock wave. The physical distance x is then found
by inverting (B. 3) to obtain
Z
dz'
x(z) = [t(z')] ' (B. 10)
O
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The integration being performed numerically, using the p(t) distribution found earlier.
Equations (B. 9) and (B. 10) give _be required relation between x and t. The stand-
off distance, x(1), as given by Eq. (B. 10) will not be equal to the equilibrium standoff
distance, partly because of the approximate nature of the analysis and the changes in
the shock-layer structure due to nonequilibrium effects. In order to be consistent with
results of the streamtube program away from the stagnation region, which assumed
the equilibrium flow geometry to be exchanged, the distance x as determined by
Eq. (B. 10) was scaled in order to let x(1) equal the equilibrium s*andoff distance.
The above results give a first approximation to the state of the gas on the axial stream-
line. An improved distributi( a is obtained by solving Eq. (B. 5) foi
(z) = (1 - z)2/p[t(z)] (B. 11)
which, together with Eq. (B. 10), gives a parametric representation of the velocity
distribution on the streamline. This distribution is then used as input in a second
streamtube calculation (specifying velocity instead of pressure) which gives improved
results for the state of the gas. This calculation must also be terminated before the
stagnation point is reached and graphical extrapolation to the known stagnation equilib-
rium values is required. The results for the axial streamline of Case III are shown
in Fig. 10 and Table 7.1.
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Appendix C
CHECK OF THE EFFECT OF NONEQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN
VISCOSITY CALCULATIONS
The particle transport coefficients, in particular the viscosity coefficients, used in
the present study were obtained from tabulated values based on small departures from
equilibrium states in high-temperature air (Ref. 65). A question naturally occurs
concerning the validity of using these values for gaseous states in which the local
species composition is out of equilibrium with the local temperature and pressure.
These conditions exist in the present analysis. Emphasis here is directed to estimating
the magnitude of the effects of the nonequilibrium composition on the values of the vis-
cosity coefficients. These coefficients are, in turn, used in the convective heat-transfer
analysis.
To check these effects, viscosity calculations were made, based on the actual gas
composition found in the region of rapid expansion near the corner of the forebody.
The effects of the chemical rate processes are magnified in this region because of the
local existence of a large acceleration in the flow velocity. (In fact, the local compo-
sition in this region was found to be virtually frozen with a large concentration of ions
ard free electrons as well as almost complete dissociation of the molecular species).
The corresponding translational temperature in this region undershot the local equilib-
rium level by almost a factor of 4, with an associated nonequilibrium rise in the density
level. The calculated local viscosity coefficients based on the nonequilibrium compo-
sitions were compared to those based on local equilibrium compositions. The latter
were those used in the heat-transfer analysis.
The comparison can be seen in Fig. 41, which shows the viscosity values based on the
nonequilibrium compositions as well as the Hansen (Ref. 65)"equilibrium-based"
values corresponding to this range of temperature and pressure. The temperature
ra lge over which the check calculations were made is from 2780 to 7040 ° K, with an
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Fig. 41 Effect of Nonequilibrium Concentrations on Viscosity
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associated pressure range of 5.6 × 10 -4 to 6.6 x 10 -3 atmospheres. This interval
includes the region where pronounced variation between equilibrium and nonequilibrium
composition was noted. The deviation from equilibrium based property values that was
associated with use of the nonequilibrium composition is seen to result in a decrease
in the viscosity coefficient values in this region. This decrease is small, ranging
from a maximum difference of about 22 percent down to about i0 percent. The varia-
tion is of the same size or less than the differences existing between the values based
on equilibrium compositions used by several investigators (Refs. 65, and 66). The
relative size of deviations, considering uncertainties in the fundamental transport
calculations and the rate constants governing the chemical kinetics, imply that the
small deviations due to nonequilibrium composition can be disregarded in the present
case without seriously prejudicing the accuracy of the results.
It is interesting to note the direction of the change corresponding to consideration of
the nonequilibrium gas composition. The trends can be examined easily using a figure
showing the appropriate cross sections for momentum transfer, hence the mean free
paths for the various subspecies interactions.
Figure 42 shows the mean free paths computed from and associated with the calculated
cross sections for the dominant momentum interaction processes considered. The
mean free paths appear as a ratio of the computed value for the identified specie to the
mean free path for an average "air particle" based on a Sutherland cross section. The
species populous enough to affect the multiple momentum interactions, hence the vis-
cosity in this region were (N), (O), (N+), (O+), and (e-). The presence of significant
nonequilibrium ion and free-electron concentrations in this range causes the decrease
in -;iscosity as a result of the extremely short mean free paths associated with long-
range electrostatic force fields in ion-ion and electron-electron interactions. It can
be seen in the figure that, in this temperature range, the mean free paths associated
with these coulombic interactions can be as much as 3 orders of magnitude less than
those associated with neutral interactions which would dominate the corresponding
eqtilibrium state compositions. It is clear that, for flow conditions which result in
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significantnonequilibrium concentrations of charged particles, care must be taken
to ensure that the use of equilibrium-based values of the transport coefficientsdoes
not lead to serious error in the heat-transfer calculations.
To summarize, a comparison of the viscosity coefficients calculated using both
equilibrium and nonequilibrium gas compositions indicate that relatively insignificant
deviations result from the use of equilibrium-based values for Case III. The existence
of such deviations does, however, indicate the importance of similar error estimates
for shock-layer flows containing significant nonequilibrium populations of charged
particles.
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